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The idea that levels and forms of genetic variability can be related 
to temporal and spatial patterns of environmental heterogeneity is a 
widely promulgated theme in evolutionary biology. Recent reviews per
taining to genetic polymorphisms under conditions of variable selection 
and migration are given by Hedrick et at (1976) and Felsenstein (1976) , 
which include numerous references to experimental. field, and theoretical 
studies. 

Three classes of migration patterns have been predominantly studied 
in theoretical population genetics: 

a. The island model (Wright, 1943) consists of an array of islands 
exchanging genes uniformly. Equivalently, the island model involves N 
"equidistant" islands thai share a common migrant pool drawn equally 
from all demes. 

The Levene population subdivision structure (1953) is a direct gen· 
eralization of Wright's model that allows for variable deme (island) sizes. 
Deakin (1966) introduced a homing or sessile tendency so that some 
individuals would remain in their deme of birth rather than enter the 
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migrant pool. He assumed that a fixed proportion of the population is 
sessile while the remainder of the population acts according to the Levene 
model. 

b. The stepping-stone model and. more generaJly. isolation-by-dis
lance migration patterns assume that the rates of migration between 
demes depend on the distances between them. Isolation by distance based 
on a o ne, two, or even higher dimensional layout (strata defined by phys
ical position, social or behavioral characteristics) of the population has 
been investigated by Maleeo! (1948, 195 1. 1959, 1967), Jain and Bradshaw 
(1966), Kimura and Weiss (1964) , Maruyama (1970), among others. This 
class of models generall y involves no differential selection within or be
tween locaJities. In the context of environmental selection gradients. some 
cline stepping-stone models have been extensively investigated (e.g., Slat
kin , 1973; Nagylaki, 1974. 1975, 1976b, 1978, 1979; Nagylaki and Lucier, 
1980; F leming, 1975; Karlin and Richter-Dyn, 1976). 

c. Migration matrix models are designed to deal with general migra
tion patterns (e.g., Malecot, 195 1, 1959; Bodmer and Cavalli-Sforza. 1968; 
Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza. 1976; Smith , 1969). Most authors have lim
ited their attention to linear pressures. i.e ., mutation andlor migration 
from an external fixed population, but having no mating or natural se
lection differences operating. 

In both classes of migration structures (b) and (c), computations have 
been mainly directed to evaluating the correlation of gene frequencies 
over space and the changes of these with time. 

This work is part of a continuing series of theoretical studies that 
seek to understand the effects of different types of spatially and temporally 
varying selection regimes coupled with migration patterns on the exist
ence and nature of polymorphism (Karlin, 1976. 1977a, b ; Karlin and 
Richter-Dyn, 1976; Karlin and Campbell . 1978. 1979, 1980). In this chapter 
we establish the conditions for the existence of a protected polymorphism 
(protection means that none of the alleles become extinct even when 
initiall y rare) for a hierarchy of migration patterns. These results will 
permit quali tative comparisons of the influence of different structures of 
migration exc hange in contributing to the maintenance of polymorph isms. 

In this review we describe a series of hybrid migration structures 
composed from canonical, e.g .• Levene. Deakin . stepping-stone. circu
lant migration patterns that entail one or several clusters of demes. Deme 
clusters can reflect the background terrain. geographical relationships , 
geological. climatic. or other ecological and environmental factors. and 
also behavioral, social, or exogenous genetic-environmental character
istics . Moreover. by introducing suitable fict itious deme arrays we can 
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simulate the effects of seasonal variation in selection by a spatial selection 
gradient. The seasons often induce cyclic variation. 

Some of the models are partly motivated by observations from insect 
populations that divide into demes or groups of demes , depending on the 
spacing of the plants on which they feed. Natural groupings of demes can 
also be associated with arrays of islands, an archipelago. tributaries of 
a river, inlets along a coast. a range of hills, spacing of flora. or moun
tain-valley-canyon topography. 

The partitioning of demes into clusters often distinguishes local pop
ulation interactions against far movements. For example, with respect to 
plant dispersal we can contrast the nearby seed droppings with the long 
migrations mediated by vectors (insects, mammals). 

A three-tiered clustering of some human populations may arise from 
the family-tribe, nation, and race structures. Other criteria for groupings 
may relate to social economic status, life-styles, religion and customs. 
and educational levels . 

Conditions for clustering may be based on aspects ofthe environment 
such as degree and kind of salinity. food availabili ty . moistness, exposure, 
etc. The modeling of migration should reflect various levels of clustering 
and associated with the clustering is a related pattern of selection. 

We will investigate typically the following questions: To what extent 
is the maintenance of polymorphism facilitated by the nature of hierar
chical determinations of deme clustering? What are the consequences 
associated with asymmetries in population exchanges? What are the rel
ative influences of migration rates between and within clusters of demes? 
Also, how do we compare spatial versus temporal variations in selection 
and migration parameters? 

The text is arranged as follows. The migration patterns on which we 
focus are described in Sections 2-4. In Section 2 we review the formu
lation of the Levene and Deakin migration models and their extensions 
that allow variable (habitat-dependent) rates of homing, several stages of 
migration in each life cycle, and different characteristic deme sizes. The 
nature of c1inal flow, i.e., migration exchanges per generation limited to 
neighboring demes whose rates can vary with respect to positions andlor 
differ in reciprocal directions. is described. A number of relevant circulant 
migration patterns are set forth. A final class of basic migration forms 
involving d irectional migration via a distinguished (major) deme dispers
ing to or receiving from "subordinate" demes is detailed. The process 
of delayed germination in plant species with seed pools can be modeled 
by such a migration scheme. 

Sections 3 and 4 delineate more-complex migration structures en-
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compassing clusters of several demes each. A population is assumed to 
naturally divide into clusters with each cluster consisting of a number of 
demes where the migration contrasts refer to intra- and interdeme cluster 
movements. For example. a "slar" migration form is developed where 
demes along each ray communicate only through a central deme. The 
combined effects accruing from temporal and spatial variation can be 
studied expeditiously by regarding the aggregate population as consisting 
of a multicluster deme formation. Other relevant hybrid migration struc
tures, such as Kronecker products and generalized circulant migration 
systems, are also elaborated. For all these cases we ascertain the con
ditions for a protected polymorphism and discern their dependence on 
the model parameters. 

The analytic apparatus used in ascertaining protection for the general 
multideme migration-selection model is reviewed at the close of Section 
1. Sections 7-10 present conditions for a protected polymorphism ap
propriate for the models of Sections 2-4. 

It is of interest to contrast migration structures as to their degrees 
of mixing and isolation. Two such notions were introduced in Karlin 
(1976). Several additional concepts and their analyses are set forth in 
Section 5. A number of means of comparing selection heterogeneity are 
introduced and some robust results interpreted in Section 6. Specifically, 
we address the issue of the relationship between spatial or temporal se. 
lection " heterogeneity" and the existence of a protected polymorphism. 

In Section II we compare the opportunities for protection with mi. 
gration once per season versus once per generation for a multideme pop. 
ulation subject to seasonal selection variation. The conditions for pro· 
tection in a multideme seed pool process are delineated in Section 13. A 
number of relations of deme size distributions and allele protection are 
de veloped in Section 14. Some models of mUltiple migration stages per 
generation are investigated in Section 15. We set forth in Section 16 a 
number of result s pertaining to the existence of protection attendant to 
the addition or deletion of demes. In this vein. we examine the effects 
with respect to protection of the unification or the separation of different 
parts ofa population range. It is also of interest to ascertain the similarities 
and contrasts in the equilibrium gene frequency patterns that accrue from 
an enlarged neutral zone where in other respects the selection migration 
structure is unchanged. 

The discussion of Section 17 summarizes in qualitative terms some 
of the implications and contrasts of the quantitative results of the previous 
sections. Mathematical proofs and analyses are relegated to Appendices 
A-F. The reader not concerned with the technical developments hence
forth may best concentrate on Sections 1-4 to understand the spirit of 
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the formulations and motivations on the various migration structures, and 
then skip to Section 17 for the qualitative summary and discussion of the 
results. 

1. GENERAL CONCEPTS, MOTIVATIONS, AND BASIC 
FORMULATION OF THE MODEL 

Classic examples of visible polymorphisms significantly correlated 
with environmental parameters include the phenomenon of industrial 
melanism in the Siston betularia moth , and shell color and banding pat
tern in populations of land snails of the genus Cepaea (e.g .• see Cain and 
Sheppard, 1952; Ford, 1975; Jones et ai., 1977). A selective agent to some 
extent acting in both these examples is differential predation. In recent 
years a large number of surveys of allozymic variation have been reported 
(e.g .. Powell, 1975 ; Nevo, 1978; Brown, 1979). Included among these are 
several clines discerned despite the fact that associations between the 
gene frequencies and the components of the habitat are quite ambiguous. 
Studies pertaining to linear associations between allele frequencies and 
spatial environmental variation include Dobzbansky (1943. 19.56). Koehn 
(1969). Powell (1971). Merritt (1972), Bryant (1974), McDonald and Ayala 
(1974). Mitton and Koehn (1975), Soule (1976), Endler (1977), and Clarke 
(1979) ; see also Hedrick et ai. (1976) for further citations. Some cases of 
correlations of gene frequencies with seasonal variations are also re
viewed in these references. 

The concept of a hybrid demic structure represents a partitioning of 
sets of demes where the migration among the demes of a cluster can be 
of a simple mode, e.g., Levene, Deakin, stepping stone, isolation by 
distance, circulant. while the exchange pattern between clusters may 
correspond to another basic structure. For example, the generalized mul· 
tiuniform migration form (Section 3, Part VU) prescribes a Deakin model 
for the demes of each cluster (where the parameters can vary from cluster 
to cluster) , while the migrations between clusters conform to a Levene 
pattern. Multiuniform (with added homing) may be appropriate in de
scribing many insect pest movements that locally manifest a Deakin mi
gration pattern. which is supplemented by occasional long-range migra
tion. As applied to human populations, it would correspond to a primary 
tendency to remain in one's own village followed by a secondary tendency 
to settle in a different village of one's own culture and a tertiary tendency 
to move to another culture (country) (cf. Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza, 
1976). 
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A case of the star migration mode (Section 3. part VIIl) precluding 

direct migration between arms of the star entails a species associated with 
river valleys at a fork in a river. Transient parasites on salmon and other 
fi sh. which mature together and then spawn up different streams, would 
also experience this migration structure. The star migration model also 
describes migration among tributaries of a central lake, or among canyons 
accessible to each other through a central region. In particular, star mi
gration forms might be appropriate for organisms living in irrigation water 
or terraced hillsides where lateral migration is within a ditch at a given 
level and centripetal. 

The mixed block migration structure (Section 4, part IX) may be 
appropriate for multivoltine insects. 

The Kronecker product migration structures (Section 3, part XI) 
may be appropriate for some insect populations (e.g., butterflies) that 
identify with their larval food plant and are most likely to lay eggs on the 
same type of plant. If some supermigration mechanism transports them 
to another habitat region, they will probably seek out ovipositional sites 
in accordance with the biotype preferences that would have been mani
fested in their original habitat region. 

Circulating clusters of populations may be mediated by natural cur
rents (the Gulf Stream) or innate (possibly genetically controlled) move
ments (e.g., bird migrations); planktonic masses are subjected to travel 
cycles. The mats of Sargassum weed carried along by currents have some 
animal populations (e.g., crabs) that live on them. The movements can 

... be interspersed with sessile phases (caused by attachment to a shore), 
and these effects on migration are incorporated in the migration matrix 
structure of Section 4, part X. 

The phenomenon of seed pools involving groupings of plants can be 
modeled by a migration matrix of the structure (4.28) where the elements 
are suitably replaced by blocks of matrices. The isolation-by-distance 
circulant block matrix of Section 4, part XUI can be interpreted in terms 
of population areas situated around a central lake with distance (in circular 
units) indexing the migration rates. 

The Concept of a Protected Polymorphism 

In any evolving population genetic system the property of persistence 
of an allele A, even when initially rare , is commonly called protection of 
the A-a1lele or A-protection (Prout, 1968; Christiansen, 1974). If all alleles 
are protected, then a protected polymorphism is said to exist. It should 
be realized that with a protected polymorphism there may be several 
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stable equilibrium states or oscillatory behavior strictly among polymorphic 
states or even unpredictable dynamics. although these latter contingencies 
are uncommon. The evolutionary development of the population in this 
situation depends sensitively on the initial composition of the population. 

In the presence of only two possible alleles A and a, the protection 
of A is equivalent to the instability of the fixation state corresponding to 
allele a. Accordingly, a protected polymorphism occurs if the fixation of 
both allele A and allele a is unstable. 

In the case of many alleles, say AI, A2 , ••• ,A" even after checking 
that each fixation state of A2 , Ah ... ,A. is unstable , it would be ncc
essary to eliminate the existence of stable states (or cyclic or ergodic 
behavior) involving any combinations among the alleles A 2 , ••• , A. 
before A.-protection is assured with respect to all internal initial condi
tions. This procedure entails a formidable if not prohibitive task. Ac
cordingly, the methodology for verifying the existence of a protected 
polymorphism in multiallele (and a fortiori in multilocus situations) is 
limited. Nevertheless, the analysis for the case allowing only two alter
native alleles may be suggestive for more general situations as well as 
having independent interest. 

Formulation of the Model 

A multideme population model involves three principal components: 
the selection regime, the migration pattern, and the population structure. 

(i) Selection Regimes 

In the genetics context, a multideme population is partitioned into 
N habitats andlor separate breeding units, ~ .. ~2' •.. , ri'N, that are 
subject to local selection forces and migration among them. The changes 
in the population composition of a trait expressed by two possible types 
labeled A and a are observed over discrete successive generations. We 
assume here that the deme sizes are large so that sampling effects can 
be ignored. The transformation of gene frequency accountable to the local 
selection forces in deme 9}/ is characterized by a relation x' "" f A,x) such 
that if x is the A-frequency in ri' / at the start of a generation, then after 
the action of mating and selection the resulting A-frequency prior to 
migration is x'. For many relevant cases, f A,x) (defined for 0 :s; x :s; I) is 
a nonlinear smooth function obeying the boundary conditions 

fl.0) s 0, fl.1) ~ I (1.1) 
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It is unnecessary to spell out the mating system or the specific fitness 

scheme operating in each deme. In our general formulation. fitness can 
equally well represent a number of components of reproductivity, in
cluding fertility. viability, segregation distortion. and others. The con
sequences of mating and selection arc for our purposes implicitly incor
porated in the local selection functions u..x), 

One example of f ,(x) that we will pursue at length arises from the 
classical diploid one-locus. two-allele viabili ty model and has the Conn 

VJX"l + x(l - x) 
Ux) = v,r + w~1 - X)2 + 2x(J - xl 

when the viabilit y parameters of the genotypes are 

AA Aa aa 

( 1.2) 

(1.2.) 

The case of a dominant trait has v/ "" I for all i, and the case of additive 
allelic effects corresponds to v/ E I + 8/> w/ "" I - 81> 18/ I :s I. 
Multiplicative alle lic effects are characterized by the parameter relation
ship v/ w/ = I for all i . 

In the corresponding haploid situation we should take f ,.(x) "" v/xf 
[vox + w..(l - x» ). Parenthetically . multiplicative allelic viability effects 
for the s tandard diploid model are equivalent to the case of haploid se
lection just cited . Other determinations for u..x) can be generated by 
superimposing forms of frequency-dependent selection or selection in
duced on a single locus when part of a multilocus system. 

!['he environmental or geographical selection gradient is characterized 
by the complete array t (x) "" {f ,(x , ), ... , fNf.XN)}' The extent of en
vironmental heterogeneity is reflected in the differences among the 
components of t(x) . 

When all local selection functions are of the form (1.2). the selection 
regime is equivalent to the fitness parameter array {(V I> WI), (V2t Wl), 
...• (VN. WN)} ' Four global selection patterns studied at length are as 
follows. 

A Selection Regime Involving Local Directed Selection in All Demes. 
This depicts a situation when in each deme either allele A or allele a is 
advantageous . Equivalently. if migration ceases, then a mosaic of pure 
populations would emerge with allele A or a established in its natural 
habitat (i.e., at those demes where allele A or a is advantageous. re
spectively) . Where the same allele is not favored throughout, then for 
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some levels of migration a globally stable polymorphism may be achieved . 
Definitely, under small migration flux. a unique polymorphic globally 
stable state is attained . However. with a more substantial gene flow . the 
effects of selection and migration blend in a complex fashion and the 
evolutionary outcomes are less predictable. We refer to the underlying 
selection pattern described above as a mosaic pattern of directional se
lection. Where the selection strength is correlated with some environ
mental parameter over a population range (e.g., temperature, water avail
ability . background coloration), a mosaic of directed selection pattem~ 
may be appropriate . A case in point involving generally one to three locI 
is dorsal coloration in li zards adapting to background colors. 

A Global Selection Pattern with Local Overdominance Manifested 
throughout the Range. In this circumstance, the heterozygote is advan
tageous in each deme and the strength of its advantage can vary spatially 
and/or temporally. It can be surmised that for this geographical selection 
regime a global unique stable polymorphism exists for any migration 
structure. The validity of thi s principle is corroborated for several com
mon migration patterns in Karlin and Campbell (1979). 

Underdominant Local Selection Forces throughout the Population 
Range. This reflects a situation where the heterozygote is deleterious 
compared to both homozygotes. The degree of heterozygote disadvantage 
may vary from local ity to locality. [n such a model of N habitats, entailing 
very slight migration flow connecting the separate demes, 2N different 
stable polymorphisms can coexist where in each deme one of the two 
allelic types predominates . Usually, with moderate or substantial gene 
flow and some degree of underdominance expressed in each locality, the 
possibilities of polymorphism are significantly reduced (see Karlin and 
McGregor, 1972b). There are many writings that ascribe the distribution 
of plant allelomorphs for certain traits to microgeographical adaptations 
exhibiting patches of different homozygous genotypes consonant to a 
regime of underdominant selection effects (Hamrick and Allard, 1972), 
with circumstances reflecting underdominance th roughout (heterozygote 
inferiority) that may be associated with the prevalence of hybrids between 
species. 

Mixed Underdominant-Overdominant Regime. Thi s natural selec
tion regime has each local selection function expressing either overdom
inance or underdominance. I t is of interest to discern the equilibrium gene 
frequenc y patterns in the presence of such a mixed underdom
inant-overdominant regime. 

Gillespie and Langley ( 1976) emphasized a selection regime of a 
mosaic of directional selection effects engendered by additive allelic con
tributions to fitness as a model to explain biochemical allelic diversity. 
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(They concentrate mostly on temporaJ rather than spatial selection var
iation.) Although such a model may be germane to some situations, the 
biochemical properties of heterozygotes are usually not exactly inter
mediate not only for multimeric enzymes but for monomeric enzymes. 
Cases of nonintermediacy of biochemical properties are known for heat 
stability and specific activity of esterase-5. A discussion of this matter 
is presented in Berger (1976). Berger further advances a number of cases 
where the heterozygote compared with homozygotes maintains a higher 
level of catalytic activity andlor increased efficiency in conserving met
abolic energy under suitable conditions of temperature. chemical-elec
trical, or environmental backgrounds. 

The detailed expression for j,{x) is relevant with regard to the prob
lem of polymorphic protection only through its values near 0 and t. 
Actually. only the derivative values JHO) and fI(I) matter and these are 
assumed to be positive. 

Throughout this chapter we will concentrate on selection regimes 
involving variable local viability effects as in (1.2). The selection structure 
can then be described by the array of parameters 

(I.2b) 

where the VI and WI are selection values at deme ~J (see (I.2a)]. In this 
formulation the normalization of constant fitness value t for heterozygotes 
over all demes is made. One advantage of this assumption is that it allows 
a consistent symmetric formulation of protection for both alleles A and 
a. However, there is also motivation for choosing the normalization that 
assigns equal absolute viabilities to the common homozygote. This ensues 
from the perspective that a mutant type would be introduced into an 
equilibrium population, where at equilibrium the wild type would be 
equally viable in all habitats. Otherwise, selection would act on migration 
parameters favoring migration to the fittest habitat. 

Under the normalization that the homozygous aa individuals have 
equal absolute viabilities in all habitats, the relative viabilities 

Aa: (1,1 , . . . , I), 

correspond to the absolute viability 

aa: (1, 1, ... , I) 

n 

For the soft selection model (see subsection (v) later] the nature of the 
normalization does not alter conditions of a protected polymorphism. But 
for the hard selection model the nature of the normalization can be de
cisive. 

(ii) Local Relative Population Sizes 

We assume that the individual demes have a characteristic population 
size at a specified stage. Various possibilities have been proposed of 
which we indicate three. 

a. The relative number of adults at deme j of the total population is 
CI (c/ > 0, ~~ I CI = I) constant over successive generations (the soft 
selection case, see below). This assumption reflects a self-regulating 
mechanism such that at the adult stage of each generation the demes 
confer a constant relative contribution to the total mating pool. The Ci 

may also be construed as a measure of "interdemic selection" not sig
nificantly affected by the local genetic selection forces. 

b. The relative size CI reflects the proportion of the entire adult 
popUlation located in deme C3', after migration (the hard selection case). 

c. For a model with multiple mating areas (where mating and possibly 
reproduction take place) which can be coincident or distinguished from 
the deme sites, we could also stipulate an "inter-mating area selection" 
maintaining a set of constant relative juvenile numbers (or gamete pop
ulation sizes) per generation. The relative mating area sizes can be cor
related with physical area characteristics. local environmental variations, 
etc. The existence of differential fertility effects at the mating areas andl 
or degrees of sexual or assortative mating selection may be involved. 

(iii) Hard and Soft Selection 

In a multideme population there are two principal complementary 
models relating the interaction between selection and local population 
size, those of hard and soft selection. This distinction was emphasized 
by Wallace (1968, 1975); see also Dempster (1955) in the single-deme 
context and for the multideme situation, Christiansen (1975), Sved (1976). 

For soft selection , the proportion of adults in each niche is fixed. As 
observed by Dempster, this can be a reasonable approximation when 
population is regulated within each niche (deme). When it is total pop
ulation size that is controlled. Dempster suggests prescribing the fraction 
of zygotes in each deme. Then when the fraction of adults is proportional 
to the mean fitness in the deme, the underlying scheme is termed hard 
selection. 



The distinction of hard versus soft selection pertains to individual 
fitness attributes. Accordingl y, with hard selection independent of the 
genotypes of other individuals . the individual's genotype in the population 
determines the fitness expression, while soft selection implies that the 
deme population size is "constant " and accordingly the capability of an 
individual surviving and reproducing is subject to the limitation imposed 
by the deme "resources." 

Soft selection postulates that each deme contributes a constant pro
portion of the mating pool for each generation a nd that thi s is independent 
of the genotypic composition of the habitat. The hard selection formu
lation postu lates that a constant proportion of zygotes is present in each 
habitat in each generation before selection . but selection subsequently 
modifies this proportion. Thus, under soft selection the local viability 
selection does not change the relative proportions of the deme populations 
in passing from the offspring to the adult stage. This is the most commonl y 
applied model where preceding migration each subpopulation carries a 
constant characteristic fract ion of adult individuals in every generation. 
In contrast , hard selection prescribes only that after mating eac h local 
population includes a characteristic fraction of the total population. in
dependent of the generation time. 

One consequence of hard selection is that the local population sizes 
change due to differential birth and death rates of different genotypes. In 
some cases it may be relevant to formulate mixed versions of the effects 
of hard and soft select ion . 

In fo rmal terms, with the operation of hard selection at deme fill we 
postulate the existence of WAx), a funct ion of the A-allele frequency, XI! 

such that c/ WAx/) measures the relative population size resulting from the 
effects of local differential selection. 

For the choice of (1.2) a common determination has WAx) : the mean 
fitness function in I/I'i. viz .• W,{x) : Vir + w,{ 1 - X)2 + 2x(1 - X). 

Because viabilities preceding migration are absolute under hard se
lection !;Iut relative under soft selection. these models offer one manner 
of contrast ing relative versus absolute viabilities. The normalization of 
viability parameters inherent to relative viabilities (constant deme sizes) 
prescribes a form of frequency-dependent absolute viabilities. Therefore. 
soft selection can be characterized as frequency dependent, and contrast
ingly for hard selection as frequency independent. 

Because the local deme sizes are regulated preced ing migration under 
soft select ion. but no constraints on the population size exist until after 
migration under hard selection , the models are also characterized as local 
versus global population size regulation . respectively. This phenomenon 
is also referred to as local versus global competition because population 

size regulation must entail deaths of excess individuals. although these 
deaths are not correlated with genotype. The total population size is 
regulated to be constant after migration under both models. 

Another interpretation considers population size regulation as a form 
of selection because it involves deaths, as mentioned above . In this per
spective the same initial absolute viabili ties are manifested at birth under 
both models. but genotype-independent mortal ity occurs before migra
tion. say on juveniles, under soft selection but not until after migration . 
say on adults. under hard selection. Thi s suggests the dichotomy of ju
venile versus adult selection. 

Table I summarizes the foregoing discussion (cf. Karlin and Camp
bell . 1981). 

(iv) Migra tion Structure 

The elements of a forward migration matrix F = II IJ-u II measure the 
probability of an individual from locality i to migrate toj. The parameters 
of F do not reflect the actual immigration rates, which are further influ
enced by the differences in deme sizes. possible changes due to local 
selection forces, and other genetic and ecological factors. 

The transformation relations for the gene frequency arrays 

X:(XI.X2 ••.• ,XN) and x·::::(xi. xi, ...• xiv) 

where XI denotes the current A-allele frequency in deme lfIl and xi the 
corresponding frequency in the next generation requires the concept of 
the backward migration matrix 

M :::: Il mull~ - 1 (1.3) 

where mu = the fraction in the ith deme originating from the jth deme 
at the start of a given generation. The specificat ion of mu takes account 
of the population structure expressed by variable deme size, the individual 

TABLE I. Contrasts and In terpretalions of Soft versus Hard 
Select ion 

son setection 

Frequency dependent 
Relative viabilities 
Local poputalion l"e8utation 
Viability selection on juveniles 

Hard selection 

Frequency independent 
Absolute viabil ities 
Gtobat population regulation 
Viability selection on adults 
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migration propensities, and the influence of environmental selection var
iation on these factors [see (1 .6) below). The backward migration matrix 
commonly corresponds to the manner in which data are collected. In fact , 
mark- release-recapture experiments attempt to estimate a row of the 
backward migration matrix . 

(v) The Transformation Equations of the Frequency States 

We indicate first the caJculation of the backward migration matrix . 
Following Christiansen (1974) , the local differentia1 selection effects con
vert the relative subpopulation sizes into 

ct = c, 

cf = C/ WAXI) 
N 

L cl:W,,(xd . -, 
(soft selection) 

(hard selection). i = 1,2, .. . ,N 

where WAx) usually designates the 10ca1 mean fitness functions. 

(1.4) 

We concentrate on the model where the genetic forces in each gen
eration are ordered according to 

mating and selection 
{followed by) • • 

I migration (1.5) 

Migration here occurs at the adult stage, but prior to mating in the next 
generation. An elementary calculation provides 

i = I, ... ,N (1.6) 

In more succinct notation . the backward migration is constructed 
from the forward migration matrix as the matrix product [diag(c, •. . 
CN) stands.for the diagonal matrix with entries cion the diagonal] : 

M = BF'C" (F ' :: the transpose matrix to F) (I. 7) 

. where 

C* = diag(cT, c!, ... , c~) and B = diag (~1 ' ~2' ... , b~) 

" 
with 

N 

b, = CI = L Ct j.L ~1 .-, 
Thus, M arises from F ' by pre- and postmuitiplication with suitable pos
itive diagonal matrices. It is important to emphasize that for hard selection 
the backward migration matrix depends on the specific genetic compo
sition of the population at hand, c1 = c1(x), while under soft selection 
M = Il mu II is independent of the specific gene frequency configuration 
at hand . 

When all demes are of equal size and F = II tJ.ii II is symmetric (as in 
the homogeneous stepping-stone mode!) , then for soft selection M = F 
so that the backward and forward matrices coincide in this case. The 
coefficients j.L ii may then be interpreted as the per generation proportion 
of population exchange between demes fl'1 and fl'j • 

Let XI denote the frequency of allele A in deme fl'/ at the start of a 
generation and xi the frequency for the next generation. The standard 
globaJ transformation equations connecting x = (X., ... , XN ) to x' 
(x;, ... , XN) over two successive generations are given by 

N 

xi = L m fjIjxj), 
j - I 

i = t,2 •...• N (1.8) 

where fJXj ) = xl is the loca1 transformation of a1lele frequencies due to 
selection. [For definiteness, the form of I j is given in (1.2).] 

The deme sizes after migration can be caJculated directly. The ith 
deme contributes a fraction tJ. fjci of genes to deme j. It follows that the 
relative size of the jth deme following migration is given by Cj = 
L~I tJ. ijcr.j = 1,2, ... ,N, or in vector notation c = F'c· where F ' 
denotes the transpose matrix of F. 

For helpful reference, the occurrence of these processes during the 
life history is shown in Table II. Note that selection occurs twice during 

TABLE II. The Selection-Migration Process per Generation 

Next 
Census stage Premigration Postmigration generation 

Deme size " mating " " genotype- " reproduction (migration) independent 
A-Allele frequency x, selection ., X, mortality "' 
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the generation cycle. Preceding migration it may be dependent on gen
otype and genotype frequencies. Following migration it is independent 
of both genotype frequencies and is sometimes referred to as population 
regulation to underscore this fact. 

Another formulation would reverse the order of selection and mi· 
gration, viz., 

_~"~o~,,o~w~<~, ~,,~>~. . migration j selection and mating (1.9) 

For the model of (1.9) the offspring (infant) migrates rather than the adult 
population (e.g., as in seed or larvae movement) and subsequently dif
ferential viability is in force. Where migration and selection operate in 
the order as in (1.9), the transformation equations replacing (1.8) take the 
form 

i = 1,2, .... N 

We can write (1.10) in the form (prov ided! is strictly monotone) 

N 

Y; = L mU! j (Yj ) 
J. ' 

(1.10) 

(1.11) 

reducing to that of (1.8) in the variables {y;}. It follows from these con· 
siderations that the qualitative nature of the equilibrium possibilities does 
not depend on the timing of the selection, mating, and migration opera· 
tions. 

From another perspective. selection generally has two major com· 
ponents reflecting fertility and viability effects. Therefore, for some nat· 
ural populations, neither model 0.5) nor model (1.9) is appropriate. Vi· 
ability select ion is likel y to take place before migration. while fertility 
selection may take place after migration. Thus. a mixed model involving 
possibly two stages of migration or some selection prior to and some 
selection after migration may be more germane. 

We illustrate briefly the ingredients of such a two-stage model in
volving separate multiple mating areas and deme (habitat) sites. Thus. as 
before, the population is most of the time distributed into separate demes 
rzp = (!JI I , rzp2, ...• rzpn) at which local viability selection may operate. 
There are r areas .M. = (At l , ...• .M.r) where mating and reproduction 
take place. In the extended model there are two significant stages of 
migration: movement of adults from demes to mating areas, and after 
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mating and reproduction, dispersal of offspring from the mating areas to 
the deme sites. 

The migration matrix F = II "Yu 117_ I.}_I summarizes the forward mi
gration rates of adults from deme sites to mating areas. The matrix tJ. 
= 118/i IIr- IJ- I represents the forward migration matrix corresponding to 
dispersal from .M to rzp. Assuming the adult population sizes at the deme 
sites are prescribed by c = (CI, C2 • .•• , cn ), then},, / = LZ- I Ck"Yki. i 
= I , 2, ... , r, indicate the relative population sizes in the mating areas. 

There are two backward migration matrices L = II Iii II = II Cj"yj/},,/II 

where II/ is the fraction of adults in ..«/ originating from q}>j and 

M =lI m,ll= 

where m(j is the fraction of young individuals in C!Jj deriving from the jth 
mating area Mj • The relative population numbers at the habitat sites cor
responding to the juvenile stage (i.e. , before selection) are 

Ci = L }"kSki .. , 
A discussion of some conditions for a protected polymorphism in this 
two-stage model occurs in Karlin and Kenett (1977) (see also Strobeck, 
1974). 

(vi) Classes of Migration Forms 

Migration and population structure influence the occurrence and na
ture of a protected polymorphism in markedly different ways. We will 
delineate classes of possible natural migration forms that reflect environ
mental and ecological profiles, systematic and fluctuating temporal ef
fects, behavioral and physiological attributes, and population structure 
parameters. 

Our second objective is to ascertain the conditions for a protected 
polymorphism or allele protection for a variety of reasonable situations 
and offer comparisons and contrasts between the various migration forms. 
We seek in particular to assess the influence of (i) variable homing rates; 
(ii) the level and form of clustering over multideme populations; (iii) the 
role of the distribution of population sizes; (iv) the extent and nature of 
migration distance; (v) seasonal effects; and (vi) other hierarchical char-
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acteristics. It is hoped that several of the hybrid migration structures of 
Tables III and IV may provide insights for evaluating the empirical ad
equacy of some field population genetics studies. The results we provide 
may aid in interpreting the observed gene frequency distribution with 
respect to possible migration-selection mechanisms, and in deciphering 
the relative role of mating pattern , multigene interactions, correlated en
vironmental influences, residual perturbations, and related factors. 

We describe in Table III several canonical migration forms. Various 
extensions are indicated in Table IV of hybrid compositions of canonical 
migration forms. Their detailed formulations and discussions are set forth 
in Sections 2-4. The conditions for protection for these models and some 
of their interpretations and implications are developed in Sections 5-13. 

(vii) General Conditions for a Protected Polymorphism 

A-protection (protection of allele A) in the general selection migration 
model of (1.8) holds in the presence of the fo llowing analytic condition: 

The spectral radius of the product matrix MD, written p(MD). must 
exceed 1 (i .e., the dominant eigenvalue of MD is greater than unity): 

p(MD) > I (1.12) 

(Bulmer, 1972; see also Karlin , 1976), where M is the backward migration 

TABLE III. Some Cenonical Mig ration Forms of n-Demes {\J'1. \J'~, ... ,\J',,} 

Island model (Section 
2, part I) 

Levene model (Sect ion 
2, part I) 

Deakin mod~l (Section 
2, pan II) 

Backward migrat ion form 

mu .. lin (independent of i and J) 

Rank- I matrix: M 
= IIe,cJI = C, e, . I 

Characte ristics 

The population is 
redistributed every 
generation from a 
common pool 
equally to all demes. 
All demes carry 
approximately equal 
population numbers 

Deme \Y'J receives the 
same proportion cJ 

of the total gametic 
pool in each 
generation 

mil = 1 - a + ac, M = A homogeneous 
mu= acj. i~j (I - a)l+aC homingratel-a 

superimposed on a 
Levene model; a 
can be interpreted as 
an innate sess ile 
tendency 

Variable-horning-rate 
model (Section 2, 
pan III) [see also 
(2.9)-(2.13) for other 
formulations of the 
variable-homing and 
population structure 
factors] 

Stepping stone 
(Section 2, pan IV) 

Circulant (Section 2, 
pan V) 

" 
TABLE III. (Continued) 

Backward migration form Characteristics 

ml/= I - a i+ 
a,c, 

mu "'! a,c, 

General form 

m" - ' ( 
m'.h l - PI 
m l.I_ 1 - q, 
otherwise, m il - 0 

M .. l:J. + R. The sessile tendency is 
l:J. = diagonal, R dependent on deme 
is of rank I, site 
R = IJaseJI 

Homogenous case 

" "" I - 2m 
p," q,=m (at 

boundary demes 
, _ 1 _ m,p or 
q .. m) 

Migration only 
possible 10 
ne ighboring demes. 
Stepping stone can 
be const rued as the 
ell.treme case of 
isolalion-by-distance 
migration 

(i) Migration mediated 
by wind or water 
current; (i i) 
corresponds also to 
temporal variation in 
selection intens ities 

Directional migration See (2.22) and (2.23) The configuration of 
demes resembles a 
mainland with 
islands or a forest 
and trees spreading 
out from the forest. 
This form also 
models seed pool 
processes 

with a dist inguished 
deme; mllior! 
subordinate deme 
structure (includes 
models of age-
structured 
populations) (Section 
2. pan VI) 

matrix and D = diag(d
" 

d 2 , • dN ) is a diagonal matrix with values 
di = fHO), i = 1,2, .. ,N, down the diagonal. If 

p(MD) < I (1.13) 

holds, then allele A goes extinct when its initial frequency is low. There
fore , apart from the possibility that p(MD) = I, the necessary and suf· 
ficient condition for A-protection is the inequality (1.12). II should be 
noted that the explicit calculation of p(MD) is generally a prohibitive task 
and tractable only for special migration patterns. In a similar manner, 
protection of the a-allele is assured by the inequality p(MD) > I where 
iJ "" diag(d'" d'z, . , d'N) and now d'i = f/(1). 
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TABLE IV. Hybrid Mu1licluster-Multideme Population Structures 

GeneraJiud multiunironn 
milVl1ion flow (Section 
), part VII) 

Generalized star migration 
pattern ($«Iioo 3, part 
VIII ) 

Temporal and spatial 
variation intermeshed; 
(Section 4, pans IX. XI 

Kronecker product 
(Section 4, part XI) 

Cirtulanl cluster (Sec tion 
4, pans X, XII. XIII) 

Cluster seed load model 
(Seclion 4, pan XIV) 

Backward migration form 

'" clusters of 11 demes in each 
cluster (e.g., Deakin 
migration within each 
cluster and Levene 
migration Dclween clusters) 

Clusters of demes connected 
through a central deme 
(e.g., stepping-stone 
connecting clusters , 
migration patterns of 
general form within 
clusters) 

A directional circulant 
migration form 
superimposed on a general 
n-derne migration matrix. 
Can entail differential 
cluster homing tendencies 

fOfuample , M - M, @M 2 

Characterist ics 

CluSiers-nations; demes
tribes or societies 

Tributaries or a lake ; canyons 
connected through a 
central valley 

Allows treatment or seasonal 
variation in selection 
intensity in a multidcme 
contut 

The demes are delineated by 
classes or independent 
characteristics 

A general circulant matrix 
superimposed on clusters 
or demes reflecting also 
geognr.phical properties of 
the population range 

Pattern of direct ional flow 
with distinguished 
environmental state 
superimposed on a 
multideme (plant) 
population 

Recall under soft selection that C = C· and 

so that 

(; = diag [i: ~k;Ck] = diaglF 'cl ,- , 

B - (; - 1 - diag(F 'c) - IJ = diag [ N I ] 
L ~~/C~ ,-, 

" 
The backward migration under soft selection is therefore (see (1.1)] 

Ms "" (diag[F'cr I)F 'C (1.14) 

which is, in particular, independent of the population frequency vector 

•• 
Under hard select ion with WAx/) as in (1.4), W,{x) = vir + 2x(1 

- x) + w,(1 - X)2 so that C· = diag{cAxfv/ + 2xAI - XI) + w,{1 -:- X;)2J}. 
which for x sufficiently small is well approximated by C· = C diag[wJ 
"" CD - I. where D is defined to be the diagonal matrix (d... ., dN ). 

d; = w/- I
. The backward migration matrix under hard selection relevant 

for x near 0 becomes 

(\.15) 

If the change of the A-allele frequency vector over successive gen
erations is given by x' ... MDx when x is sufficiently small (Le., when 
allele A is sufficiently rare). then the criterion that x increases (that the 
A allele spreads) is that 

.(MD) > I (\.16) 

lfwe define DH = (diag[Msd - 'r I)(i.e .• tlttH = Ikf... mVl(l ldj ) ] - I) (the 
subscript H serves to refer to hard selection), then the conditions for hard 
and soft protection may be displayed concisely as 

p(M.D H ) > I 

P(M,D) > I 

(hard protection) 

(soft protection) 
(1.17) 

We established in Karlin (1916) as a sufficient condition for A-pro
tection, applicable to any selection-migration system, the inequality 

(1. 18) 

where € = (~1' ~20 ... , ~N) is the unique left eigenvector corresponding 
to the eigenvalue I for the matrix M, normalized such that L~ I ~ = I . 

When M admits the representation 

M - E.KEz (\.190) 
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where E. and £2 are positive diagonal matrices. and K is positive definite, 
then (1.18) can be replaced by the inequality 

(1.19b) 

and then A-protection prevails. Of course, (US) implies (1.19b). 
The sufficient condition (1.18) for protection presents a generalized 

geometric mean criterion that applies for any migration scheme while the 
condition (1.19b) is easier to achieve but the fonn of (1.19a) is valid only 
if the extent of migration flow per generation is not excessive. The caveat 
should be added that the verifications of (1.18) and (1.I9b) provide only 
sufficient conditions for protection. 

With the foregoing facts in mind, in comparing selection regimes and/ 
or migration patterns with respect to the opportunities for polymorphism 
(or A·protection) it is easier for qualitative purposes to compare the func
tion 

N 

G(d, ~) ~ II dr and (1.20) 

which are largely accessible, whereas verifying the precise spectral radius 
condition (1.12) or (1.13) is often prohibitive. The complexity of migration 
in dealing with (1.20) is summarized by the left eigenvector ~ = (~I> 

... , ~N) of the backward migration matrix, and the effects of selection 
are expressed by the parameters dh i = I, 2, ... , N. 

2. SOME BASIC CLASSES OF MIGRATION STRUCTURES 

We highlight in this and the following two sections mostly new classes 
of useful migration matrices with some that have been studied before. 
For each model1he precise conditions for the existence of a protected 
polymorphism are ascertained (Sections 5-13 and Appendices C and 0). 
We later set forth some comparisons and interpretations of the results. 
Theoretical insights derived by the study of classes of migration-selection 
population structures and their attendant stable equilibrium configura
tions may also be used as a simulation control to evaluate more complex 
interactions and consequences of multidemic dynamics. 

CI ... Ifk.llona of Selection-Migration Siructurea .. 
I. The Levene Population Subdivision Model 

The Wright island model (1943) depicts a situation where the popu
lation is divided into N equal-sized units each of which contributes equally 
to and receives equally from a panmictic mating pool. The local popu
lations are genetically identical following migration and mating. The Lev
ene migration structure (1953) generalizes the island model by assigning 
different sizes (specified as el ) to the islands so that they do not contribute 
equally to the mating pool, but such that the genetic compositions of all 
demes are the same immediately following migration and mating. It has 
been suggested that the foregoing setup may be appropriate for a species 
whose numbers are regulated within each of the separate demes, but not 
on the whole population. For this model, under the stipulation of soft 
selection, we have 

i,j = I, 2, ... ,N (2.1) 

The Levene subdivision model is essentially characterized by three 
main features: (a) Numerous microhabitats are available for the popu
lation; (b) mating occurs at random across the local habitat structure; and 
(c) the output from each site is locally set. Some classes of organisms 
that possibly fit this life-style include the polychaetes (marine worms), 
which are principally sessile but in mating engage in swarming maneuvers 
and then mostly settle back to available habitats. A number of fish pop
ulations (e.g., the American eel and herring) breed together in spawning 
areas and then disperse back to habitats located up various streams, 
somewhat reminiscent of the foregoing population structure. Other cases 
approximating the Levene subdivision model may include seabird pop
ulations that nest in large rookeries. 

Some discussion of the inherent limitations in the Levene model is 
found in Karlin and Kenett (1977). It should be realized that the Levene 
structure constitutes the most homogeneous environment of a whole hi
erarchy of heterogeneous environmental selection-migration patterns (on 
this concept see Karlin, 1976). 

II. A Homogeneous Homing Model 

The Levene model was generalized by Deakin (1966) who assumed 
that only a proportion a of the individuals are inclined to disperse and 
these are relocated (as adults) according to (2.1). The remaining fraction 
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I - (X contribute progeny directly in their home (parental) habitat. Equiv. 
aleRtly. an individuaJ stays put with probability I - a while a fraction 
a of the tota1 population seek to migrate. Let a = (a" ... , aN) be the 
vector of premigration deme sizes. Of those that migrate, let Cj . C = (CI , 

... , eN), be the proportion that immigrate to q}>j where the birthplace of 
the individual does not influence the choice of where the migrant settles. 
(Model III below considers variable homing rates dependent on the origin 
and destination of the deme sites involved.) These prescriptions are for
mally summarized by the forward migration matrix 

(I - alai + aalCj 1 
1-'-;; = - - a+ac/ 

a, (2.2) 

In compact notation, the forward migration matrix becomes F = (I -
all + aC (where I is the identity matrix) with C = II elCj II (el - I) a rank· 
one matrix whose common row vector indicates the relative deme sizes 
after migration without homing. We transform to the backward migration 
form following the recipe of (1.6)-(1.7) yielding 

(F' = transpose of F) (2.3) 

with t = diag(cl , C2 , ... ,CN), and where r equals the diagonal matrix 
exhibiting the values 'YI = (I - a) + aCI , i = 1,2, ... , N, down the 
diagonal. Clearly, M = r-1F'C = (I - a)I + aC = F. Thus, when 
superimposing uniform homing tendencies on the Levene subdivision 
structure, the backward and forward migration matrices coincide. [There 
is some mechanism that brings the premigration sizes back to a = (aI, 
al, ... ,aN) which can differ from c but in the foregoing model this does 
not affect the form of the forward and backward migration matrices.] 

In the event that pre· and postmigration population sizes are not the 
same, homing rates can be imposed meaningfully in terms of either the 
forward or the backward migration prescription. Accordingly , uniform 
homing in the forward migration matrix can be interpreted as reflecting 
territorial behavior such that the sessile proportion of the population is 
a given fraction of the juveniles independent of the habitat. In this cir
cumstance , selection acts in the same way on those who remain in the 
habitat and those who migrate. 

There exist in some formulations theoreticaJ and practical reasons 
for adding homing to the backward rather than to the forward migration 
matrix. It is clear that any forward migration matrix with homing can be 
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transformed into a backward migration matrix with homing (not neces
sarily uniform). 

An interpretation of (uniform) homing superimposed on a backward 
migration matrix is that at mating season a proportion (I - a) of the 
mating sites in each niche are aJready occupied. For example. there are 
situations where the mating population size is limited by the number of 
mating sites (e.g. , nesting). Possibly. a territorial behavior permits one 
(or a few) juveniles to remain in the mating site of their birth while the 
others are compelled to mature in distant environs. After mating, those 
that matured elsewhere randomly return seeking nesting sites that have 
been vacated due to predation or other causes. Thus, in this context 
uniform homing reflects an equal degree of mortality in all niches. A 
departure from the assumption of a constant homing rate may be used 
to reflect different amounts of mortality perhaps due to natural cycles in 
predation, artificiaJ harvesting of predators, or effects on predation by 
man. 

III. A Nonhomogeneous Homing Pattern 

We now introduce an extension of(2.2) that allows the rate of homing 
to differ over the respective demes. The parallel rationaJe to (2.2) leads 
to 

i '" j (2.4) 

The backward migration matrix is then 

~ m /i :: 

" 
N 

with 'YI :: - 0:, + L O:,l:C,I: .-, (2.5) 
i ::F j , 

- 0:1 + a ie l 
mil = i=I,2, ... • N 

Thus , M = II mu II has the form = a + R, where a = diag(81, til> 
... , aN) is a diagonaJ matrix, ti, :: (I - o:,)/'Yi' i = 1,2, ... ,N, and 
R is a matrix of rank one, R = II 'iSj II having explicitly ' I = 11"11 and Sj 

= Cj a ) , j = I, 2, ...• N. We will see that the interaction of migration 
and selection forces are more recondite in the presence of a nonuniform 
than a uniform homing rate. 

The migration behavior in some bird populations may have a non
uniform error rate in homing. Another example is the homing propensities 
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among salmon and similar fish populations. In certain primate troops, 
generally small numbers of young stay in the group while the others 
relocate or establish new groupings. The nonhomogeneous homing pat
tern described in this paragraph may approximate the migration dynamics 
for such cases. 

A Fur,her Extension 

Suppose that at deme ttJ>; (i = t, 2, ... , N) the a priori probability 
of an individual not migrating is I - a i_ Let the relative sizes orlhe adult 
population at the deme locations be described by (C., Ch ... , eN)' 
Consider the behavior pattern such that those that migrate congregate in 
a single mating area whose progeny disperse back to the deme sites (\11" 
~2 ' ... , \JIN ) by the mixing distribution (5 .. &2 •... , BN)' 5/ > 0, 
L f- , 5 i = I, where (2.4) and (2.5) reflect the special relation CI === a/. In 
this context the forward migration rates are summarized by the matrix 
F = II 101- (111 and are calculated as follows: The fraction of adult individuals 
in qjI , that do not move is (I - a ,). Of those that breed at the common 
mating area, a proportion aj of their offspring locate at deme ~j . The 
conjunction of these contingencies leads to the formula 

[(1 - a,) + a,a ,]c, 1 • 
.... iI = = - a , + a ,u, 

c, (2.6) 

j ,;c. i 

This forward migration matrix has the representation 

F = Il + R where Il = diag(l - aI, t - a2, ... , I - aN) (2.7) 

while R = II Sl r j II is rank one with s, = a il r j = aj • It is convenient to 
write 

F : ~ + AVB : A(<i. + V)B (2.8) 

composed from the factors A = diag(al, ... , aN) , B = diag(6l> 
... , 6N ) , U = II e,e) II, e, &; t, and 6 = A - lJlB - 1. Following (1.7), the 
backward migration matrix associated with (2.8) has the expression 

M = r- 1F'C 

C = diag(cl, ... ,CN) and r = diag("Vl, ... , "iN) (2.9) 

where 

k = I, ... ,N 

In the particular case of (2.6), M reduces to 

M : r - '[~C + BVACI : II m y II 

such that 

(1 - a i )c, + 6 iaici 
mil = i = t, 2, ... ,N 

and 

N 

"Vi = (I - ai)C, + 61 L a jC) 
j _ l 

For the case with 81 = C, ' i = I, ... , N , then 

mji = 
- a l + a iCI 

-j, 
aj C) 

mij= -.- , 

" 
N 

i l :: t - al + L c"a" ,-, 

i",j 

87 

(2.\0) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Further interpretations and relevance of the variable-horning-rate 
models stem from the following considerations. Environments have dif
ferent carrying capacities at various times of the year reflecting both a 
change in the nutrients available and changes in the nutrient requirements 
of organisms as they pass through different phases of their life cycle. In 
this regard consider butterflies, which have several larval stages and 
which may consume different food plants. If we postulate that larvae are 
fairly immobile, that selection operates primarily on larvae (i.e., adult 
morphs do not differ significantly with respect to predation), and that 
adults migrate , then we have the standard order of forces and events: 
migration _ mating - selection order. 

If we assume that migration is random but that each area receives 
a fraction of the total population proportional to the number of plants 
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suitable for egg-laying, afterwards selection acts and the relative premi
gration deme sizes are proportional to , e.g., the number of sites suitable 
for diapausing. Accordingly . we have a modified Levene migration pat
tern. Let {el}. Ll"!.. CI = I be the proportion of pre migrant adults in each 
habitat and {51}. L~ ' 8/ = 1 the proportion of larval egg sites in each 
habitat. Then the forward migration matrix is II 61t'1 II . t"; - I, and the 
backward migration matrix is U ejc} II· 

IV. Homogeneous and Nonhomogeneous Linear Stepping-Stone 
Migration Model 

The demes can be arranged in a linear order where per generat ion 
migration reaches only to neighboring demes: 

'N 

·;:0 
u 

Population structures entailing small migration flow per generation 
abound in nature. An example is the case of many grasses and plant 
populat ions (thistles , milkweeds) distributed in discrete patches along a 
shoreline , through a narrow valley , etc. Stepping-stone migration modes 
may reasonably approximate the population movement among relatively 
sessile organisms. Ehrlich et al. (1974) cite many examples ofanimal and 
plant populations where gene flow is considerably localized. 

The classical homogeneous stepping-stone migration mode with N 
demes has a common forward and backward migration matrix of the form 

-m m 0 0 
m - 2m m 0 

M : (2. 14) 

m - 2m m 
0 0 m - m 

where each deme exchanges a fraction m of its population with each of 
its neighboring demes provided the relative deme sizes are the same. 

The stepping-stone model is an extreme case among migration pat
terns based on the principle of isolation by distance where the degree of 
migration diminishes with the " distance" from the parental deme. The 
stepping-stone model for migration including two- and higher dimensional 
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versions and continuous formulations has been widely used in the study 
of geographical genetic models without seiulion. Isolation by distance 
of one- or higher dimensional migration forms is intrinsically associated 
with , e.g., seed and pollen dispersal in plant populations, travels in certain 
rodent species, mobility in snails. 

For an isolation-by-distance migration pattern . the geographical ar
rangement among demes determines the nature and magnitude of popu
lation movement. The analysis of the stepping-stone mode provides 
bounds on the effects of such (ordered) selection-migration systems. 

If the relative deme sizes are summarized by the vector c = (C I . CZ. 

. , CN). c, > 0, L c, "" I, then the backward migration matrix attached 
to (2.14) [ following the computation of (l.7)J is 

CI(l - m) mc, 
0 0 

" " 
c,m (1 - 2m)cz mc) 

0 

" " " M: (2. 15) 

0 0 
mCN _1 (1 - m)cN 

'N 'N 
where 

'Yi""mC'- 1 +(1 -2m)cl+mcl+l. 2sjsN-I (2. 16) 

'11 "" (I - m)cl + mcz, 'YN "" mCN _1 + (l - m)CN 

Where the migration flow between neighboring demes can also vary or 
differ in reciprocal directions, the backward migration matrix attains the 
general tridiagonal form 

" p, 0 0 0 
q, " p, 0 0 
0 q, " p, 0 

M : (2. 17) 

qN - 1 ' N - I PN - I 
0 0 qN 'N 

where 'I O!! 0, ql > O. PI > 0, 'I + q, + PI "" I . i = 1,2, ... , N. 
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Clines. The term cline refers to the gradual transition over space of 

the frequency of an allele (or phenotypic characteristic). Clines are wide
spread in nature and have been studied both experimentally and theo
retically (see Endler, 1973, and the review by Feisenstein, 1976). It is 
generally assumed that the changes in allele frequencies parallel changes 
in selection coefficients and migration is slight in order to maintain this 
agreement. It is often meaningful to make assumptions on the geograph
ical selection gradient regime in addition to the nature of the migration 
pattern. For example, a relevant case exhibits the selection parameters 
as a monotone sequence (increasing or decreasing) when indexed by the 
demes. A complement to the concept of a monotone selection gradient 
is provided by symmetric selection regimes that are monotone bidirec
tionally from their center. These might describe viabilities as one passes 
from one margin of a habitat through the center to the other margin. For 
example, some aJleles may adapt a species to a particular environment 
and the fitness of such alleles can be expected to decrease as the margin 
of a habitat is approached. Other aJleles endow individuals with the com
petitive qualities of a generalist rather than a specialist and these alleles 
should manifest enhanced viabilities toward the margins of habitats where 
there are no specialist alleles adapted to the particular environmental 
conditions. 

V. Circulant Migration Patterns 

Circulant migration comprises a mathematical grouping of what su
perficially appear to be distinct phenomena biologically. At one end is 
temporal variation. This is actually a single-deme phenomenon appro
priate to, e.g., multivoltine insects that systematically experience a se
quence of environments over subsequent generations each year. The tem
poral change can be simulated by "migration" of an array of demes, each 
moving en masse into new environments. 

At the other end is the standard circular stepping-stone model. This 
is a speciaJ form of isolation-by-distance models for a geographical cir
cular arrangement of demes. It is neither necessary that migration be 
symmetric with respect to direction (thus allowing migration mediated by 
ocean currents) nor that migration decreases with distance. The exact 
constraints on migration are most easily described in terms of the migra
tion matrix. 

If the demes occur in a circular fashion rather than linearly as they 
would around the base of a centraJ mountain or along (or near) the shores 
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of a lake, then the homogeneous stepping-stone migration mode assumes 
the forward migration matrix expression 

j.L 1. i + ' = iJ.U- l = m. IJ.;,; = I - 2m, ; ~ 1.2 ..... N (2.18) 

(with the convention to interpret N + I = I and 0 = N). 
A circulant isolation-by-distance migration matrix possesses the rep

resentation 

a, a, a, a" 
a" a, a, 

M~ 
Le., mu = all_jl and (2.19) 

a, a" a
ll

_ , a, 

and for the case of (2.18) ao = I - 2m. a, 
relevant specialization of (2. 19) has 

aj ?; 0, Laj = 1 

m. A particularly 

i#O (2.20) 

which corresponds to a unidirectional migration flow as described by 

" 

(2.21) 

perhaps mediated by underlying currents (e.g., wind , water, chemical, 
electrical). 

Another more important perspective concerning the migration flow 
(2.21) corresponds to that of a single-population habitat subjected to sea
sonal temporal variation in selection intensities. Thus, consonant to (2.20) 
[or (2.21)], a single population starting in <!J. in the first generation is acted 
upon by the selection associated with 1lJ'1 and in the next generation the 
offspring population is subjected to the selection forces inherent to the 
habitat <!f2. and continuing in this way the Nth generation progeny is 
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subject to the selection effects of'll'N' In subsequent generations the 
selection forces repeat cyclically in the order of the selection regime (f I . 

f2 • ... , iN)' In summary, the spatial migration-selection pattern of 
(2.20) entailing N demes engenders a population dynamics equivalent to 
that of a single population subject to a fluctuating seasonal selection 
pattern. The above example depicts the simplest version of the propo
sition that the consequences of temporal selection variation are mostly 
subsumed as a subclass of special form among the class of all spatial 
migration-selection structures. We amplify more on this theme in Section 
4. part IX. 

VI. Directional Migration Pattern with a Distinguished Deme 

In a subdivided population all of the demes may not be of equal 
importance. Rather there may be one or a few major demes and several 
subordinate demes. One manifestation of such a dichotomy is the single
island model of Wright, which contrasts a stable mainland population 
with an island population linked by limited migration. The model of Lev
ene (1953) generalizes the multiple-island model of Wright (1951) in which 
each island receives an equal immigrant fraction from every island by 
assigning different relative importance to the different islands, but this 
represents a continuum of deme significance rather than a dichotomy. 
We focus here on models involving a single ml\ior (distinguished) deme. 

The two models that we consider here entail a linear array of demes 
connected by unidirectional stepping-stone migration concurrent with 
movement from the distinguished deme, which either receives immigrants 
from an or some of the demes or disperses emigrants to all or some of 
the demes. These models are suggestive of a physical array consisting of 
a major island and severa] smaller islands extending alone a line. Other 
physical settings include a forest with nearby clusters of trees and shrubs, 
a stream flowing into (or out 00 a lake, and a major city with satellite 
towns along the main highway . The unidirectional migration could be 
mediated by wind or water currents, a population density gradient, or the 
flight patterns of insect vectors. 

The distinguished immigrant deme model is also appropriate for 
studying age-structured populations. A familiar example is the Leslie 
matrix employed in demographic studies that specifies age-specific birth 
and death rates. The problem of protection of an allele with different 
survival probabilities in different age classes can be identified with the 
problem of growth or extinction of an age-structured population; temporal 
variation in selection intensities can be identified with temporal variation 
in birth and death rates. 

" 
Consider a backward migration matrix of the form 

" p, 0 0 0 
q, " p, 0 0 

" 0 " p, 

M _ ' ,+ q,+ p, = I. q, > O. 
p, > o. ; -I. . .. , N - I 

(2.22) 

qN_ ' PN_ I 
qN 0 0 ' N 

The first deme is distinguished (e.g., as a mainland habitat, a major city). 
Every other deme in each generation receives a proportion of its inhab
itants from the central deme and the remaining from the neighboring deme 
to the right. 

Thus, the migration flow is principally directed toward deme I, while 
deme I disperses its population to all the demes. Where q2 = q) = ... 

== qN - I = 0, qN > 0, the migration flow is primarily in a circular direction. 
Where the migration propensity is in the other direction, away from 

the mainland, (2.22) is replaced by 

0, 0 , 0 , 0 , liN-I ON 

b, <, d, 0 0 0 
0 b, " d, 0 0 a, ;;!: O. ~a, '" I , 

M - b,+c,+ d,,,,, I. "d (2.23) 
b, > 0, j - 2, 3, .. . ,N 

0 0 0 0 . bN '" 
A process of facultative seed dormancy or germination can be en

compassed by the migration scheme (2.23); cf. Templeton and Levin 
(1979). The identifications are as follows. We assume that a plant produces 
seeds yearly that can lie dormant up to N years. In each generation a 
seed already dormant k years has a probability Pic of germinating and 
I - Pic of continued dormancy. Environment 1 (deme condition 21>,) of 
(2.23) refers to a live plant state and deme k (k == 2, ... , N) signifies 
a dormant state of k-I years' duration. The change of state over successive 
generations conforms to the migration matrix (2.23) where r; == 0 and the 
distinguished deme represents the live plant state. The environmental 
selection regime can reflect viability andlor fertility selection in state 
~I' and zygotic selection under the dormant conditions qph . .. ,IlI'N' A 
probably more relevant prescription may have the selection intensities 
fluctuating randomly in time (Karlin and Campbell, 1980). 
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3. SOME HYBRID MIGRATION PATIERNS INVOLVING 

CLUSTERS OF SEVERAL DEMES EACH 

VII. Population Subdivision Models Having Different Rates of 
Migration within and between Natural Groupings of Demes 

We may interpret this category of migration patterns as a conglom
erate of interrelated Wright island models . The totaJity of demes divide 
intrinsically into clusters of demes such that the migration pattern in each 
cluster entails a separate Levene (or Deakin) migration mode coupled to 
some degree of exchange between clusters. 

In its simplest version, the complete population comprises m clusters 
(groupings) with each cluster consisting of n demes aggregating to N = 

m x n demes. We list the demes starting with those in group I, followed 
by the demes of group 2. and so on. In this notation, the kth cluster ,{:", 
is comprised of the demes 

k =; i , 2, ... , m 

The forward migration matrix has the form 

l
~' 
~, 

'i. : 

~. 

a ~, ~ , Ih Ih ~, ... ~, ... ~, 

~, a ~ , Ih Ih ~, 

13. 131 a 132 132 ~, ~, . .. ~, 

Ii: Ih ... ~, a ~, . .. ~, ~, ~, 

( 3. t) 

132 Ih ~, 13, 131 a ~, ~, 

~, 132 ... ~, 

~, ~, ... ~, 

.. 
signifying that the probability of an individual not migrating is a while his 
migration propensity to another deme of the same cluster is p. and to a 
deme of a different cluster Ih. Of course , the parameters are constrained 
to satisfy a + (n - 1)13. + (m - I)nfh =; I. which merely states that 
the migration of each individual per generation must terminate in some 
deme. Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza (1976) refer to the structure (3. 1) as 
a "multi-uniform" pattern. 

The expression (3. 1) may be more succinctly represented in the Kro
necker product form 

where Ir is the identity matrix of order rand Ur =; II eiej II is the rank-one 
matrix of size r x r having ei .. I so that U displays all ones and A ® B 
denotes the Kronecker product of the matrices A and B. (See Appendix 
A concerning the concepts and operations of Kronecker products.) 

A selection regime carrying the same selection forces for each deme 
of a cluster but entailing divergent selection regimes between clusters 
concurs with the inherent symmetry of the migration pattern of (3.1). The 
demes within a cluster can be construed as arising from Wahlund-type 
population subdivision that maintains the same local selection forces. The 
diagonal matrix D featured in (1.12) . which summarizes the selection 
effects corresponding to A-protection . decomposes to the form 

b = D ® J • • D =; diag(d., d2 • ••• • d,.,) (3.3) 

where dk is the relevant selection factor for the demes of cluster <€k. 
The backward migration matrix corresponding to variable interclus

ter deme sizes, but having a common deme size within a cluster. is es
tablished as follows. Suppose 

k = 1.2 .... ,m (3.4) 

is the relative adult population size of each respective deme in the cluster 
<€k = {!?J>(k_I)" ... .. !?J>(k_ I)" ... 2, .••• !?J>kII}. Ofcourse,n~7'_ lcl = I as 
there are n demes per cluster. Assume the forward migration matrix is 
(3. 1) . Following the recipe of (1.7), the backward migration matrix has 
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the form 

~Ii!£! "'~' I!l£! ... thel ... ~ ~ 

" " " " " " " 

~hCl ... 'Co ~lCl ••• thc2 ~hc", . .. ~ 
" " " " " " 

I!l£! .", '" ... lJ,e2 . .. the", fhem 

" .. " " " .. 
(3.5) 

I!l£! ... .", ~ ~ .,,- the ... 

" " " " " " 

where 

"(I = aCt + ~,(n - I)c/ + nIh L Cj (3.6) 
j- I 
j #i 

A Kronecker product representation of (3.5) is 

where 

E= C® /" and E= C ® /" 

and 

- . (I 1 I) C = dlag -,-, ... ,-
"'(I "/2 'Ym 

(3.8a) 

(3.8b) 

(3.8e) 

By virtue of the properties inherent to Kronecker products in Ap-
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pendix A, the expression (3.7) reduces to 

This can be compactly written as 

M=H ® F+R ® G (3.10) 

where G "" U", R = (13, - fh)CC + P2CUmC, H 
= I" in the case at hand. 

(a - p.)(X, F 

Some Nonhomogeneous Variants 

The formulation of (3.1) can be substantially generaJized while re
taining its analytic tractability. Again, the population divides into m 
groups of n demes arranged as follows: 

<g" 
(3.11) 

The forward migration rates are now prescribed in the manner. 
Within group ~(k): 

where 

The probability of no movement from deme ~I of ) 
~(k) is ak (that is . IJ.u = ak for j = (k - 1}n + I. 
...• kn), while the probability of migration from ~I 
to ~J representing two distinct demes of~(k), i ,;. j, 
is bk • k = 1.2 •... , m 

The a priori probability of migration from any deme } 
~I in <lI(k) to a deme !/pJ in <lI(f), k ,;. I. is UkV/t k, f = 

I. 2, ...• m 

{UI' Uz • ... ,Um} and {VI.lIl, ... ,vm} 

are specified positive sequences 

(3.12a) 

(3.12b) 

(3.13) 

The special case of (3. I) has ak = a, bk = PI independent of k and 
Uk - VI iii p~12 for all k and f. The parameters are nonnegative and obey 
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the constrai nts 

m 

()hle + nUll L Vj = 1, 
J- ' 

k = 1,2,. .. ,m (3.14) 

J" 

merely expressing the mutually exclusive possibilities of migration flow. 
The stipulation of(3.12) introduces a nonhomogeneity into the migration 
pattern between the deme clusters. Each cluster involves a different rate 
of homing and movement among the demes of its grouping. Moreover. 
the a priori probability of an individual of deme (j/j E ~ migrating to 
<!PJ E <fJ is a product of two factors determined by the antecedent and 
destination groups 1.9-" and 'fI, respectively. 

The forward migration matrix paraphrasing the derivation of (3.2) 
can be compactly summarized as 

r = L ® I + K ® U + R ® U (3.15) 

where 

L = diag(al - hi, 02 - b2 • ... , am - b",), (3.16) 

K = diag(b. - U, V I , b2 - U2Vl , • •. ,b ... - umv ... ) 

and R is the rank·one matrix 

R = lI u(V)llf (3.17) 

where as before U = II e,-€) 117, ei iii I , i = I, 2 •... , n. 
The backward migration matrix (under soft selection) involving var· 

iable relative deme sizes c" for the demes of group <§I") is calculated by 
analogy with (3.7) giving 

M = E;·r·E (3.ISa) 

where 

E = C ® /", C ;:: diag(cl, C2 • ••• , em) (3.ISb) 

and 

. ( I I ) C;:: diag :-, ... ,-:-
"V I 'Ym 

(3. 18<:) 

m 

i " = a"c" + (n - t)b"c" + nu" L CIVj, k;:: 1,2, ... , m ,-, , .. 

.. 
More general tractable parameterizations can be set forth leading to 

I ' 
M = - L L ,® F, 

r 1_ 1 
(3.19) 

where LI(each of order m x m) and FI (each of order n x n) are stochastic 
matrices so that Me ® e ;:: e ® e showing that M is stochastic. The 
migration form (3.18) plainly conforms to the structure of (3.19). 

The structure of (3 . 15) with R of general form covers considerably 
more scope than the original model (3.1). However, the availability of an 
explicit formula for p(MD) requires some degree of specialization, e.g. , 
M as in (3.18). 

VIII. The Star Migration Form 

The population distribution entails a central deme and colonies ex
tending along rays like spokes of a wheel : 

'3m '2m+2 '2m +1 

The demes can be grouped in n collections each composed of m 
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demes 

~I ••.• • ~m.~m + I' ...• ~2m •. . ' ~(" - I )m+ ...... ~"", 

apart from the distinguished central deme ~o. Migration exchange occurs 
among the demes of a given grouping and with ~o. but gene flow between 
groupings can o nly transpire via the central deme ~o. The spokes may 
reflect tributaries feeding into a river or a large body of water. Corre
spondinggeographicallayouts may be ravines connected through a central 
area. The spread of an epidemic around a major city may also be modeled 
in this form. 

Where the population dispersal ebbs toward the extreme demes, the 
migrat ion pattern approximates outward population radiation, and where 
a centri petal tendency predominates, a type of urbani zation results (see 
Carmelli and Cavalli-Sforza. 1976). 

It is useful to refer to the demes closest to the central deme as of 
unit distance. Those colonies of distance r will correspond to the rth deme 
along eac h spoke counting from the center. In order to represent the 
migration matrix associated with the star model in an expeditious fo rm, 
it is usefu l to arrange the demes with the central deme fir st proceeding 
around the spokes for each distance inducing the order 

~o. ~ I , ~'"+ I , ...• iJI...cll- ll + I , ~2' ~m+2, ••• ,16'(,. _1) ,., +2,!JI), . 

(l.20) 

We will concentrate henceforth . unless stated otherwise, on the sym
metric situation where the migration structure is identical for the demes 
in each ray. Concomitantly, we stipulate that the rates of migration into 
and out of !JIo are equal for each spoke. In particular, for each <», the 
migration rate from ~o to the demes ~i' r;p", + /o ••.• iJlkm +" .. 
~(II _ l)m +' agree. 

Let B "" 11 b>,,,, 11:.", _ 1 'be the forward migration matrix corresponding 
to the migration propensities along each spoke except for the immigration 
rates into and out of QIlo. By our symmetry assumption the matrix B 
applies to each grouping <S(/'), k = 1, 2, .. , n. We denote by b~o. A 
"" I. 2 •...• m, the forward migration probabilities to the central deme 
from the demes along a single ray. Finally. we let ak be the a priori 
probability of migration of an individual from deme <iJ'0 to a specific deme 
of "distance" k. Thus, conforming to the arrangement (3.20) , the forward 

'" 
migration matrix r has the form 

<0, ao :0,. 0.. . .• 0, : Oz. az , .. , OJ ; ... : 0", . a ... , ... , 0", 

r distance ~ ... . , 
1 ~\It_l,,".l 

r distance ~""z 
2 

~(~_ , ) ... +z 

r-distance :: m 

b ~o- -;b~; - 0-- -~~~-O--+ b;; -0 --' -. --0- -!:.-.:- b~":- 0- -- - - 0-

&:0 l: ~""~' l: ~~ : : 1: 
. ''''' , 

&'0:0 0 .. ." &,, : 0 0 ... 'bu : : 0 0 .. > b .... 
---~- . . - -- -- - - ----.. --------- - - -'--1--- -- -- - - - ---
bIO :bz, 0 ... 0 : bn 0 , .. 0 ; ... ' bu.. 0 ... 0 
&10 : . ...... : . ........ ::' 
':. ,: , . 

, , , I 

b~:O 0 ~"bzl:O 0 "'bn: : O 0 .. > bu.. 
_ ... ' • •• _ ________ .. ___ ___ - - - --- - r- ..... - - --- - - - --, : : , : 
- ---:-- -- - - -- --- - ~ .. ----- - - -- .. -r -t-- - - -- -- - ---
b...o:b""O 0 :b"!! 0 0 ': b ... ",O 0 
b...o:: : : .... ,... ,: >" 

.... ! 
bb...oio 0 b",,:O 0 ..... b"'l: 0 0 -b",,,, 

(l.2l) 

The submatrix of r obtained by deleting the first row and column (the 
connections to the central deme) can be succinctly expressed as a Kron
ecker product 

B @ /m, B"" Ub>,,,, II1' (l.22) 

Because of (3.22) we can represent r more compactly as 

00 a" a" ...• ai, a2'···. a2, . . , am.·· , am 

b .. 

r b", 
(l.2l) 

b"", 

"'" 
In order to preserve the underlying symmetry we postulate that the 

demes at a given " distance" from the center are of equal relative size. 
Explicitly. we postulate for relative deme sizes 

c, "" c,., ... , = Clm..-' "" . •. "" C( .. _ l)m + " j "" 1, 2 , ... ,m (3.24) 
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With (3.24) in force the backward migration matrix M associated with r 
possesses the representation 

where 

aoco b,oC, - ,--
'Yo .... 0 

~ 

" 

aleO 

" 

' roO, 
.. '" 

K 

C = diag(c i . cz • ... ,em), 

and 

m 

"'flc = OIcCO + L cJ bj /c> 

J-' 
m 

Yo = aoeo + n L cj bJO 
J- ' 

b,.,oe... .. b...oe", 

'" ,. 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

k = 1.2, ... , m (3.27) 

In the later analysis we also stipulate that the local selection forces 
depend essentially on the " distance" from the center. "Equivalently," 
we assume 

= f Cn - I)", ... A:X) , j = I, 2 •... ,m (3.28) 
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4. SOME ADDITIONAL HYBRID MIGRATION PATTERNS 

IX. A Multideme Genetic Model Entailing Seasonal and Spatial 
Variation in Selection Intensities 

Consider a geographical population occupying N demes and the as
sociated backward migration matrix 

M = II m(fll~ _ , (4.1) 

It is helpful to list the actual demes as Q1I. , ~2' ... , ~N ' Suppose the 
selection regime in generation t is characterized by the array of local 
selection functions 

r. = (j •. ,(x), ... , f •. "(x)} (4.2a) 

and there is a cyclic variation in selection intensities (for p seasons or 
multivoltine states) through the identity 

for all t = 1,2, . . . (4.2b) 

Thus, for p = 2 there exist alternate winter and summer selection expres
sions. 

The consequences of seasonal variation in selection can be incor
porated into the model by enlarging the spatial array to embrace more 
demes. Specifically, we extend the N deme composition to Np demes 
consisting of p groups of N demes: 

'9(2) 

(4.3) 
~ I • ... ,C!JJN,C!JJN-<-., ..• ,C!JJ2N, . . ,C!JJ N (P_ I) + I , ... • '2bp N 

The demes of group '9( 1) are the bona fide demes ~I ••.. '~N but subject 
to the selection regime 

(f" ,(x ), ... , f".,(x)} 

Consonantly , the demes of '9(2) are physically the same ~ . , ... ,QlN but 
are now acted on by the selection regime of 

(J,.,(x), ... ,J,..,(x)} 
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and gener.:!. lI y those of group <SIt ) are the original bona fide demes , but 
now they are subject to the selection forces of 

{h,(x) . . .. , h"(x)}, k "" 1, 2, . . . t P 

Thus, the temporal seasonal variation in the selection intensities is ac· 
commodated by passing in successive generations from a deme of CS(l) to 
'tim on to cgm and after p generations to <s(p) and afterwards repeating 
the order from <& (1) to cg(Pl, and so forth. The actual movement between 
demes in each generation is reflected by the migration rates following M . 

In this extended framework, we can express the combined effects 
of the temporal (seasonal) and spatial selection variation in terms of a 
migration matrix of order pN x pN given by 

o 0 0 
MOO 
o M 0 
o 0 M 

o o o 

M 
o 
o 

M 0 

(4.4) 

displaying a p x p block structure of Nth-orde r matrices . It is manifest 
that individuals of <.§(Ir ) pass to a deme of <.§11r + II where the migration 
pattern among the actual demes conforms to M, whereas the selection 
regimes embody the consequences of determini stic seasonal changes. 

A direct generaliz.ation of (4.4) allows the migration propensities to 
change seasonall y with the variation in the selection regime . In this view. 
we let M llr ) be the backward migration matrix among the demes {\.JI' . , 
.. . • ~N} in the kth season. The corresponding representation of (4.4) 
then becomes 

0 0 0 M(p ) 

MOl 0 0 0 

M= 0 M (2) 0 0 (4.5) 
0 0 MOl 

0 0 0 M (P- Il 0 

For some biological examples, see Dobzhansky et al. (1969), Scott 
and McClelland (1977) , Gourley and Lawrence (1977) . 

X. A Cluster Ho ming and Populat ion Subdivision Migration 
Pattern 

". 

Consider a population distributed into p clusters of demes as follows : 

'" I , • . . ,,,," ,, o:J'~, ~ I , ••• • "'~'."l ' ~ ~',.','''' '' ''''' .o:J' .... 0,_, ... 
(4.6) 

such that group <.§(Ir ) consists of "Ir demes. The migration flow proceeds 
directionally from <8(1) _ <8m - I§C))- ... _ <8 (p)- 'S( I) with exchanges 
among the demes also possible. Thus, we consider a general cyclic-type 
block migration pattern superimposing the option of staying in the same 
cluster. 

Consider a backward migration matri x having specific block form 

A, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 R " 
0 A, 0 0 R" 0 0 0 0 

M= 0 0 A, 0 + 0 R )l , 0 0 0 (4.7) 

0 0 0 .'. ·Ap 0 0 o ... ·Rp •p _ , 0 

where Air is an "Ir x nlr matrix of the form EIr + I a~Ir)bJIr ) lil 

Ek ,. diag(e\Ir) , ... ,e~~l) , d lrl > 0 (4.8) 

RIr + '-1r "" l ujk I01r) 11?!' ~J!. I' k = ) , ... ,p 

The representation specifies that over one generation immigrdnts into the 
block of demes <8l k ) can only originate from <811r

) or <8 U - II • Under the 
stipulatio ns of(4.8) we can ascertain explicit conditions (Section 12) guar
anteeing a protected polymorphism and these results for (4.8) may be 
suggestive of more general cases. 

Xl. Kronecker Products of Migration Structures 

Representations involving Kronecker products arise naturally in 
dealing with special hybrid forms of multideme populations where the 
demes segment into intrinsic symmetric groupings. In this perspective, 
we consider a backward migration matrix admitting the Kronecker prod-
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uct representation 

(4.9) 

where M(l) is a p x p matrix and MIZ) is a q x q matrix . 
The underlying geographical distribution appropriate to (4.9) reflects 

a collection of N = p x q demes that naturally divide into p clusters 
each composed of q demes (or approximately q demes). To be consistent 
with the representation (4.9) , the demes are labeled in the order 

'{; IZI ,,€(p ) 

<2b ., <2bl • ... ,rlJJq,~q "' I, .. ' '~2q, ... • 2b( p - l)q + l , ..• • l2bpq 

The migration parameters of M i l) = II mVI II'l' are the fraction of individuals 
per generation moving to cluster ,€W from cluster ,€V). Equivalently, 
mil ) is the fraction of individuals in all the demes of ,,-€( r) whose parents 
lived among the demes of ,€U). The components of M IZ) = II m~~J 111.1 _ 1 
summarize the effects of population structure and migration flow among 
the demes of each specific cluster. It is tacitly postulated that the sub
populations of each two clusters relate such that the same pattern of 
migration propensities and sizes between corresponding demes are main
tained. In particular, the (backward) migration coefficient between '2lI1 and 
'2lIj , t :5 j,j :5 q, given that movement is confined from «l (l) to «l (l) coincides 
with the migration coefficient between '2lI(A _ l )q+ 1 and '2lI( k _ l )q+j when 
movement occurs among the demes of cluster «l(kl. The unconditional 
probabilities are mWm~1 as against mWm~). 

Consonant with the structure (4.9) we will a1so stipulate that the local 
selection function in deme i of cluster «l( k) can be composed in the form 
Fik(X) = Hgk(X)]. In particular. 

F;,(O) = j;(O)gi.(O) = dP'dI" (4.10) 

Let D(I) = diag[d~ l), . .. , cr:q11). D (2) = diag[d~2) , ... • cr:p2 1
). The inves

tigation of A-protection under the assumption of (4.10) requires the eval
uation of the spectra1 radius 

'" 
which reduces to 

(4.11) 

(see Appendix A) . Thus, the composite effects of the two levels in the 
population are embodied in the product of the separate effects of each 
level. It is interesting to observe that protection in this two-stratum mi
gration model is certain if the protection mechanism is separately favor
able with respect to within and between cluster migration-selection in
teraction , i.e .. where 

(4.12) 

Moreover, protection can still be achieved given at least one of the factors 
p[M(I)D(I)] or p[M(2)D(2) ] is sufficiently large such that the product of 
(4.1 t) exceeds I. 

The model above can manifestly be extended to a population struc
ture carrying any number of levels (say r) , corresponding to natural group
ings of clusters of demes. Levels may reflect different geographical, so
cial , or ecological dimensions. The r-Ievel version of the backward 
migration matrix is 

(4.13) 

Assuming the selection effects relevant to A-protection concomitant to 
(4.13) factor in the form 

D = D( I ) ® D(2)® "' ® D(~) (4.14) 

then the condition for A -protection becomes 

, 
p(MD) = n p[MWDW] > 1 .-, 

We discuss other aspects of this model in Section 10. 
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XII. A Generalized Circulant Cluster Migration Pattern 

It is instructive at first to deal with a 4-cluster population as depicted: 
c, 

RIVER CANYON 
(ot • behavlo,..1 ilII"jer) 

c, 0 

O-Pn 

o 
c, 

As usual , the demes within each cluster enjoy more opportunities for 
contacts because of physical proximity (or perhaps physiological-behavioral 
affinity), The diagram indicates that the migration propensities between 
deme clusters <€ l and '€2 are similar to those between «) and '€4. However, 
the population exchange potentialities between <€ I and '€4 can be quite 
different from those between '€ I and '€Z despite the circular arrangement. 
The relevant migration matrix reflecting these factors has the form of 
(4.19) below. 

Each cluster '€/o i = I, 2. 3, 4. contains the same number of demes 
while the clusters exhibit a circular arrangement relative to one another. 
The appropriate listing is given by 

(4.15) 

and between clusters the demes 

(4.16) 
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correspond. The forward migration matrix appropriately reflecting the 
symmetries and intrinsic ordering relationships has the following struc
ture. Let 

A Wl"" II af/lliJ _l (4. 17) 

be the migration propensities with respect to the demes of <f6 1 • In view 
of the correspondence of (4.16), A Wl will also describe the forward mi
gration rates among the demes of clusters <f62, "3. and «64. Let 

(4.18) 

delimit the forward migration probabilities between the demes of <f6 1 and 
<f6 2 and bet ween those of ") and <f6. paralleling the correspondence (4.16). 
More specifically, the probability of migration from 

and likewise from 

and 

coincide and are equal to aV l. In a similar vein the elements of 

delineate the forward migration probabilities between the demes of {<f6 1 

and <f6 3 } and {<f62 and <f64 } . Thus. aif' equals the migration rate from fiJ'i to 
*In+j' from ill> n +1 to iJ» " +j' etc . Finally, A (3) "" 11 a~1 II gives the migration 
probabilities between {<€1 and <f64} and {<f62 and ")}. The aggregate forward 
migration matrix has the block matrix representation 

A/OJ A (1) A (2) A Ol 

r 
All) A(O) A (3) A(2) 

(4.19) Am A(3) A (OJ All) 
Am Am A l l ) A ' O) 

Where A 0) "" A {ll, the intercluster migration rates depend on the (circular) 
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distance between clusters. In this circumstance, the set of migration rates 
between the demes of each pair of contiguous clusters {<€/ and '"(i+ d 
(interpret the subscript 5 = I) is summarized by A (I) ; the clusters , two 
units apart, namely {"€j, "HZ} has migration rates given by the migration 
matrix Am, and that between {'(i t «ii+)} by the migration matrix AOl , 

Consistent with the structure of (4.19) , we stipulate that the local 
selection functions satisfy 

i = 1. 2, ... ,n (4 .20) 

and the relative deme sizes obey the corresponding property 

j = 1. 2, ... , n (4.21) 

In the presence of (4.19) and (4.21), the backward migration matrix has 
the form 

M(Q) M(1l M ( 2 ) M Ol 

M ~ 
M(Ii M (O) MO ) M(2) 

(4.22) M~2) M ( 3 ) M 'O) MOl 
M Ol M(2) M(l l M IO) 

where 

;,j = t, ... , n (4.23) 

and 

• 
'YI = ~ L aJlC)cj 

k _ l j _ 1 

Let 

i = J, 2, 3, ... ,n, and 

It can be established that A-protection for (4.22) is equivalent to the 
condition 

p(DM) > 1 (4.25) 

111 

where M = LZ- I MtI<l. Notice that Nt is an n x n matrix unlike (4.22) , 
which is 4n x 4n. The significance and interpretation of the pattern (4.22) 
will be pursued elsewhere. 

The natural extension of (4.22) involving 2' clusters leads to a back
ward migration matrix of the form 

(4.26) 

where the sum is extended over the 2', r-tuples E = (EI, E2 •••. , E,), E/ 

= + J or O. Here pic) = /"' @ r 2 I8l .. . @ J O, (@ indicates Kronecker 
product) and 

o 0 

J ~ 
o 0 

o 

o 1 
1 0 

o 0 

is an n x n matrix having unity running down the reverse diagonal and 
zero elements el sewhere. Of course JO = /, M(· ) = \I m~) 117.1_ " It is 
instructive to illustrate (4.26) where r "" 2. Then we have four (choices, 
(0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1), and the p l. ) alternatives are 

1 0 0 0 

p IO.OJ = / = 0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 

p ( I .O) 

0 0 0 1 

0 I 0 0 

p to.1) 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 

pi l.I) = 

0 0 1 0 

For the product form (4.26) we have explicitly 

0 0 M I I.O) 

M'1.0) @ pII.O) = 0 0 0 
M ( I.O) 0 0 

0 M (1.0 ) 0 

o 0 1 0 
000 1 
1 000 
o 1 0 0 

000 1 
o 0 1 0 
o 1 0 0 
100 0 

0 
M I ' .O) 

0 
0 

The representation (4.26) then reduces to that of (4.22) implementing the 
obvious specialization. 
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Returning to the general case, we stipulate that the selection functions 

only vary among the demes of a cluster. not between clusters. Accord
ingly, the local selection functions within a cluster are given by {f,(x), 
12(.1'), . . .. f .. (x)} and set d/ ;; laO), D = diag(d .. d2 •. .. • dll)' Extending 
(4.25) we find that A-protection occurs in the model of(4.26) if and only 

if 

which involve~' the spectral radius of a matrix of order fI, reduced from 
that of order n . 2'. 

X11I. Circulant Block Migration Structures 

Let MI. M1 •... , Mp be p n-deme migration matrices and let 'VI be 
non negat ive scalars satisfying Lf- I "Ii = I . Consider the block circulant 
pn x PrJ matrix 

-VIM, 'YpMp 

M- "12 M 2 11M , (4.27) 

"ypMp "Yp - ,Mp _ , 

This is a multideme structure that superimposes a simple circulant iso
lation-by-distance migration matrix (2.19) on a cluster pattern (e.g., some 
seaweeds drift with currents carrying along some arthropod populations). 
It is possible to reduce the calculation of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of M of order np to p matrices each of order n. Sufficient conditions for 
the existence of a protected polymorphism (or more specificall y. A-pro
tection) in this model are set forth in Appendix D. 

XIV. A Deme Cluster Seed Load Process 

Consider the basic migration matrix to be that of (2.23)-directional 
flow with a distinguished deme. Recall (Section 2) that this migration 
matrix can be interpreted, for example. as a model of seed 
load involving say. at most p periods of dormancy. It is often relevant 
to expand each deme into a cluster of demes, the clustering perhaps 
reflecting other characteristics of the plant populations. The associated 

CI ... IIIc.uon, 01 s.lectlon-Mlgr.tIon SI.uctu .. , '" 
backward migration matrix then takes the form 

A, A, A, A
p

_
1 Ap 

B, 0 0 0 0 
M- 0 B, 0 0 0 (4.28) 

0 0 0 B
p

_ 1 0 

where the matrices Ak and B". k = I, 2 •... , P. are of size n X n. 
Pertaining to (4.28) we envision n colonies of plants admitting seed dis
persal between and within colonies coupled to a possible latent period of 
inactivity. The distributed seeds tend to germinate within p generations 
of dormancy. A number of conditions on behalf of a protected poly
morphism for the block migration pattern of(4.28) are set forth in Section 
13. We also deal with the more general block migration matrix 

RI A2 AJ A
p

_
1 Ap 

BI R2 0 0 0 
o B2 R) 0 0 (4.29) 

o o o B
p

_
1 Rp 

where the R" matrices superimpose a type offrictional force that maintains 
a seed constitution in its same state. 

5. THE INFLUENCE OF LEVELS ANO FORMS OF MIGRATION ON 
THE EXISTENCE OF A PROTECTEO POLYMORPHISM 

This section is concerned with which migration patterns provide pro
tection for a given selection regime rather than which selection regimes 
provide protection for a given migration pattern. More specifically, we 
compare the relative innate tendencies for protection of various migration 
patterns independent of the selection regime . 

It is useful to classify migration matrices though four qualitative cri
teria in order to assess their effects on protection. We designate these 
very small migration, small to moderate mobility rates, moderate to uni
form mixing rates, and strongly oscillating migration patterns. A precise 
mathematical formulation follows the biological description of these con
cepts. 
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i. Very small migration entails almost isolated demes. It is the cir
cumstance under which speciation is generally assumed to occur. It would 
be engendered by a physical environment such as impassable water sep
arating islands or inhospitable mountains separating certain insect pop
ulations in canyons. Ethological factors could also be responsible for very 
small migration , if. for example, some primates seldom leave the troop 
they are born into. Reduced fertilit y resulting from interpopulational 
crosses may entail very small gene flow even if mating is random between 
the populations. 

ii. Small to moderate mobility rates might be considered the most 
natural migration patterns in many biological contexts. Most isolation
by-distance migration structures including the classical stepping-stone 
migration model fall into this category. 

iii. Moderate to uniform mixing migration rates are essentiall y what 
is represented by Levene migration patterns. The migration process 
leaves the demes indistinguishable until selection has taken its loll . Some 
classes of organisms that possibly fit this life-style include the polychaetes 
(marine worms), wh ich are principally sessile but in mating engage in 
swarming maneuvers and then mostly settle back to avai lable habitats. 

iv . Strongly oscillating migration pattems are present when the 
demes in the habitats are altered drastically by migration, i.e., the genetic 
compositions of demes in a habitat in succeeding generations are only 
weakly correlated. An extreme case (mathematically, not biologically) is 
temporal variation whereby a given habitat inherits en masse the deme 
that was subjected to a different habitat the previous generation. 

A mathematical formulation of these concepts follows . 
i. A backward migration matrix M corresponds to "very small " gene 

flow per generation if M differs very slightly from the identity matrix I. 
Specifically, migration flow is very small if re sults for no migration hold 
valid in accordance with the theory of small parameters (Karlin and 
McGregor, 1972b). 

ii. There are two mathematical descriptions that well capture the 
notion of "small to moderate" flow pauems. (a) The first proposes that 
the backward migration matrix M be symmetrizable to a positive semi· 
definite matrix. A migration matrix M is symmetrizable to a positive 
definite matrix if M admits the representation 

(5.1) 

where E, and ~ are positive diagonal matrices and K is positive definite. 
This condition is fulfilled, in particular, for the variable-horning-rate 
models of Section 2. part Ill, and the stepping-stone migration model of 
Section 2, part IV, provided the exchange rates among contiguous demes 

no 

are not excessive. A positive definite migration matrix can be viewed as 
a moderate extension of the identity matrix and concomitantly entails 
small to moderate gene flow. (b) A second mathematical representation 
of low to moderate gene flow is a totally positive matrix of order 2 (TP2 ) 

(see Appendix B). The class of totally positive matrices has wide scope 
and is usually not symmetrizable. TP2 matrices strongly resemble isola
tion-by-distance migration fo rms possibly very appropriate for population 
distributions along a transect or a suitable one-dimensional terrain . A TPz 
matrix enjoys the property that for each i the probability density inj given 
by {mu};~ ' has a unimodal shape. The TP2 matrices inheri t many prop
erties sim ilar to positive definite matrices. The descriptions (a) and (b) 
coincide for 2 x 2 migration matrices. 

iii . In quantitative terms, an approximately uniform flow pattern is 
mostly reflected by migration matrices M entailing all but one of its ei
genvalues close to zero. A matrix M of rank one confonns to this de
scription as exemplified by the Levene population subdivision model 
being a rank-one matrix. Matrices close to rank-one (or low-rank) matrices 
characterize generalized " uniform" flow patterns. 

iv. A mathematical description of this class consists of specifying a 
lack of the propert ies specified in (i), (ii). and (iii). The prototype case 
is migration reflecting temporal selection variation. 

The classifications above are too diverse to allow a ranking of them 
with respect to protection. However, very low migration provides the 
greatest opportunity for maintenance of a polymorphi sm. Several partial 
orderings of matrices entail a loss of protection as one passes from class 
(i) through class (ii) to class (iii). Highly oscillatory gene flow exemplified 
in class (iv) encompasses both high and low opportunities for protection . 

Within the framework of the foregoing qualitative classifications of 
migration patterns , we pass to partial orderings of individual matrices 
which ~ay refl~ct on the likelihood of protection. The first two orderings 
appear 10 Karim (1976), and we present here proofs and further ampli. 
fications that these orderings are consistent with extent of protection. 
Subsequent orderings reflect natural notions for which the necessary con
straints for protection have not been completely elucidated. 

A. The first notion for comparing migration flow states that M) is 
more mixing than M, and M2 • in symbols 

(5.2) 

if Ml ::: M,M2• M, and M2 commute, and M; (i I, 2. 3) are each 
sym,;,elriz.able 10 a positive dejinile malrix. Thus , this partial ordering 
apphes only to matrices in qualitative class (ii). 

The motivation behind thi s ordering is that multiple migrations should 
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induce more mixing. The commutativity requirement makes the definition 
symmetric. The constraint to positive definite matrices precludes choices 
like 

M, = M, = I I ~ ~II, 
for which it is manifestly unnatural to think of M3 = I as more mixing 
than MI and M 2 • 

We now state the theorem that we formally prove in Appendix E. 

THEOREM 5.1. For the soft selection model [see Section I, part 
(iii)] , if M3 > MI as defined above in (5.2), then 

(5.3) 

where D;s a positive diagonal matrix. 
Thus . where the rnuftideme population determined by the migra

tion-selection parameter set {M I, D} entails A-protection, then with the 
migration pattern M3lwhich is less mixing than Mr in the unse 0/(5.2)] 
and the same selection structure of D. protection of the A-allele is , a 
fortiori. assured. 

In particular, jf M possesses the representation (5.1), then for each 
integer k we have (M k is the kth power of M under matrix multiplication) 

(H) 

It is important to underscore the fact that the relation (5.3) is not 
universally correct with respect to any two comparable migration pat
terns. In fact, consider a system of two subpopulations having equal deme 
sizes with homogeneous migration matrix 

It is elementary to check that M.." is more mixing than M.." in the sense 
of definition (5.2) if and only if "11 > "12 ' However, for any D = 
diag(d l , d2), p(M..,D) decreases to a minimum attained when "1 = i and 
subsequently increases. Of course, each M.., for "1 > i is not symmetrizable 
to a positive definite matrix. 

B. Rates of homing. The following second criterion for comparison 
of two migration patterns seems natural. 

'" 
Let M(l ) = II mV) II and M (2) = II mlP II be two (backward) migration 

matrices. If for each i 

foralli -+j (5.5) 

then it is suggestive to say that M(2) is more mixing than Mm. We write 
the relation of(5.5) compactly as 

(5.6) 

The relation (5.5) tells us that after migration the number of inhab
itants in deme 11P / originating from any deme other than 1/'; is larger for 
the migration matrix M(2) than for M(l) and this property holds for all i. 

A set of matrices comparable in the sense of (5.5) incorporates the 
one-parameter family 

M I<"' =(I-a)/ + aM (M is a fixed stochastic matrix) (5.7) 

[The Deakin migration pattern (2.2) is a special example of (5.7) with M 
= II e i Cj II, ei iiii I.] We can interpret I - a as the innate propensity of an 
organism to actively home, independent of selection and deme sizes. A 
proportion a of the population follows the migration pattern M. When 
a = 0 all demes are strictly isolated. and when a = I the migration 
behavior of the total population per generation is summarized by M. 

It is trivial to check that Mlo.,) is more mixing [in the sense of definition 
(5.5)) than Mfo.,J if and only if al > a2' 

Allowing for dispersal rates to vary with the deme origin we obtain 
an n-parameter family of matrices (defining 8ii = I, 81) = 0 for j -+ J)' 

i,j = I, ... ,N (5.8) 

1M = Ii m,li, 0: = (ai, ... ,aN)] 

Obviously. the matrix MfG) suggests more mobility than M (P) constructed 
with dispersal parameter sets 0: = (a .. a2, ... , aN) and Ii = (flit Ih, 
... , J3N), respectively, if al ~ fll for every i. 

To what extent does "more mixing" in the sense of (5.6) increase 
or decrease the opportunities of a protected polymorphism? Comparison 
of the migration structure MeG) and MIP) with n parameters is formidable 
and does not point to a consistent relationship. In fact. decreasing only 
the first component al need not enhance or curtail the occurrence of a 
protected polymorphism. 
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For the case of a uniform homing rate (the model of (S. 7)J . we find. 

independent of the selection gradient , that the likelihood in favor of a 
protected polymorphism becomes stronger as the degree of mobility di
minishes (0 decreases). 

The fo llowing general result is correct. 

THEOREM 5.2. We focus on the soft selection model with the one-
parameter family of migration matrices of (5.7). LeI D be a diagonal 
matrix with pO$;tive terms on the diagonal induced by the spatial array 
of AA-selection parameters [see after (1. 12)), Theil 

p(M'·'D) = p(o) (5.9) 

is a decreasing Junction of a. 

A formal proof is given in Appendix: E. 
This monotonicity in (5.9) does not always apply in the hard selection 

model. It is correct fo r the homogeneous Deakin migration matrix (2.2). 
It follows that if a protected polymorphism exists for a level of homing 

I - ao, and migration structure M ('o) as in (5.7), then a protected poly· 
morphism is assured for any increased level of homing. 

The general intuitive notion that with M 2 '" Mit then polymorphism 
under M I entails polymorphism under M2 is false . Indeed, the choice 

M , -IJ:;;II. M, = II ~;II. D = II~ ~ II 
provides P(M2 D) > P(M ID) counter to the intuitive nOlion . 

C. Indices of migration mixing . Another approach in assessing 
migration strength is by means of various sets of indices. The following 
are of biological interest bearing intuitive merit and/or are tied to pro
cedures in statist ical discriminant analysis. 

The stationary population deme frequency vector ~ '"' (~I' ~2' 
... , ~N) of the migration matrix M [~M = ~, (~ . e) "" I} describes the 
long-term population distribution that would be established if only the 
migration process and no selection differentials operate over many gen
erations. Thereby in a preliminary manner we can summarize the effects 
of M by its invariant frequency vector ~. Associated with ( there exist 
a hierarchy of measures of dispersion: for example, its entropy ( 
Lr: I El log EI), the coefficient of variation (el = L kE,./[L k2Ek - (L 
kEAYJ 'f2), the midrange of ~. percentile statistics. etc . 

In terms of these indices we may propose that M(I) is weakly more 
mixing than Mil) if one or several of the index vaJues for (I ) exceed those 
of ( (1). One justification for this method of comparisons derives from the 
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conditions (I. IS) and (1.19b) that involve M only through ~ . With ~(I) and 
~m it is possible to offer comparisons without further restricting the class 
of fitness regimes. 

D. Under stochastic ordering comparisons where the population 
range conforms to an intrinsic arrangement of demes (as when correlated 
with geograph ical or ecological parameters or other hierarchica1 deter
minations) , the migration matrix Mean renect isolation-by-distance prop
erties. A useful assumption in these circumstances has M a totally positive 
matrix. In this context it is appropriate to employ the notions of stochastic 
orderings of distributions in comparing migration structures . 

E. Migration comparisons relative to a selection regime. Because 
protection depends on the selection regime as well as on the migration 
pauern. it is natural to consider when a migration pattern is more mixing 
with respect to a selection regime. 

In Ihi s vein. we say that M(I) is more mi xing than M(l) with respect 
to a class ~ = {D} of fitness arrays if 

for all D E 91 

or a weaker notion proposes fo r the compari son 

N N 

II dY" '" II dY" for D E ~ ,-, ,-, 
0' 

N N 

L diE}') C!: L dlt~2J 
1 ... 1 1 ... 1 

We symbolize either orderi ng by ~III > ~(2) (91). Thus, if 91 consists of 
all monotone decreasing d, then an elementary anaJysis proves that ~(I) 
> ~(2) if and only if .~J ... I WIl - ~121) ?!: 0, k ~ I, 2, ...• N. When 9l 
consists of all fitness vectors that describe convex sequences, then ~(I) 
> ~(l) if and only if Lr: I i~11) "" Lr: I i~11J and L~- l [Lr.l WI) -
~12)]?!: 0 for all k. f "" 1, ... ,N. 

6. THE INFLUENCE OF MORE OR LESS HETEROGENEOUS 
ENVIRONMENTS ON THE EXISTENCE OF A PROTECTED 
POLYMORPHISM 

There are many qualitative and heuristic discussions on the relations 
between environmental heterogeneity and the occurrence of polymorph-
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isms. e.g., Hanson (1966) , Dobzhansky (1967), Powell (1971), Goodhart 
(1963). 

There is a tendency to measure diversity (or heterogeneity) of an 
enviro nment by a single index. Common choices include the variance of 
selection values (or of an associated ecological parameter), the cumulative 
deviations of selection values (absolute or relative) , the interquartile range 
of selection values. the information index (entropy) for a selection gra
dient, and other indices correlated with those above. A real-valued index. 
for measuring heterogeneity compels essentially a single scaling over all 
environments. An environment is intrinsically complex and its divers it y 
probably can not be summarized in a single value . It should also be evident 
that not all environments are comparable with each other. We now discuss 
severa) concepts for ascertaining when an environment ~ is regarded 
"more heterogeneous" than a second environment '!'. 

Consider an environmental selection regime'! characterized by the 
local selection functions {II(X), 12(X), ... , I ,...(x)} with II for definiteness 
of the form ( 1.2) associated with the viability parameters 

AA Aa aa 

v, w, i = 1, 2 •.... N 

In this model the environment is determined by the array of selection 
parameters 

We say that the selection regime {v, w} is more heterogeneous than 
the selection regime induced by the parameters 

v' "" (v;' vi. ... ,vN) and w' = (WI , W2;, •.•• wN) (6.2) 

ifv'is "an average" ofv and w' is "an average" of w. 
We now make precise the first proposal of "averaging" applied to 

vectors. A matrix A = II all II is said to be doubly stochastic if 

N N 

~all= ~ali= I , i,j :: 1, 2, ... , N (6.3) 
j- I I-I 

(all the row and column sums are I) . 
The collection of all doubly stochastic matrices is denoted by d. Now 

wt' stipulate v ' is an average of v provided therf' exists a matrix A in sf 

such that 

N 

V' = Av, that is. VI - L aUvj , 
l -' 
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i=I .2, ... . N (6.4) 

The foregoing averaging preserves the aggregate selection effects. 
namely, 

(6.5) 

Moreover, the relationship (6.4) tends to reduce the variation of the VI 

values. For example , the variance of the v' vector is dimini shed: 
L~ I (V;)2 oS ~~ I (VI )2 and more generall y for any convex function 'P. 
~~ I 'P(vi ) S L~ 1 'P(VI). 

The specific averaging matrix having au = liN for all i, j converts 
v into the constant (homogeneous) environmental selection pattern with 
vi = vlN, i = 1.2 •... , n. 

We now state the first formal definition . 

DEFINITION 6. 1. The environmental selection gradient {v', w'} = 
'(;' is more homogeneous than the environmental selt'Ction gradient {v, w} 
= '" (in the first stochastic o rderi ng sense) if v' is an average of v and 
w· is an average ofw in the sense of(6.4). 

Formally, the averaging relationship is equivalent to the existence 
of A and B in sf (not necessarily the same), such that 

v' - Av and w' = Bw (6.6) 

In particular. for a prescribed aggregate level of selection coefficients 
v = L VI and w = LWI relative to the AA and aa genotypes, respectively, 
the constant selection gradient with the constant selection coefficients 

, v d 
VI = N an 

, W 
WI =N' i = / ,2 • ... ,N 

is more homogeneous than any other environmentaJ gradient with a se
lection array having the same cumulative selection effects V and w. 

The following question is natural. How does increased heterogeneity 
of the environmental selection gradient correlate with the realization of 
proteclion for alleles A and a and the maintenance of polymorphism? 
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Definition 6.1 provides the simplest framework for dealing with this 
problem. The averaging concept is appeaJing but is unnatural for reasons 
explained below. It is not correct that the existence of ,a protected p0-

lymorphism is more likely in a more heterog~neous envlf~~ment (taken 
in the sense of Definition 6.1). The weakness IS that Defimtlon 6.1 refers 
only to selection gradients and does not take account of the nature and 
interactions of selection with gene flow. 

We now extend the method of comparing selection gradients in a 
manner that meshes better with the underlying migration structure. Let 
M be a fixed backward migration matrix having principal left and right 
eigenvectors € and e, respectively , for the eigenvalue I, that is . 

~M - ~, Me = e = (1 , I, ... , I). 

and e normalized to satisfy L r:. I ~I :; I. 
Let st(~. e) consist of the collection of all nonneg01ive mat~ices.A 

satisfying (6.7). st(~ . e) constitutes a convex closed set of matrices in

cluding M. 
The rank-one matrix J = II eit, II. e, - I. is also a member of st(t. 

e) . When ~ :; e, plainly sf(e. e) coincides with the collection of all doubly 
stochastic matrices st described previously. 

D EFINITION 6.2. Consider two arrays of selection coefficients v 
( V I . Vz • ...• VN) and v' :; (vi. vi • ... • vN) reflecting two different 

environmental selection gradients 't and 't', respectively. (To ease the 
exposition we have focused on comparing sets of AA-genotype selection 
parameters . The extensions to selection arrays involving other genotypes 
or general selection functions are straightforward.) We say that '"«' is less 
heterogeneous than ~ with respect to the migration structure M if the 
relation 

v' :; Av holds for some A E st(t, e) (6.8) 

The least heterogeneous environment in the hierarchy implicit to the 
above definition is the constant vector v = (iii. V2 • ... ,VN) with VI 

L~ I Vit i"" Vc for all i. 
For 'I ' determined as in (6.8) the anaJog of (6.5) is 

N N 

L v; ~ - L v;~ (6.9,) 
I_ I I_ I 

It also follows that L~ I t,{vi - vtf :s L~ I Et(VI - v,Y and generally 
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for any convex function '9. 

N N 

L ~.(vn " L ~.(v,) (6.9b) 
I- I 1 .. 1 

showing that the environmental selection variance (weighting subpopu
larion i by the factor ttl is smaller for environment "'€' than for environment 
~. 

The following general result holds in many circumstances. 

PRINCIPLE 6.1. Let M be a backward migration matrix. Let 'l and 
'l' be two environmental selection gradients such that 'l' is less hetero
geneous than 'l with respect to the migration structure M in the sense of 
Definition 6.2. Symbolically, we write~' < 't. Define D' to be the diagonal 
selection matrix associated with the Jitness values of'l' , that is. D' = 

diag(d i. di, ...• dN) where di = ltv; and the diagonal matrix D is 
determined analogously from the selection coefficients { V I, V2 • ••• , VN } . 

Then 

p(MD) " P(MD') (6. 10) 

Accordingly, protection of the A-allele is more likely in the more heter
ogeneous environment 't over that of"'. 

For the extreme case v' "" (Vt. Vb ••• • Vt). Vt = Lf!. 1 v,tt , then 
"'€' < 'l :; {VI, Vlt . . . • VN} and indeed (6.10) holds by virtue of the 
inequality P(MD) 2: Lr:. 1 VI~ provided M is of the form (5.1) [compare 
aJso to (1.19)]. 

Comparison of the models of hard and soft selection with reference 
to the existence of a protected polymorphism reduces to an important 
case of Principle 6.1 . It can be proved in many cases that the environment 
of soft selection WS

) is more heterogeneous than the environment of hard 
selection '"i:{H ) in the sense of Definition 6.2. (Karlin and Campbell, 1981). 

We would expect from Principle 6.1 that the phenomenon of a pro
tected polymorphism is more facile under soft selection than under hard 
selection. Where local fitnesses also influence the migration flow. the 
resulting environmental structure amalgamates to a more homogeneous 
population behavior entailing increased possibilities for totaJ fixation. 

The validity of Principle 6.1 is established in a number of examples 
including the stepping-stone migration pattern for a monotone cline 
model . and in the Deakin migration form and other cases (see Section 7). 
This fact for the Deakin case was uncovered first by Christiansen (1975) . 
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Principle 6.1 is not correct in complete generality without imposing some 
restrictions on the migration structure. 

It is also relevant to introduce the mechanism of nonlinear averaging 
environments. Thus, in place of straight linear average as in (6.8), namely , 

N N 

v; = L aiJvJ. 
j- , 

wi:::: L bjjwj 
} - l 

whereA,BE.!A(~,e) (6. 11 ) 

we also consider via parameters a and ~ the nonlinear set of averages 

(6.12) 

The case a = 13 = 1 recovers (6.11). The case a = 0 (Le., the well
defined limit a -+ 0) produces the generalized geometric mean average 

N 

vJ(O) = n vjil 
j - I 

(6.13) 

The quantities (6.12) are monotonic functions in a and 13 approaching 
max; VI as a -+ 00 and mini VI as a -+ - 00. 

For protection (say A-protection) to exist it is sufficient that [see 
(1.12)1 p(MD(") > I where DI~) is the diagonal matrix DI~) = diag(~v), 
d~v), ... ,d~) with d\v) = IIVi' D ip) is the relevant diagonal fitness matrix 
for A-protection. 

Consider a collection of selection environments ~Ikl wit h correspond
ing diagonal fitness arrays 

k = 1, 2, ... ,r (6.14) 

Associated with the collection (6.14) we can construct a hierarchy of 
"more homogeneous" selection environments by appropriate scalings 
and averages relative to {~Ik)}. In particular, a generalized geometric 
mean environment of {'~Ik)} is delimited by the fitness array 

dig ) = (dV/). (/t . . .. . dW) 

involving the component fitness values 

N 

dIN) = II (d}kl)",. .-, i = 1,2, .... N 

(6.15) 

(6.16) 

CI .. ,ItIe,tlon, 01 S,I,ctlon-Mlg.,tlon Structu ... '" 
where 11k > 0 are suitable weights, Lk- I 11k = I. The important special 
case 11k = Ilr. k = 1,2, .. . ,r. produces 

(6.1 7) 

as the classical "geometric mean" selection environment based on {d1kl} . 

Another "more homogeneous" selection regime involves the fitness 
values (referred to henceforth as the harmonic mean selection environ
ment ~ .) 

i=I.2, .... N (6.18) 

Intuitively , there is a general contention that increased homogeneity 
in the spatial selection regime diminishes the occurrence of polymorph
ism. The next theorem establishes that the "more homogeneous" geo
metric mean environment (6.16) independent of the migration structure 
engenders less polymorphic realizations as compared with the individual 
selection regimes 'llk), k = I, 2, . . . , r. More precisely , we have 

THEOREM 6.1. Suppose non-A-protection occurs for each selec-
tion regime ~(k) such that 

for all k "" 1, 2, ... ,r (6. 19) 

Then 

(6.20) 

and unless all D lkl coincide, strict inequality holds in (6.20). 

It is useful to state the conclusion of Theorem 6. 1 in contrapositive 
form. Accordingly, if the geometric average environment assures pro
tection, p(MDCN) > I. then necessarily p(MDlkl) > I for at least one 
<to,), that is, A-protection prevails in at least one of the component en
vironments. 

PROOF. The result of (6.20) emanates on the basis of the strict log 
convexity property of the function P{MD) with respect to the matrix 
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variable D to the effect that 
, 

P(MD(~) s. n (p(MD(A')] .... (6.21) .-, 
The previous theorem does not extend to other average environments 

in general, and in particular we present an example below l(6.22)] that 
demonstrates that it is not valid for harmonic mean environments. This 
counterexample is dependent on high migration flow. The following result 
applies under more restrictive migration levels. 

THEOREM 6.2. Let M be symmetrizable to a positive definite rna· 
trix [see (S.l)] and consider the environments 0/(6.14). We set p(MD1k) 
"" Pk. k ::::: 1, 2. ' , r. Then for the generalized arithmetic average 
selection regime 

, 
ill "" L TJkdlk), i= 1.2, ...• N (1'lk > O, L'1lk"'" I) .-, 

we have 
, 

P(MD) :5 L 1)kP", = P (6.22) .-, 
In particular, P(MDII<l) s I for all k implies P(MD) S 1. 

It is possible to construct two-deme population models where 

P(MD) > P(MD(A:'), k "" I, 2, ... , r 

(opposite to the implications of Theorem 6.2) holds for a harmonic mean 
environment 

DCO

) "" diag (_'_) 
A(l /d) 

with 

( I - " ") , 
a 1 - a D = (~' J,) (6.23 ) 

(Karlin and Campbell. 1981). 

7. CONDITIONS FOR A PROTECTED POLYMORPHISM AND 
ALLELE PROTECTION FOR SEVERAL BASIC MIGRATION 
MODELS 

We present in this section the conditions for protection for several 
of the basic migration models of Section 2. Whenever tractable we will 
ascertain explicitly the spectral radius P(MD) [M is the backward migra
tion matrix, D the matrix of relevant selection parameters; cf. (1.12)]. 
Where the calculation of p(MD) is prohibitive, we will rely on the bounds 
established in (1.18) and (1.19). 

Generalized Deakin Migration Patterns 

On the basis of the developments of Appendix C, we can determine 
the exact conditions assuring A-protection for the forward migration ma
trix of (2.4) involving a variable set of homing parameters. To this end, 
let D "" diag(d l , d2 , ••• , dN ) be the diagonaJ matrix expressing the 
reciprocaJ of the differential viabil ity values relevant for protection of 
aJlele A lsee before equation (1.13». 

For the model of (2.4) and (2.5J the A-allele is protected if at least 
one of the following two relations hold. Either 

fo r some i (7.1) 

or (1 - Q,)d, < "11 holds for all i and the inequality 

(7.2) 

On the other hand, if both inequalities (7.1 J and (7.2J are reversed, 
then the fIXation state 0 (fixation of allele a) is locally stable and the A
allele will go extinct when initially rare. 

For the extended model of(2.1 1), A-protection is in force if and only 
if the following conditions hold: either 

(I - o,)c,d, _ I 
K / "" "" for some i (7.3) 

" 
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or where K / < I for all i. the relation 

(7.4) 

For the specialization to a uniform homing rate, Le., with (II '" (11 

= ... "" (IN (= a) , then "VI are equal respectively to c, and the conditions 
for protection of the A-allele as displayed in (7,1)-(7.2) agree with the 
findings of Christiansen (1974), namely, A-protection occurs if 

(t - a) ~ wdor some i 

or (7.5) 

N 

a 
'<' c, 
~ 1 > 1 
/ .. 1 W I + a 

. 1 
where we have wntten w / for "it 

Christiansen (1974) observed for the standard Deakin migration form, 
corresponding to (2.2), that with protection of the A-allele at an outbreed
ing level Clo. then protection of that allele is guaranteed for any reduced 
outbreeding rate a :S Qo . Thus, an increase of relative isolation while 
precluding absolute isolation more expeditiously promotes variable se
lection influences engendered by the separate demes leading to more 
polymorphism. 

The foregoing fact is subsumed as a special case of a very general 
result (Theorem 5.2). For any migration matrix M and diagonal D. 

P([(I - a)1 + aM1D) strictly decreases in a (7.6) 

Actually, in the Deakin model the quantity of (7.6) decreases convexly 
as a increases. The fact of (7.6) further entails that the strength of A~ 
protection. as measured by the relevant spectral radius, increases with 
decreasing outbreeding (increasing homing) rates. 

The conclusion of (7.6) also prevails for the corresponding migra~ 
tion-selection model in the formulation of hard selection. 

Examination of (7.2) reveals that it is possible to increase a single 
homing rate and reduce or even abrogate the event of A~protection. This 
stands in contrast with the result for a constant homing rate (uniform 
across the population range) where an increased homing propensity en~ 
hances the strength of A-protection. 

We examine the influence of selection heterogeneity for the constant
homing-rate Deakin migration matrix (Section 2, part II) , Let w = (WI. 

n. 

W2, •.. , WN) be the underlying viability values of the aa genotype. 
Consider the stochastic matrix (2.2) with a normalized left eigenvector 
given by the vector of premigration adult deme sizes composing the com
ponents of c. 

Consider a stochastic matrix A, Le., A nonnegative , which satisfies 
Ae = e, e = (I, I, ...• I), and c:A = c. We construct the new selection 
parameters 

w' "" Aw, w·.., (wi, wi, ...• WN) 

so that the components of w' represent viability values of a selection 
array "less heterogeneous" relative to the Deakin migration matrix (in 
the sense of Definition 6.2) over the selection environment corresponding 
to w. 

We prove on the basis of the precise conditions (7.5) that protection 
for w implies protection for w'. In fact, it is elementary to discern that 
the relation I - a C!: w; for some i entails I - a C!: WI for some i. Indeed, 
suppose to the contrary that (1 - ale < w. Applying A to both sides we 
obtain (I - ale = (1 - a lAe < Aw = w' and the stipulation I - a 2: 

wi for some i is violated . Suppose next that 

(I - ale < w' and 
N 
'<' c, 

a ~ , 
I _ I WI + a -

The function ~x) = lI(x + a - I) is conve" for x> 1 - a and the fact 
of (6.9b) applies (as cA = c) to yield the inequality 

N 

Cl L CI 

I_ I W , + a 

It follows that for the homogeneous (uniform homing) Deakin migration 
structure the opportunity of a protected polymorphism is enhanced under 
a more heterogeneous selection environment in the sense of Principle 6.1. 
In particular. protection in the hard selection Deakin model entails pro
tection in the corresponding soft selection model. 

We haslen to point out that wilh the model (2.5) involving variable 
homing rates over the separate niches. Principle 6.1 is not universally 
valid; indeed , by appropriate choice of the homing rates, protection for 
the hard selection environment can occur while protection in the soft 
selection model is lacking . 
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Protection for the Model of Directional Migration Pattern with a 
Distinguished Major Deme Dispersing or Receiving Migrants to 
" Subordinate" Demes 

Consider a backward migration matr!" of the form 

" p, 0 0 0 
q, " p, 0 0 
q, 0 ' l Pl 0 

' I + ql + Pi = l. 
M- q, > 0, Pi > 0, " 2: 0, 

i:I. ... ,N-1 

qN - l 0 0 'N - l PN - I 

qN 0 0 ·'N 

(7.7) 

Interpretations and relevance of this migration pattern are discussed in 
Section 2, part VI. 

Where the migration propensity is in the other direction away from 
the distinguished deme , (7.7) is replaced by 

With respect to the migration structures (7.7) and (7.8), the formal cal
culations ofthe spectral radius p(MD) are accessible. To this end, choose 
an irreducible nonnegative matrix (not necessari ly stoc hastic, Le., the 
row sums need not all add up to unity) of the form 

" b, 0 0 
a, " b, 0 
a, 0 " b, 

G-

a N_ I 0 
aN 0 

with a, 2: 0, r, 2: 0, h, > 0, j :: t. 2, ... , N. 

o 
o 
o 

(7.9) 
I 

~ 
~ 

CI ••• lnc.Uon, 0' S ... ctIon-Mlgr.llon Sirudur" '" 
The following result is pertinent in assessing protection in the case 

of the migration structure of (7.7). 
Let G be an irreducible nonnegative matrix of the form (7.9). Then 

p(G) > 1 if and only if either 

0' 

EXAMPLE. 

a in (7.7) and D 
if either 

for some j (7.10.) 

If rl _ I - a, PI = a, QI :: O. 2 s j s N - I. qN = 
diag(dlo d2 , •• . , dN ), then p(MD) > 1 if and only 

(l - a)dl 2: I for some j (7. 11.) 

or the unique solution "0 of 
N N 

II IA - (I - a)d,] - aN II d, (7.llb) 
i_ I I_ I 

that is larger than maxI :SI:SN((l - a)dil. exceeds I. 

For this example, Principle 6.1 prevails. That is, a " more homoge
neous" selection environment with respect to M diminishes the chance 
of a protected polymorphism. The corresponding result with ge~eral p~
rameters in (7.7) is not always valid; a counterexample appears m KarIm 
and Campbell (1981). 

Consider the special case of (7.7) with rl - 0 (as in the model for 
seed load germination). Let PI = n~ - I p", i 2: I. Po = I. and DI = 
n~- I d,,; then A-protection , that is, P(MD) > I. occurs if and only if 
L i':2 al > 1 where al = qlPI_ IDi [ef. (7.10)). . 

The calculation of the spectral radius of(7 .8) paraphrases the analYSIS 
corresponding to (7.7). For 

a, a, a, 
~, " 0 
0 ~, " H -

0 0 0 
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we establish that P( H ) > I if and only if either "II 2: I for some i 2: 2 or 
that all "if < I. and then 

N B. 
Cl, + L Clk

R
.> t holds .. , (7. 12) 

where 

• • 
B. = II ~" Rk = n (I - 'VI) ,., ,., 

Nonhomogeneous Linear Stepping-Stone Migration 

The demes are located in an ordered fashion as described in Section 
2, part IV . In each generation, immigration occurs to neighboring demes. 
Due to differences in deme sizes and local endemic rates of migration, 
the backward migration matrix takes the (onn 

" p, 0 0 
q, " p, 0 
0 q, " 0 

M = (7. 13) 

. . . 
QN - I'N - 1PN - l 

0 qN 'N 

where ' / 2: 0, ql > 0, PI > O. " + qi + PI = 1. (See (2.1.5) for a specifi c 
determination of the migration parameters Pi. q/. '1 expressed in terms 
of the relative deme sizes and an innate exchange rate between contiguous 
demes.] We impose, henceforth . the mild requirement that all principal 
minors of (7. 13) are nonnegative. For the homogeneous stepping-stone 
migration mode with exchange rate m, the foregoing assumption is sat
isfied provided m !!i i, i.e., that at most 50% of the population in any 
deme per generation moves. Define 'rfj = PJ- IPJ-2·"P I'QjQ; - I"·Ql . ) ~ 2. 
'rfl = I. An application of(1. 19) affirms that 

P(MD) > I (7. 14) 

holds if 

(7. 15) 

(See Appendix D.) 
For the special homogeneous stepping-stone migration form with 

equal deme sizes 

- m m 0 o 
m - 2m m 

M = 

m ...: 2m' m 

o o o m 1 - m 

and in this case protection of the A-allele is assured if 

I N 

- L d· '" I N
I

_
1 

' 

(7 . 16) 

(7. 17) 

8. PROTECTION IN A MULTICLUSTER MIGRATION STRUCTURE' 

In order to ascertain explicitly the spectral radius P(MD) with M the 
hybrid generalized multicluster migration st~cture of the form (3,7) ,and 
(3.IS). it is natural to stipulate that the selection parameters summanzed 
in D of order N x N admit the representation D = D ® I whe re D = 
diag( d , . d2 • •• " d ... ) is interpreted as in (3 .3). Consider M of the form 
(3.1Sa). To evaluate p(MD) , it suffices to exhibit a positive eigenvector 
z iii> 0 satisfying 

MDz = AOZ (8. 1) 

and then by appeal to the Frobenius theory of positive matrices we deduce 
that AO = P(MD) (see Appendix B) . We try a Kronecker product form 
z = Y ® e with y = (y., y: . ... , y",) to be determined and e a vector 

• Multiuniform migration as in Section 3. part VII. 
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of only unit components. Recall that MD (l/r) Li- I LiD ® F/ and as 
Fie "" e for all i it is clear thal by specifying y as the eigenvector corre
sponding to the spectral radius of L = [(I fr) ~I_ l L;]D we deduce 

p(M") = pel) (8.2) 

It is of independent interest and instructive to discuss first the ho
mogeneous case (3.9), The spectral radius of p(MD) reduces to P{K) with 

K = (a - ~.)tCD + n(~1 - f32)CCD + n[32CUmCD 

= " + n~, II; CAL, (8.3) 

where.1. = diag(81) !h, ...• 8m ), 'Yi = aCt + f31(n - I)Ci + nlh(l - e;), 
i = I, 2 •...• m, and 

i = 1.2 •... ,m (8.4) 

The result of Appendix C. subsection 1. establishes 

p(MD) == p(K) > I if and only if (8.5) 

8; ~ I for some j (8.6) 

or 

o{ < I for all i = I. 2, ...• m 

and (8.7) 

The conditions (8.7) displayed in terms of the parameters a, PI, [32> m, 
n read as 

_..![,,(a,--;;--,~::,,-,-) --,+-;;:n(",~-,-, _---"'-~ ,,,),,[ co:,d",--" . 
~ liar some I 

aCI + 13.(n l)cl + n132(l - CI) 
(8.7.) 

CI ... Ifk::.Uon. 01 S.'eetlon-M'g,.tlon Struetu, .. 

or the inequalities (8.7a) are reversed for all i and 

cldi x > 1 
[aci + 13.(n - t)Ci + n132(1 - Ci)J - (a - l3.)cid / - n(l3. - 132)c/d l 

(8.7b) 

Recall that a, 13., and 132 are nonnegative and are constrained such that 

a + (n - 013. + (m - I)nth = I (8.7c) 

When n t oc, increase in the number of demes per cluster, such that 
the populations are locally replicated retaining the corresponding selec
tion regime , the possibilities for a protected polymorphism are varied. 
For example, for a deme cluster of size Ci satisfying Cjm > I and dj > 
(mci - I)/mcj, A-protection is assured when n t oc. However. if d l is 
small (close to zero) and also Cjm > 1 holds , while dj "'" I when clm < 
I , then A-protection is impossible with n large . 

On the other hand, as the number of clusters m is increased and allele 
A is favored in some cluster (dl > I for some I), then the contingencies 
for A-protection are facilitated. 

We consider next the more elaborate deme cluster model of (3.IS). 
Again, we observe that the corresponding L of (3.1Sa) has the form 

(8.8) 

where 

and R is the rank-one matrix R n il (Vju)'Yj) dj II and 'Vj are defined in 
(3.ISc). We can apply the procedure of Appendix C to obtain the result 
p(i) > I if and only if either 

5j :2: 1 for some-i (8.9) 

or 

, I'll' d ~ vjuid/ 0/< lora Ian n £... At l _ 0» I 
1_ 1 "'/1'1 0/ 

(8.10) 
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In Section I we underscored (see (1.18)-(1.19)] the sufficient con

ditions for protection in terms of the principal left eigenvector of the 
backward migration matrix. Consider the backward migration matrix of 
(3.9), namely, 

M - (0 - ~,)tC @ I. + (~ , - ~,)tc ® U. + ~,tu_C ® U. (8 . 11 ) 

If we denote by ~ the principal left eigenvector fo r the matrix n([(a 
f3dln]CC + (131 - I3z)CC + IhCUmC), then ~ @e", where ell is the 

n-d imensional vector of ones , is the left eigenvector of M. 
More gener,dly, we may put superscripts on a and 131 and consider 

a backward migration matrix of the fo rm M = Cldiag(a' - j3~)]C <8> I" 
+ t{d iag(l3~ - fh)]c ® Un + 132CUmC ® V". Where ~ is the left eigen
vector for Cl(l tn) diag(a' - I3D + diag(l3\ - Ih) + IhUmlC, € 0 ell is 
the left eige nvector of M. Properl y normalized we need to work with (I I 
n)~ ® e. 

In conformance with (1.1 8), a sufficient condit ion for protection has 

The dependence on the number m of clusters and the nature of the mi
gration exchange among clusters mainly enter via the coordinates of ~. 
The spectral radius bounds 

.(MD) " C~ d~ ) 

suggest that the degree of clustering will not qualitatively affect the op
port unit ies for polymorphi sm ahhough it will tend to attenuate the st rength 
of the polymorphism (the local rate of attraction is reduced). 

9. CONDITIONS FOR PROTECTION IN THE STAR MIGRATION 
STRUCTURE 

We adhere to the notations of (3.20)-(3.28). It would be helpfu l for 
the reader to review the discussion as set forth there. Let M be the 
migration matrix displayed in (3.25). We also stipulate that the local se-

lection regimes depend on the distance to the central deme obeying the 
relations (3.28). 

In establishing cond itions for A-protection. we need to determine 
P(MD) = P(DM} with d j "" f iCO) and b is the diagonal matrix 

D 
do O ... 0 

!i (9. 1) 

where D = diag(da. d2 • •••• d ... }. The matrix MD has the form 

QOCo do. b,oci db .••• blOcl db b20 C
2 d

2
, .•.• b20 C

2 d 2 • .•• 

~o ~o ~o ~o ~o 

Q I CO d -- , 
" 

QICO d -- , 
" 

Q2CO d -- , 
" 

LOO /" 

(9.2) 

with L "" II il,l liT and iu - cj bji'Yl .. 
Cognizance of the character of Mb suggests that we seek a posItIve 

eigenvector 

MDx - Ax [with ' - .(MDn (9.3) 

of the form 

x = (XO.Xl •••• ) X I .X2 ••.•• X2 •••. ,x ........ x ... ) 
~~ ~ 

" " " (9.4) 

= (xo.i @ e) 

where i = (Xlo X2 • •••• x ... ) and e ~ (I , I , ... , I), the latter involving 
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n components. The conditions of (9.3) reduce to the m + I equations 

(9.5) 

i = 1.2, ... ,m 

or equivalently the spectral radius of MD coincides with that of the (m 
+ I) x (m + 1) matrix 

oocodo nb lOc.d. nbZO c2 dz nhmOc",dm 

Y. Y. Y. Y. 

IiJ a, codo 
y, i .. d, l1zdz 1.mdm (9.6) 

a",codo 
Ym 

t .. ,d. fm2dz fmmdm 

where Land iJ are of order m + I and iJ = diag(do. d., ... , dm ). 

Some examples are worth recording. Assume a homogeneous step
ping-stone pattern along each ray and equal relative deme sizes 

Of course 8 (= a, in the previous notation) and ao are restricted by the 

'"~ 

normalization tiS + ao = 1. Then M reduces to 

n 

00 C\'. 0: 
-,-, ... ,-,0, ... ,0 .... ,0 
~o ~o ~o 

n 

M = B ® /" (9.7) 

o 

o 
with 

1 - 2cr. • 0 0 0 y, y, 

B= • - 2. • 0 0 (9.8) 

0 0 0 - 2. • 
0 0 0 • -. 

"(0 = ao + nO'., "Yl I) + - Cl. 

The matrix L for this example becomes 

a. o ... o n. o 
ao + no. ao + fin 

8 1 - 20. • 0 0 
I 8 + I - a 8+1-a. 8 + 1 -0'. 

0 • ) - 2. • 0 

-. 
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T he version of L with relative deme sizes {co. CI, • . • ,em} depending 

on the distance from the center superimposed on a homogeneous stepping
stone migration model is 

aoco noel 
0 0 

" " 
&co (I - 2n)c . ac, 

0 
i, i, i, 

L 0 
ac, (l - 2a)c2 ac, 

(9 .10) 
i, i, i2 . 

'OI:Cm _l ( I -' a)c", 

im im 

The il are normalizing constants guaranteeing ~hat the row sums for L 
add to unity. 

A sufficient condition for protection with the above tridiagonal matrix 
[cr. (7.15)] for a < l is 

where 

I na Ck'Yk 
'TTl< = -- - 

K I) co-yo' 

m 

Ld;'ffi> I ,-, 

k = 1. 2, ... , m , 

1To = J, K ~ I 

(9.11) 

no m 

+ -- L C,,'Yk 
/)co'Yo /t _ I 

10. PROTECTION IN A MULTIDEME POPULATION SUBJECT TO 
SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN SELECTION INTENSITIES' 

The associated backward migration matrix M is given in (4.4) and 
the local selection functions follow the format of (4.2). The selection 
coefficients relevant to appraising the maintenance of A-protection are 

• Model IX, Section 4. 

cl .... ne.flon. 01 S.I.etlon-Mlgr.tlon Structure. '" 
summarized by the Np x Np diagonal matri x 

(10.1) 

where DW = diag(d~k), d~k), ... , dW), k = 1,2, . , p, and d~kl ::: 
fl.:. /(O). The condition for A-protection is, of course, 

p(AlD) > I (10.2) 

It is easy to establi sh the evaluation 

(10.3) 

and, of course, the matrix rr~ - I MD(k) = MD CP). ··MD (2)MDCll is reduced 
to size N x N. 

When M = II eic} Ilr is a Levene migration matrix, then 

(lO.3a) 

Where M is positive definite (or symmetrizable to a positive definite 
matri x, e.g., Deakin-type migration), we can achieve the upper bound 

(10.4) 

This inequality shows that when II~ - l p(MDCk ) < I, the A allele is un
protected. In particular, if A-allele fixation is a stable state for every 
season, then allele A monomorphism is stable for the complete temporal 
cycle. On the other hand , if A-allele fixation is stable in a geometric mean 
sense, then it is stable for the p-season model. 

In terms of the model (4.5), where the migration rates also vary 
seasonally, the condition for A-protection extending (10.2) and (10.3) 
becomes 

(10.5) 

With two seasons the ascertainment of A-protection requires that 
p(MmD(2)MC1JD(l) exceed I. 

It is useful to record the sufficient conditions for (10.2) and (10.5) 
based on (1. 18). We consider first the case of MOl ::: M (2) = ... = M (p) 
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(migration does not change seasonally), while the selection forces vary. 
Lei ~ be the normalized left eigenvector of eigenvalue 1, that is, ~ satisfies 
fo, M . ~M = ~. (~. 0) = ~r:. , ~ = I. Then, = (~/p . ~/p •. ..• ~/p) is 
a corresponding left eigenvector for the extended migration matrix M. 
Appealing to (1. 18) produces the estimate 

N (( " ) ' )"" fI fI d!" 
; . , 1< _ 1 

( 10.6) 

The quantity 

is exactly the temporal geometric mean of the selection values. The sta
tionary distribution in deme <!P, due to population structure and migration 
pattern has components {~I' ~2' ... , ~N}' The inequality 

N 

p(MD) '" fI (dl)' (10.7) 
i _ I 

summarizes (10.6) where the right side resembles the formula (1.18). It 
should be emphasized that the right side of (10.6) is a weighted geometric 
mean with weights that depend on the migration structure. It is virtuall y 
folklore and ofttimes a declared tenet (e.g., Felsenstein, 1976; Hedrick 
et ai., 1976) that the selection expression of temporal variation operates 
through a geometric mean of the separate seasonal effects. The relation 
(10.6) can be interpreted as only partly consistent with this tenet subject 
to the caveat that its validity is only an approximation as a lower bound 
to the relevant spectral radius. 

It is useful to extend (10.6) encompassing the situation where the 
migration rates could differ between seasons. In this circumstance 

000 
M(I) 0 0 

M = 0 M (2) 0 

o o 0 

o 
o 
o 

o 

(10.8) 

where Mlk) is the backward migration matrix in passing from the kth to 

CI, .. lk,lIon. 01 S,IICtIon-Mlgr,UOn SINet", .. '" 
the (k + l)th season. A left eigenvector for Nt [of(lO.8)] has components 

(10.9) 

where ~w is the stationary frequency distribution for the matrix M (k). 

Then the version of (10.6) in the variable (seasonal) migration context 
becomes 

(10.10) 

11. COMPARISONS FOR PROTECTION WITH MIGRATION ONCE 
EACH CYCLE VERSUS ONCE EACH GENERATION 

In the case where selection parameters are varying over time, it 
would be useful if we could identify a set of selection parameters (some 
sort of average) that would serve as a sufficient statistic in determining 
protection. We consider here the Levene backward migration matrix 

C, C, CN 
N 

M= c, C, CN L C, = 
i .. 1 

C, C, CN 

When there are p seasons with assoc iated selection vectors d1kl
, k 

2, ... , p, the criterion for protection for this model is 
I . 

(11.1) 

where (c, d1kl) = L i": I cid~kl is the inner product. 
As we are multiplying spectral radii, a natural candidate for an av

erage is (Ilf- 1 0 d Ul)l fP whose entries are the pth roots of the p-fold Schur 
product. (The Schur product of two vectors is the vector with components 
equal to the product of the corresponding components.) We are therefore 
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interested in the statist ic 

(11.2) 

Application of a form of the generalized arithmetic-geometric mean in
eq uality to (1 1.2) gives 

(11.3) 

Hence . a sufficient condition for protection. but not a sufficient statistic 
for deciding A-protection, is that the right side of (11 .3) exceeds I. 

Another comparison pertai ns to taking the product rather than geo
metric mean of the d(k), which may be relevant when considering mul
tivoll ine species. If only one season is suitable for migration , and matings 
occ ur within demes for the other generations. the question can be asked 
what the effect on protection would be if migration were not restricted 
to once a cycle (year). The answer is not as apparent as the previous 
case. 

For fixed Levene migration matrix C and varying fitness vectors d(() 
(we write 0 (/1 fo r the diagonal matrix with vector d (l) on the diagonal). 
the criterion for protection becomes that the spectral radius 
p(TIt ... , CD(") > I or explicitly ilt - , (L~ ' dj'ICJ) > I. 

If no migration occurs until the close of the seasonal cycle. the cri
terion for protection is p(C ilt - _ D Ul) > I or kr-, cJ(n t_, d}')' lp > 
I. 

In the case where the d( ~· are similarly ordered. i.e .• 

(d}'· - dy·)(~" - d~I) > 0 for all i, j. k, I (11.4) 

(e.g., dj'· is increasing in k fo r each i), a standard rearrangement inequality 
states n, L J cjdJ'1 :S L j cATI, dj") or protection with migration every 
generation entail s protection with a single migration per cycle. 

Biologically , constraint (11.4) tacitly implies that the niches can be 
ordered by the relative magnitudes of their fitness parameters independent 
of the generation in the cycle (e.g., dry areas are most hard hit by a 
drought). 

In the case of j ust two generations per cycle (e.g., winter/summer), 
it is possible that the condit ion (dJ" - d}/)(~'1 - djl') < 0 for all i, j, 
k. I is satisfied (dissimilar arrangements). Then the inequality is reversed 

'"~ 

to TI, L j cjdjll ~ L J cJ TI, dyl, signifying that protection is enhanced if 
migration is changed from once a cycle to once a generation. 

12. PROTECTION IN A CLUSTER HOMING AND MAINLY 
DIRECTIONAL MIGRATION PATTERN 

The population structure for thi s model is described in Section 4, 
part X . involving the backward migration matrix (4.7). Let the A-allele 
fitness coefficients for the multideme model of (4.7) be 

d(" .. i :: I , 2, ... , nk, 

and form the exte nded diagonal matrix 

b = diag(D(I), D(2), .... D(p), 

applying in deme ~~kl (12.1) 

The criterion for A-protection, p(A/D) > I , in the case at hand is equiv
alent to the conditions (Appendix C, Result C.3) 

(i) e\lrldJ.t· 2: I for some i and k, or (l2.3a) 
(ii) e\.t.d1.t1 < 1 for aft i and k, and 

l ::5k::5p (l2.3b) 

or 

(iii) ej.t)dj.t) < I for all i and k and all the inequalities of (l2.3b) are 
reversed and 

, 
( - I)" TI (v(.t·o d(k·,(A" _ 1) - IU(.t))> I (12.4) .. , 

holds . (The nOlalion z 0 w denotes the Schur product vector whose com
ponents are the product s of the c.orresponding components of z and w). 
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Where a !k ) = W') = 0, only the conditions or(i) and (ii i) are relevant 

and (l2.4) takes the explicit form 

02.5) 

The expression (12.4) can be expanded explicitl y to 

where 

02.7) 

The above conditions (12.4)-(12.7) indicate a hybrid elaborate geometric
arithmetic averaging of the parameters. The migration scheme itself is a 
mixed directional-seasonal flow pattern with variable cluster homing 
tendencies . 

13. PROTECTION IN A MULTIDEME SEED LOAD PROCESS· 

The model of seed dormancy or facultative germination allowing at 
most p periods of dormancy is described in Section 2 within the framework 
of a migration pattern having a distinguished deme (see part VI. Section 
2). Thus, a seed can exist in one of p environments where being in en
vironment deme IJI I will mean actual germination while being in deme 
positions 2 to (p - I) correspond to length of dormancy . We now su
perimpose a block of demes on each of the prev ious states inducing the 

• Sec: Section 4. part XIII . 

backward migration matrix 

A, 
B, 

M: 0 

o 

A, 
o 
o 

'" 

03.1) 

where all the component matrices A I and BJ are of order n x n. Let each 
term of (DOl, D('ZJ, .. . , D(p) be a diagonal positive matrix reflecting the 
selection coefficients relevant to A-protection across the various demes 
in the various states. 

The relevant matrix for discerning A-protection becomes 

A, A, A, A, 
B, 0 0 0 

MD - 0 B, 0 0 (13.2) 

0 0 0 8p _ L 0 

where A", "" A",D", and B", "" B",D"" k "" I , 2, .. . . 
It can be proved that A-protection occu rs if and only if the spectral 

radius of the matrix T defined in ( 13.3) exceeds I, 

P(D"" P(A. + A2BI + A)828. + ." + Ap 8p _18,. _1' "iJd > 1 (13 .3) 

The matrix Tis" x n compared to (13 .2), which is np x np. Thus, for 
n "" 2, T is a 2 x 2 matrix and P(D is explicitly calculable . Moreover, 
when the n x n matrices A ", and B. are of the form 

k : 1, 2, . 03.4) 

with 6. • • E. diagonal positive and R., S. of rank one, the evaluation 
attendant to (13.3) can be explicitly done following the form of Result C.2 
in Appendix C. 

14. DEME SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS AND ALLELE PROTECTION 

We now examine the effect of the arrangement of deme sizes on the 
strength of A-protection. The problem can be more precisely formulated 
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as fo llows. What is the arrangement of deme sizes (e ., C2 • •. • , eN) in 
relation to the fitness array {d., d2 • . . • , d ..... } that maximizes P(MD) and. 
therefore, increases the likelihood of A-protection1 Equivalently, how 
could a prescribed set of selection effects be distributed coupled to the 
migration structure to ensure greater opportunities for protection of the 
A allele? We consider this problem in this section for a number of specific 
migration patterns , 

Let M be of rank-one migration form (Levene structure): 

M :: II t', Cj IW, e,- 1 (14.1) 

Then 

N 

p(MD) ~ L Cld; 
i _ I 

It is standard to show :L r:. . cid; is maximized . assuming without loss of 
generalit y c, is monotone increasing when d, is arranged increasing and 
is minimized for the arrangement di decreasing. 

For the Deakin model , 

M = (I - a)1 + aC (14.2) 

(entailing a uniform homing propensity superimposed on the Levene 
structure) the cri terion for protection requires [see (7.5)J that either 

(i) ( I - a)d/ > I holds for some i, 

0' 

(ii) 

N 

(I - o)d/ :s 1 for all i, for the inequality 0 L ,-, 
e,d, > 1 to hold 

+ (0 - I )d, 

The first condition (i) is independent of the ordering of {eJ} so we may 
assume without loss of generality that it is not met, and concentrate on 
maximizing the sum in (ii) with respect to all orderings of {d;}. The expres
sion of cond ition (ii) may be exhibited more suggestively in the form 

N ( 1 o L el 
1_ 1 lid, + (0 

(14 .3) 

, .. 
We note , subject to the constraint (1 - o)d, < I [imposed in (ii)] , that 
the function II( l Id; + (a - I)J is monotone increasing in the variables 
d j • Thus, the st ipulation el increasing in concordance with d; increasing 
tends to max imize P(MD), while the arrangement dj decreasing coupled 
to C j increasing minimizes the spectral radius. 

For the model involving differential habitat homing rates {Clj}i" , it is 
not correct that the "optimal max imizing P(MD)" distribution of {ail is 
concordant with the ordering of {CI}' 

We can also deal with the compleme ntary question: What order of 
premigration deme sizes {el} maximizes the likelihood of protection for 
prescribed {dll in the context of the above two models? The foregoing 
argument shows that {CI} should be similarl y ordered with {dj } for the 
Levene migration pattern. An identical result is obtained in the presence 
of a uniform homing factor. 

We can analyze this problem for the case of variable homing behavior 
if one assumes that {ClI} and {d{} are fixed . We may assume, without loss 
of generality, that ( I - al)d/ are less than one for all i. In order to increase 
the likelihood of protection we seek the arrangement of {el} maximizing 

(14.4) 

If the quantity (14.4) exceeds I for some ordering of {c/}, then the same 
inequality persists where {el} are ordered concordant with the sequence 
{a;l[dl-

1 + (al - 1)n. 
We proved (Karlin, 1977b) that a dominant allele is protected if and 

only if 

(14.5) 

where W i is the fitness of the recessive genotype (fitness values Wi , I, I 
for genotypes aa, Aa , AA, respectively) in deme r:P1for a general migration 
matrix with left principal eigenvector ~ = (tl, tz, ... , tN). It follows 
that the opt imal ordering of de me sizes for A-protection has {~} similarly 
ordered to the fitness values {WI}' 

Consider the stepping-stone migration model having backward mi
gration matrix (2. 14) with m s; i signifying an a priori migration propensity 
per individual of less than 0.50. Where the deme sizes increase , C l s C2 

::s: ... ::s: eN, (or decrease) over the population range, {C/YI} also increase 
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(decrease), I 'VI are defined in (2.16)1, and then 

N '<' N 
~ t . _ ~;- I elY/WI 
~ .... w/ - "" N 
/ .. \ .£.,. i _ 1 C/''/I 

(14.6) 

is largest (smallest) if the fitness values (W I , W2 • ••• , WN) also occur in 
increasing order, i.e .• WI :S Wl S ". :os; WH' 

When c/ are not monotone. then {Ci"Y/} and {CI} arc not necessarily 
similarly ordered. The optimal arrangement ofw/ maximizing A-protection 
corresponds to the ordering of {ci'Y/}. 

The values hi} can be interpreted as the relative sizes of the demes 
after migration. while {Ci t is the array of de me sizes prior to migration. 
The magnitudes of the products, {C;"Yi} [or equivalently the geometric 
means, (ely/)I n , of the sizes before and after migration]. meshed con
cordantly with the magnitudes of the array of au-genotype fitness values, 
{WI} appear to be essential in the comparison . Thus. the optimal arrange
ment of the fitnesses. {WI} . to ensure A-protection or, equivaJently, the 
maximum of (14.6) is achieved when {WI}!'"' and {c('tJ~ exhibit the same 
arrangements in their relative magnitudes. In particular. if CI, 'YI, :s C,, 'Yi, 
s ... s; CIN'YIN' then the orderi ng of {Wi} among demes {~i}~. according 
to WI , :S WI2 :S ... :S WIN' yields the maximum in (14.6) relative to all 
permutations of the values of {WIH" among the demes. 

In the nonhomogeneous homing model (2.11), the arrangement of the 
magnitudes of {Wi} concordant with {c/yI6j } maximizes the likelihood of 
A-protection. The quantities {cla;S;} do not lend themselves to easy in
terpretation except in the uniform homing case. al = 02 = ... "" a N 

"" a, where ~ reduces to CI , i = I, 2. . , N. The factor CIS; can be 
construed as the relative population size after migration , while the mu l
tiplier 01 measures the extent of outcrossing from deme @I ' The magni
tudes of {aic/YI} coupled with fitness values {WI} determine the strength 
of A-protection relative to all prescriptions of the given {Wi} among the 
demes. The extent to which these sequences are concordant in their 
arrangement of effects confers increased likelihood in maintaining a-pro
tection . 

Observe that 

is also maximal where the sequences {M and {WI} are concordant in 

'" 
relative sizes. Using this fact and inspection of the possible inequality 

N N n WIt. < J < L ~WI ,. , ,. , 
suggests that increasing the chances of A-protection ipso facto decreases 
the likelihood of a-protection. Accordingly, the existence of a protected 
polymorphism that maintains both A and a alleles requires a compromise 
in the assignment of fitness values {WI} among the demes relative to the 
migration factors {t.-H". 

15. TWO DEAKIN MIGRATIONS PER GENERATION 

When considering a population of organisms that mate in certain 
areas (MJ) but undergo viability selection in separate habitats (!!JI/). one 
possible schematization of the life cycle is as follows: 

Diploidjuveni les 
before selection 

Gametes 

sc lec';on 

- unite _ Zygotes 
(mating) 

Diploid adults Shed 
f "';''''';on a ter selection gametes _ 

. . Diploid juveniles 
m,vrauon I before selection _ 

where selection occurs in rl'1 and gametes are shed and unite to form 
zygotes in MJ • Consider a series of mating areas {AtA and a series of 
maturing habitats {!!JI i } wit h general migration forms between them. Vi
ability selection will not necessarily act on a subpopulation with 
Hardy- Weinberg proportions, thus necessitating carrying two sets of fre
quencies through all calculations . However, as the problem of protection 
essentially concerns only haploids, one set of frequency values suffices. 
It is the ascertainment of protection that we are concerned with here. 

We shall assume heterozygotes all have fitness t and the fitness of 
the common homozygote is designated by al ' We further assume that 
there are the same number of mating (M) and maturing (~) areas that 
either are coincident or are associated in some natural manner such that 
the forward migration matrices rl' -.M. and M-!!JI have the form (I - a)1 
+ aG and (I - 13) / + j3H. respectivel y, where / is the identity and G 
and H are rank-one slochastic matrices. Composition gives the forward 
migration matrix fJJ> _ fJJ> as 

[(I - a)l + aGll(l - W + ~H] (15.1) 
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which is appropriate as we are only concerned with the disposition of the 
rare alleles. mostl y found in heterozygous individuals. 

The calculation orlhe forward migration matrix over the whole cycle 
obtained by composition of the two component forward migration mat
rices is strongly dependent on the assumption of no selection between 
the migrations. We stress that the relative deme sizes are not normalized 
after the first migration, but are consistent with the pre migration deme 
sizes and the migration pattern (M) . Following the standard recipe . the 
backward migration matrix is given by 

(1 5.2) 

where C is the diagonal matrix of the relative sizes of {MI } before migra
tio n. the prime designates transpose, and r - 1 no rmalizes M producing 
a TOW stochastic mat rix. 

In the usual manner we shall designate by D the diagonal matrix with 
entries t/a, representing the marginal viabili ties of the heterozygotes. 
Protection then occurs if P(MD) > 1. 

We note that 

F = {(I - .)1 + .GIl(1 - ~)I + ~H) 

= (I - .)(1 - W + ~H + .(1 - ~)G (15.3) 

is the sum of a diagonal and two rank-one matrices. However, the par
ticular nature of G and H (both share their principal eigenvector) reduces 
F to the sum of a diagonal and one rank-one matrix . This is most easily 
seen by writing 

(15.4) 

Hence . 

~H + a(l - ~)G :: R such that ' Ii :: ~hj + a(l - ~)gJ 05.5) 

The backward migration matrix, in accordance with the standard recipe , 
is given by 

M :: r - 'F'C = r - 1[(1 - a)(I - ~) I + RJ'C (15.6) 

where C is diagonal and gives the relative premigration deme sizes and 

r is diagonal with 

"VI ., (I - a)(I - pk, + Ph, + a(l - 13)g, 

We now display explicitly the criterion for protection P(MD) > 
derived in Appendix C. 

For the foregoing model. protection occurs if either 

( I 
(I - (1.)(1 - P)c,d

, 13) > 1 for some i 
a)( 1 13kl + phi + a(l - g, 

or (i) does not hold and 

(ii) 

is in force. 

16. MAINTENANCE OF PROTECTION WITH CHANGES IN 
POPULATION SUBDIVISION 

15. 

I , as 

The following questions are of interest. (a) Does protection of allele 
A persist in the two separate parts ofa previously single population having 
allele A protected? (b) Is protection of allele A maintained for a combi ned 
population composed from two isolated populations after removal of the 
migration barrier where allele A was protected in each of the two source 
populations? (c) 11 is of interest to ascertain the similarities and contrasts 
in the equilibrium gene frequency patterns that accrue from an enlarged 
neutral zone where in other respects the environmental selection-migration 
structure is unchanged . 

Let M = II rit lll~J_ ' be the backward migrati9n matrix for the pop
ulation consisting of de_me~ IJI - {IJIJ • tJlh' .. ,tJlr} carry!ng associated 
A-allele fitness values {d, . d2 • •••• d,}. Furthermore , let M = 11 mij m be 
the backward migration matrix for the popu lation range comprised of the 
demes ~ = {~1. ~2 •... • ~.} and corresponding fitness values {d" d2 • 

. . . , d.}. Consider now the coupled multideme complex entailing some 
migration flow between the extreme demes ~r and ~ I ' The enlarged 
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backward migration matrix (involving now r + s demes) takes the form 

, 
,.------A----. 

V 
mIl ril" 0 0 0 
rill' "', 0 0 0 

~ 
rir._1.1 riI. _ I., 0 0 0 
m •. 1 riI.,. - ~ , 0 0 

M - (16.1) 

{ 
I 0 0 • rillI-~1h'2 m .. 

<!> 
, 0 0 0 m" m" mh 

0 0 0 m .. ma m" 

The migration rates A > 0 and,... > 0 are, of course, constrained such 
that tit" - A > 0 and mll - ,... > O. 

The following result bears on questions (a) and (b). 

THEOREM 16.1 . (i) The removal of a migration barrier between 
~ and 11> producing the backward migration malrix (/6.1) where in each 
separate range (j.e,,jor 11> and/or~) allele A is protected, the combined 
population'3l = {g>, 1J>} = {9>1> ... ,~" 11>" ... ,Ij. .. } has allele A again 
protected. 

(ii) Division ofq]> having allele A protected into two contiguous parts 
preserves A-protection in at least one of its parts. 

The following example suggests that Theorem 16.1 Lpart (ii)) is not 
necessarily intuitive. Consider a three-range selection gradient (in a c1inal 
situation) 

(16.2) 

• 
where allele A is advantageous in the intermediate zone but disadvan
tageous in the outer parts. Suppose the selection migration structure has 
allele A protected in the whole population. Interposing a barrier in the 
+ zone divides the population into two sectors 

Ptl"k+l PI2 P12+1 Pn 

~ 0,,---:0 (16.3) 

• • 

CI ... Ifk.llons of Sel..ctlon-Mlgrsllon Structures '" 
where in the separate parts the number of demes favorable to aJlele A 
may conceivably be too small to compel A-protection. Theorem 16.1 [part 
(ii)) asserts that at least one of the population sectors maintains A-pro
tection. 

The converse is not generally correct. No encompassing conclusions 
apply for a population composed from two parts where in one part allele 
A is protected, while in the other part extinction of allele A is possible. 

The Influence of Neutral Demes 

It is of interest to investigate in the equilibrium gene frequency pat
terns that occur with the enlargement, contractions, or other modifica
tions of the neutral zone where in other respects the selection regime and 
migration pattern remain unaltered. Our first statement on this topic is 
as follows. 

PROPOSITION 16. t. The existence of a protected polymorphism is 
unaffected by the addition of neutral demes at the boundary of the pop
ulation range. 

Moreover. the resulting equilibrium frequency arrays and their sta
bility characteristics in the enlarged system (Le., the originaJ population 
augmented with the new neutral boundary demes) coincide with the equi
librium frequency configurations at the common demes. 

The foregoing result is perhaps intuitive. However, the effects ac
cruing from adding new neutral demes into the midst of the population 
range are a more recondite matter as we now elaborate. In order that the 
formulation be well defined, we envision an original population composed 
of two groups of demes st = (st l , ••• , std and 00 = (00 1 ••••• 00,) 
subject to the backward migration matrix 

{ a" a" 0 0 0 

k 
0 0 0 ak _ 1.1 ak _ I.k 

a" au a 0 0 
M = (16.4) 

{ 0 b b" b" b" 
b" b" 

0 0 b" b" 

where st and 00 communicate only by gene flow between the specific 
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demes sllc and 00, with corresponding rates dlc t- 00, and SIlk -.!+ 00 " a > 
0, b > O. The total population obviously involves k + I demes. 

The associated fitness values in the ordering of (16.4) are given by 

(16.5) 

We examine the new situation created by interposing between demes 
sfllc and 00, a new neutral deme (labeled ~o) producing thereby the pop
ulation arrangement 

(16.6) 

In retaining the migration structure of (16.4), we stipulate the backward 
migration matrix for (16.6) as 

d, 

sI, a" 

sI, a" 

M= 'iJ>, 0 
\'I), 0 

0 

\'I), 0 

au 
m 
o 
o 

o 

a 
I-2m 
b 
0 

0 

d; d2 d; 

o 0 0 

0 0 0 
m 0 0 (16.7) 

b" b" b" 
b" b" b" 

b" bn b" 

signifying that the proportion of migrants per generation entering the 
neutral deme from the population range.llt, Le., through Sttlo and the rate 
of gene flow into ~o arising from the demes of \?J3 (via 00.) are the same 
(= m; 0 < m < 1/2), This requirement is essential for the validity of 
Theorem 16.2 (below) as attested to by Example 16.1 below. 

It may elarify the formulation by presenting a pictoral representation 
for a generalized stepping-stone migration model. Accordingly, consider 
the original multideme elinal population '3' in the linear arrangement 

'0 D (16.8,) 

where Pi and qi indicate the obvious backward migration rates. 

1 
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The augmented population ~ is taken coincident with ~ apart from 
the introduction of a new neutral deme between demes 1lP/ and '3'1 +1 fol
lowing the schematization 

P: 

(16.8b) 

THEOREM 16.2. Consider a population system I!J' = {.si l , ••• , 

91.,,, 00 " ...• a\1} composed of two parts. Assume the migration mixing 
for ~ is described by the matrix M of (16.4) which is assumed symme
trizable 10 a symmetric (not necessarily positive definite) matrix [cf. (5.1)). 
Interposing a new neutral deme between 91.k and 00 1 subject to the 
migration forces expressed by the backward migration matrix M. of(l6.7) 
(where the flow into the new neutral deme from both parts is the same, 
while in all other respects the population structure is unchanged) does 
not diminish the extent of protection. Formally. 

p(MD) > I implies p(MD) > 1 (16.9) 

The conditions for f!J> are satisfied for a elinal geographical arrange
ment of demes governed by a stepping-stone migration mode even allow
ing for variable local exchange rates. In this case, the neutral deme can 
be introduced at any position along the cline (see (l6.8b)]. 

In particular , Theorem 16.2 declares that when allele A is protected 
in '3' of (l6.8a), then allele A remains protected in ~ of (l6.8b). 

EXAMPLE 16.1. The requirement of equal migration flow in both 
directions into the new neutral demes is essential for the validity of Theo
rem 16.2. In fact, the two-deme model with homogeneous migration ex
change as depicted 

having fitness parameters obeying 0 < d l < I < d2 < 2. d l + d2 > 2. and 
d > (d,(2 - d2 )/4] + d l + d2 has p(MD) = (d, + d2 )n] > 1. but the 
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augmented system 

P: 

interposing a neutral dcme in the center, but with unequal migration input 
into @lo from the demes @l 1 and @l2 • has P{MD) < I, i.e., allele A is 
unprotected. 

The same situation prevails for the modified example with migration 
rates from the left and right into the neutral deme of magnitudes 1 - E 

and E, respectively (with E positive and small). 
The result of Theorem 16.2 in conjunction with the foregoing example 

establishes that although a neutral deme confers no selective advantage 
to either allele, yet unless this locality is influenced to the same extent 
by the population sectors on its right and left the persistence of a protected 
polymorphism can be attenuated and even eliminated. It is striking that 
Theorem 16.2 applies to any elinal population structure provided only 
that the migration flow into the neutral deme is the same from the right 
and left portions of the population range independent of local deme sizes, 
unequal local migration rates among demes, or differences in reciprocal 
directions. 

The Influence of the Multiplicity of Neutral Demes and the Existence 
of a protected Polymorphism 

We have seen that the addition of neutral demes with equal flow into 
them from the neighboring demes preserves the phenomenon of a pro
tected polymorphism. Our next result asserts that in natural circumstan
ces a sufficient accretion of neutral demes can ensure protection of an 
allele where ab initio no protection existed. The precise statement is as 
follows. 

THEOREM 16.3. Consider a multideme population qp = {qp .. 'lJ>2 • 
. . . ,<!Pn } with the property that deme qpiu connects in qp only via demes 
<!Pia- I and <!Plo" I or equivalently the ioth row of the backward migration 
matrix exhibits only th'ee consecutive nonzero elements: 

M = 0 ... 0 q/o "In Pit) 0 ... 0 row ioth 

'" 
where qiuPlt) > 0, qio + rio + Pi<> = t. Suppose deme <!Pig is A-advantageous 
connoting dio > I. Then by addition of enough neutral demes on both 
sides of <!Pig. protection of allele A can be guaranteed for 1/1>. 

(Actually, an upper estimate of the number of neutral demes needed to 
ensure A -protection is 

t - r · d · k:> '0 ... 

-dio- t 
(16.10) 

The condition riodlo 2: t means that there is already protection of 
allele A independent of the nature of selection in the other demes. More 
generally. for a migration matrix M and fitness values summarized in D, 
then 

l :5 io :5n (16.11) 

entails p(MD) > I. Actually, the condition (16.11) assures that allele A 
increases in the subpopulation qpia when rare even if all demes lack allele 
A. 

Another sufficient condition extending (16. t I) noted by Christiansen 
(1974) follows. Let (MD)(k) represent the contraction of the matrix MD 
to a prescribed subset of the same k rows and columns, k < n. Then 

det[h - (MD)d :5 0 implies P(MD) > I (16.12) 

In words, the above condition assures protection for allele A even if there 
are only k populations containing the allele at the initial generation. 

For the general elinal migration structure it is established in Karlin 
and Richter-Dyn (1976) that by an addition of k neutral demes between 
demes rJ'i and qpi+l with homogeneous migration mode as depicted 

, . ~, -------'~------~ mj., Pi+l 

0, .:. rQl ;::: ;:: 0 ~m m -:- 0 
mj ~ m m 

the corresponding equilibrium states are identical to those arising with 
a reduction of the migration rate between demes 'lJ'/ and '!J>I+ 1 by a factor 
of lI(k + I). Interpretation of Theorem 16.3 coupled to this remark reveals 
that the addition of neutral demes effectively operates to diminish gene 
flow among the demes. We pointed out in Section 6 (see also Karlin and 
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McGregor. 1972b) that significantly reduced migration rates enhance the 
prospects of polymorphisms. 

17. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

Spatial and temporal variation in environment are thought to be im. 
portant factors in the maintenance of genetic variation in populations. 
Classical examples of populations that have been partitioned into sub
populations with intrinsic selection effects include industrial melanism in 
moths (Cain and Sheppard, 1952; Ford, 1975), shell color and banding 
pattern in snails (Ford, 1975; Jones et al., 1977), adaptive responses to 
heavy-metal tolerance in plants (Jain and Bradshaw, 1966), growth mod
ifications of some sea cliff plant populations (Aston and Bradshaw, 1966), 
diallozyme representations on alcohol tolerance in Drosophila melano
gaster (Clarke, 1979), some enzyme adjustments of fish populations to 
conditions of salinity and temperature [e.g .. Fundulus heteroclitus (Mitton 
and Koehn , 1975)], and maintenance of area effects (Goodhart, 1963). 
For other examples, see Dobzhansky (1956 , 1967), Wright (1969), Koehn 
(1969). Antonovics (1971), Bradshaw (1971), Bryant (1974), McDonald 
and Ayala (1974), Powell (1975), Soule (1976). 

It is also widely recognized that migration may play an important, 
even dominant role in producing clines and polymorphisms in that im
portant sources of variability in natural populations can be genes and 
gene complexes transferred from other populations. In all cases the main
tenance of a polymorphism is probably due to a complex interaction of 
environmental heterogeneity and genetic factors, the relative importance 
of which varies over the population range. 

Delineation of how genetic variability should be related to physical 
or biotic environmental heterogeneity is difficult. Measures of environ
mental heterogeneity are usually set forth in dichotomous terms, e.g., 
fine versus coarse, variable versus constant, unstable versus stable. cen
tral versus marginal. These characterizations are ambiguous and in all 
respects open to subjective interpretations. 

A general hypothesis proposes that organisms living in "stable en
vironments" should be genetically depauperate. The case of deep-sea 
organisms is cited as representative of a stable environment. Presumably, 
subterranean terrestrial situations also present constant environmental 
conditions. It is argued that deep-sea populations are highly specialiZed 
(Grassle, 1972) and, therefore, there is much species diversity but little 
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genetic variability within these species populations. This conclusion is 
contested on the basis of other studies (e.g., Ayala et al .• 1975). 

It is suggested that in "constant environments" organisms become 
narrowly niched, specialized, and genetically homogeneous. Concomi
tantly, there may be high species diversity if predation and related eco
logical disturbances are not present (Clarke. 1979). Some data on genetic 
variability among subterranean mammals conform to this hypothesis 
(Nevo, 1978). 

A heuristic argument for more individual gene homozygosity in 
" variable environments" proceeds as follows. Individuals able to cope 
with a wide variety of environmental conditions are more fit because they 
can utilize and exploit many food resources, etc. Therefore, some gen
eraJized chromosomal composition would be selected for that increases 
the overall fitness but simultaneously reduces the genetic variability by 
selecting against alleles that lower the overall fitness. Then the population 
would contain few alleles at an average locus. 

It has also been suggested by Bretsky and Lorenz (1969) and Bretsky 
(1970) that extinction patterns in the fossil record could be explained on 
the basis of a positive correlation between genetic variability and envi
ronmental stability. That is, organisms in stable (coarse-grain) environ
ments are expected to have less variable gene pools owing to specialized 
adaptation and as a consequence they are less able to adapt to major 
environmental changes and concomitantly experience higher rates of ex
tinction. 

Intimately related to the above theme is the controversy of the extent 
of genetic variability in marginal populations as compared to central ones 
(Carson, 1958; Dobzhansky, 1967; see the discussion and review of Le
wontin, 1974, pp. 148-151). It is often suggested that peripheral (marginal) 
populations of a species tend to be less polymorphic than central popu
lations, but the data on this proposition are ambiguous. Chromosomal 
inversion polymorphisms in certain Drosophila collections (mainly on 
chromosome 111) appear to be more frequent in central populations and 
there is some controversy as to the cause. In these cases distinctions are 
made between chromosomal versus genic polymorphism. 

A number of verbal dictums abound in the evolutionary literature 
concerning the relationships inherent to selection-migration environ· 
mental parameters, population structure, and patterns of gene frequency 
variation. We paraphrase some of these: (i) Polymorphism will be more 
likely to occur in temporally more variable environments while unlikely 
to exist in constant environments. (ii) Greater heterogeneity in spatial 
selection gradients enhances polymorphism. (iii) Decreased migration 
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flow in a population entails more cases of polymorphism. (iv) More pop
ulation division facilitates the establishment of polymorphism. These 
statements include undefined and vague concepts. What is meant by one 
migration pattern involving relatively less migration flow than a second 
migration pattern? Is there a consistent scale (or a vector of indices) by 
which to assess rate of mobility, or degrees of isolation? By what criteria 
is a prescribed selection gradient judged more heterogeneous (or more 
stable) than another selection structure? Undoubtedly. not all environ
mental grains are comparable. What are meaningful sets of measures of 
heterogeneity in both ecological and genetic (fitness) terms? A common 
measure used involves the variance taken over time and space of some 
environmental variable. This is obviously too restrictive. 

There are marked differences in the way selection, migration, and 
population structure influence the occurrence and nature of a protected 
polymorphism. With this in mind, we have suggested natural classes of 
migration forms that reflect environmental profiles , systematic and fluc
tuating selection effects, behavioral and physiological attributes, and pop
ulation structure parameters. It is of value to highlight a number of con
cepts and factors of the interactive influences operating on 
migration-selection dynamics. 

(a) The notion of population subdivision that involves separate hab
itat sites can often be characterized by a myriad of social, behavioral, 
geographical, ecological, historical , and other criteria. (b) Multiple stages 
of migration per generation. Multiple mating areas and consequences of 
migration of juveniles versus adults and zygotes versus gametes. (c) Local 
(usually variable) rates of homing and related measures of isolation. (d) 
The distributional characteristics of the migration process. (e) The influence 
of variable deme sizes and their arrangement over the population range. 
<0 Geographical and hierarchical characteristics implicit and explicit to 
population structure. 

Our results are of three kinds. We set forth some general principles 
that are valid for all migration forms independent of the selection regimes . 
We also provide results and properties that depend on the level and/or 
form of the migration-selection interaction. Third, we determine explicit 
conditions for the existence of a protected polymorphism over a spectrum 
of models. These results are interpreted and contrasted for specific classes 
of migration forms that are of interest in some natural situations for 
purposes of better understanding the interrelationships of the factors 
under (a)-(O in elucidating forms and levels of polymorphism. 

We have dealt with several canonical classes of migration patterns: 
e.g., the possibility of variable homing rates with respect to deme sites, 
island structures, isolation-by-distance structures, periodic patterns, mi-
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gration flow entailing a major and a subordinate deme, and hybrid com
positions of these that are particularly amenable to analysis and reason
ably biologically motivated. These supplement the classic Wright island 
model (1943), the stepping-stone migration form (Mal~cot, 1959), the Le
vene population subdivision model (Levene, 1953; Prout, 19(8), and (con
stant homing) migration patterns (Deakin, 1966). Our analysis is especially 
revealing for the hybrid migration structures described in Tables III and 
IV (Section I). We emphasize the generalized multiuniform migration 
form (part VII, Section 3), which depicts subpopulation clusters where 
each cluster consists of an array of demes not unlike "societies" within 
" nations." The generalized star migration form (part VIII, Section 3) can 
be considered as being composed of a string of colonies, primarily com
municating through a central population. The attendant analysis may be 
used to describe situations of population expansion out of a central locality 
or of centripetal migration. The formulations of parts IX and X (Section 
4) allow treatment of seasonal variation in selection intensity in a mul
tideme context. The Kronecker product model (Xl) involves demes class
ified by a sequence of independent criteria. 

We now summarize a number of the main findings and interpretations 
of the results. 

t. Previous attempts to summarize sufficient conditions for allele 
protection in a subdivided population emphasize either a simple geometric 
or an arithmetic average of fitness values over the population range. l 
previously observed (Karlin, 1976) that it is unnatural in proposing a 
meaningful sufficient "average" statistic that does not weight the effects 
of variation in demes sizes, differences in local migration rates, the ex
istence of multistage migration tendencies, range variance, and other 
attributes of the migration distributions in its calculation. Only in the 
simplest constructions (the Levene population subdivision model or on 
a single population subject to cyclic temporal selection) do the simple 
average of selection values have meaning. 

The conditions for protection involve compositions of properly 
"weighted" geometric and arithmetic means. The hybridization is well 
exemplified in models VII-XIII (see Sections 3 and 4 and 8-12), reflecting 
a hierarchical pattern of spatial clustering, homing tendencies, and tem
poral variation. 

2. Whereas under uniform (independent of habitat site) homing tend
encies, allelic protection is enhanced with increased homing, this con
clusion is not generally applicable in the presence of nonhomogeneous 
homing rates. The homing tendency in the latter case acts as an interdemic 
selection factor interacting with local selection. 

3. With a hierarchical population structure as reflected by a Kro-
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necker product of migration matrices (model Xl), i.e .• where the popu
lation deme classifications are based on independent criteria, the con
dition for protection reduces precisely to the geometric mean of the 
protection endowment contributed from each tier. In contrast, if the deme 
definitions depend on correlated characteristics, the balances implying 
protection are more recondite and do not factor. Each case can be worked 
out explicitly. The special nature of the migration structure has to be 
accounted for under these conditions. 

4. The conditions for protection for many of the examples reflect a 
hierarchical structure [e.g. , see (9.11) and (10. to) and also (l2.3a) and 
(12.3b)]. Thus. the first condition of (12.3a) is fulfilled if protection of the 
A·aJlele is overwhelming in at least one of the demes. When this is not 
the case, then protection can still be achieved by virtue of its " aggregate" 
selection advantage conveyed by a cluster of demes. A further basis for 
protection may arise from interactions over several deme clusters. This 
is essentiaJly the significance of the inequality (l2 .3b). The potentiaJ for 
A·protection induced by a subgroup of clusters is embodied in the ine· 
quaJity of (12.4). 

5. The analyses of the multicluster migration patterns (models 
VII-XIV) establish that increased clustering generally enhances the 
opportunities for a protected polymorphism. This concept requires cau· 
tious interpretation as clustering can abrogate heterogeneity effects when 
nonuniformly applied. 

6. We considered the question of comparing the chance of protection 
for a multideme population under a cyclically (seasonally) varying selec· 
tion regime where migration occurs once each season as against migration 
occurring once each generation encompassing a full round of seasons. 
The results and discussion in Section I t with proper standardizations 
suggest that migration every season is advantageous in maintaining po. 
Iymorphism if each migration phase does not entail excessive redistri· 
bution of the population. Technically, this requires the migration matrix 
be equivalent to a positive definite matrix as is the case with the Deakin 
form (modellI), but not necessarily for the distinguished deme migration 
pattern (model VI). 

7. We posed in Section 14 the problem of determining the "optimal" 
arrangement of deme sizes {c;} relative to a prescribed distribution of the 
spatial fitness vaJues, homing rates, and other migration parameters, that 
would maximize the opportunities to obtain a protected aJlele. For simple 
Levene population subdivision we found that the deme sizes and relevant 
selection vaJues should be similarly ordered. The relationship is more 
subtle for other migration patterns (see Section 14 for other results and 
further discussion). 
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8. To what extent is the degree and extent of protection maintained 

with changes in population subdivision? More specifically , in Section 16 
we ask: (a) Does protection of an allele persist in the two separate parts 
of a previously single population having allele A protected? Is protection 
of allele A maintained for a combined population composed from two 
isolated populations where the allele in question was previously protected 
in each of the two source populations? (b) It is of interest to ascertain the 
similarities and contrasts in the equilibrium gene frequency patterns that 
accrue from an enlarged neutraJ zone where in other respects the selec· 
tion-migration structure is unchanged. 

We highlight the statement of Theorem 16.2, which establishes that 
the existence of a protected polymorphism is maintained with the intra-
duction of a new neutraJ deme into the population range receiving the 
same amount of migration contributions from the subpopulations on its 
right and left. Moreover, we found that a sufficient accretion of neutral 
demes can ensure protection of an allele where previously no protection 
existed. Effectively, addition of neutraJ demes to the population range 
operates to diminish gene flow among the demes and thereby (in line with 
Theorem 5.2) enhances the opportunities for protection. 

9. There is a tendency to assess environmental heterogeneity by a 
single index. Common proposals include the variance andlor range of 
selection values (or of an associated ecological parameter), or some cu· 
mulative deviation measure of (absolute or relative) selection values, 
information (entropy) content for a selection gradient, or other indices 
usuaJly correlated with those above. A real·vaJued index for measuring 
heterogeneity compels essentially a single scaling over all environments. 
Intrinsically , an environment is complex and cannot be summarized in 
a single value. Surely it is evident that not all environments are compa· 
rable. 

A number of approaches are set forth that partially 'order the degree 
and nature of heterogeneity with respect to two multideme selection struc
tures for a given migration pattern (Section 6). In this perspective. the 
following general principle has broad vaJidity. 

PRINCIPLE 6.1. Let M be a backward migration matrix. Let'€ and 
'i:' be two environmental selection gradients such that 'i:' is less hetero· 
geneous than '€ with respect to the migration structure M in the sense of 
Definition 6.2. Then the existence of a protected polymorphism is more 
likely in the more heterogeneous environment '€ over that of'€ ' · 

Comparison of the models of hard and soft selection in terms of the 
existence of a protected polymorphism reduces to an important case of 
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Principle 6.1. More explicitly. the environment of soft .selection "IS) is 
more heterogeneous than the environment of hard selection «« HI in the 
sense of Definition 6.2 (see Section 6 and also Karlin and Campbell, 1981). 

The validity of Principle 6.1 is established in a number of examples 
including the stepping-stone migration patten, for a monotone selection 
gradient, the Deakin migration form with a genera) selection pattern. the 
major and subordinate deme migration model. and other cases. However. 
Principle 6.1 is not correct in complete generality, but its validity appears 
to have wide scope. 

In line with Principle 6.1, Theorem 6.1 asserts that the " more ho
mogeneous" geometric mean environment. independent of the migration 
structure , engenders less polymorphic realizations as compared with its 
component selection regimes. This theorem does not, in general. extend 
to other averaged environments [example (6.23)). 

10. Various ways of distinguishing "more" from "less" migration 
for a multideme population are introduced in Section 5. We established 
in this section quite generally that less (but nonzero) migration increases 
the chance of a protected polymorphism. 

In the case of very small migration flow the degree of environmental 
heterogeneity coupled to the initial frequency state plays a decisive role 
in the evolutionary development of the population . With selection forces 
favoring different genotypes in different demes, one or another of the 
alleles predominate in each deme. The average level of heterozygosity 
is low but the level of polymorphism is large . The emerging gene frequency 
arrays are considerably heterogeneous . The exclusive contingency of 
avoiding polymorphism for any sets of initial conditions is that a single 
allele has selective advantage throughout the population range (cf. Karlin 
and McGregor, 1972a ,b). 

With a homogeneous selection gradient involving local heterozygote 
advantage. a relatively homogeneous polymorphic frequency state is 
achieved expressing a high average heterozygosity . 

A mixlure of underdominance, directional and overdominant spa· 
tially varying selection expression can produce a wide variety of stable 
polymorphic andlor fixation states and the actual equilibrium established 
depends sensitively on the initial frequency conditions. 

For small to moderate mobility rates, result (5.2) tells us that the 
strength of a protected polymorphism increases with the extent of iso
lation of demes. II is important to caution that this result applies in general 
form only if the outward dispersal rate is diminished uniformly inde
pendent of the deme sites. A diminished migration rate at a particular 
deme while the other migration rates remain constant can engender the 
opposite effect, making fixation more likely. 

Increasing strength of protection means that the fixation states are 
more repellant and that each allelic frequency is represented at a sub
stantial frequency in at least one deme . There appears to be no relationship 
between the strength of a protected polymorphism and the form of the 
polymorphic equilibrium. We expect considerable heterogeneity in gene 
frequency with low migration rates. For moderate migration , more mon
omorphic outcomes are realized unless substantial heterozygote advan· 
tage is operating in each deme . 

Under moderate to uniform mixing migration rates , the selection 
effect contribution of the demes substantially blend. The outcomes now 
depend in a complex manner on all parameters of the model , producing 
both fixation and polymorphic possibilities with fix.ation occurrences 
usually more frequent unless other forces are involved. 

For strongly oscillating migration patterns, protection is again more 
likely than with uniform mixing. There appears to be a threshold level of 
medium migration flow such that the maintenance of a stable polymorph· 
ism is minimal at that rate of migration. 

II. With population subdivision and moderate migration flow, a suf
ficient condition for the existence of, say. protection of the A·allele is 

(17.1) 

where {d,}J':. . related to the spatial array of se lection values and the 
components of (t •• t 2 ....• t N) reflect the influence of migration and 
varying deme sizes lsee (1.18) and (1.19)} . We have ascertained in Ap· 
pendix D the t vector for all the migration schemes of Sections 2-4. 

For a cyclically (seasonally) varying set of selection effects {d,W of 
period length N. a sufficient condition for protection is 

(17.2) 

The generalized arithmetic-geometric mean inequality L~ . ~d, > nJ':. t df' shows that protection of the A-allele is more easily maintained 
with spatial as compared to temporal variation in selection coefficients, 
This suggests that spatial rather than temporal heterogeneity of the en· 
vironments is a more powenul force for producing and maintaining po. 
Iymorphism. For temporal heterogeneity the determining factor is a gen
eralized geometric mean of fitness values. while in spatial heterogeneity 
a generalized arithmetic mean of fitness values is critical, It should be 
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emphasized that we are comparing the same average levels of selection 
in the two cases. 

T he contrast is more manifest with small cumulative selection effects 
(:L f"- I I d, - I I small). Then (17.1) is essentia lly equivalent to 

N N 

(12 > d with (12 = L ~i(di - (1)2 and d = L "d j( i 
i _ I 

while (17 .2) reduces to (r212 > d. Thus. with temporall y fluctuating se
lection intensities the above inequality (by a factor U brings less likelihood 
of protection. 

12. Various authors have emphasized that "average heterozygosity 
seems to increase with increasing environmental variability, " Most av
erages aTC usuall y computed by weight ing population parameters equally 
over space andlor time. We have determined that it is unnatural when 
construct ing the average to improperly scale the effects of deme sizes. 
differe nces in local migration rates, and the spectrum of selection innu
ences. 

The relative deme sizes are orten used to define the global hetero
zygosity index L~ I CiX/([ - X I) where {e;} specify the relative deme size 
and XI is the equilibrium frequency of the A allele in the ith deme . The 
left eigenvector of the Deakin backward migration matrix is c. i.e .. eM 
::: c. Hence. employing the left eigenvector of the backward migration 
matrix to weight the local heterozygosity may provide a more natural 
way to extend the global heterozygosity index . The left eigenvector occurs 
intrinsically in the analysis of multideme population genetic mode ls. and 
can be interpreted as the arrangement of local deme sizes under the 
influence of a continuing process of migration with due account of pop
ulation structures. In the stepping-stone model the relevant left eigen
vector displays components related to the geometrical mean of the local 
population sizes before and after migration. In the case of dominant al
leles. the principal left eigenvector rather than the local deme sizes is the 
weighti ng that extends result s for the Deakin migrat ion structure (where 
the two coincide) to more general migration patterns (Karlin . 1977b). 

13. The analysis we have presented should be extended to encom
pass more alleles. more loci , more habitats, more general migration pat
terns, and more general selection schemes. It is essential to attempt a 
more complete classification of the formal structures while seeking to 
elucidate funct ional relations between parameter specifications of the 
pertinent biological. environmental factors and the realized allele fre
quency patterns. 
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APPENDIX A. KRONECKER PRODUCTS OF MATRICES 

We record for ready reference several facts concerning Kronecker 
products of matrices . A detailed development of this topic can be found 
in many linear algebra texts. 

DEFINITION A.I. (Kronecker product of matrices). Let A be an 
m X n real matrix and B of order I x It.. The Kronecker product of A 
and B, written A @B. is constructed explicitly as the partitioned matrix 
of size ml x nit. of the form 

A <8> B = (A. I) 

The operation A €I B obeys the distributive and associative Jaws and 
commutes with scalar multiplication. More specifically. we have 

(A + B) <8> C = A <8> C + B <8> C. A <8> (B + C) = A <8> B + A <8> C. 

(A <8> B) <8> C = A <8> (B <8> C). (,A) <8> B = A <8> (,B) = ,(A <8> B) 

for any real..,. 

The next concept is a specialization of Definition A.I. 

DEFINITION A.2. (The Kronecker product of two vectors a and 
b). Let a = (a .. a2, ... , am) and b ::: (b l • b2 • ...• b,,) be real 
vectors of m and n components, respectively. The Kronecker product of 
a and b (written a €I b) is the Kronecker product of the I x n and I x m 
matrices induced by the vectors a and b, respectively . In compo"ent 
form, we have 

a ® b ::: (alb l • a ,b2 • . . . ,al b", a2bl, ...• 

Let $ be a polynomial in two variables ~ and" with real coefficients 

p 

4>(E. ~) = L cuE'''' 
IJ-O 

The following theorem details the relationship between the eigenvalues 



'" 
of A, B, and 

p 

$(A, B) = L cuA '® BJ (A.3) 
1.j_ O 

THEOREM A.1. If A1, A2. . . Am are the eigenvalues of the 
m x m matrix A and J.l.l . IL2 , ' ..• IL .. the eigenvalues of the n x n matrix 
B. then the eigenvalues o/the matrix 4>(A. B) defined in (A.3) consist of 
the mn numbers <fl(A" J.l. , ), r = L 2 •... , m; s = l, 2, ... , n. 

COROLLARY A.1. 
(i) The eigenvalues of A ® B are the mn numbers A,,,,,,, r I. 2. 

... . m; s = I. 2 •... , n. 
(ii) Moreover, if Aa = A8 and Db = jl.b. then the relation. 

A ® B(a ® b) = }ljJ.(a ® b) holds (A.4) 

The fact highlighted next serves decisively for a variety of applica
tions. 

Let A and C be m x m real matrices, Band D each of size n x n. 
The identity 

(A ® B)(C ® D) = AC ® BD (A.S) 

is valid . 
In particular, let A be an m x m matrix , B an n x n matrix. a and 

a' m-vectors , band b' n-vectors. Then 

(A ® B)' (a ® b) = Aa ® Bb 

(a ® b, a' ® b ') = (a, a' ) (b, b') 

where (x, y) denotes the scalar product of the two vectors x and y. 

APPENDIX B. SOME BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON 
NONNEGATIVE MATRICES· 

Let C be an n x n nonnegative matrix (i.e., aU elements are non~ 
negative). C is said to be irreducible if some power Ck exhibits only 

• For details see Chapter 17 of Gantmacher (1959). I, 

'" 
positive entries. Henceforth, unless stated otherwise, we assume that C 
is nonnegative and irreducible. 

a. The spectral radius p( C) is a positive simple eigenvaJue of C. 
There exist unique (up to a scaJar multiple) right and left corresponding 
positive eigenvectors 

u = (Ul, U2 , .•• ,Un) and v = ( V I, V2, ... , Vn ), 

Vi > Oforalli 

satisfying 

Cu = p(C)u. vC = P(C)v 

u/> O, 

(B. I) 

(B.2) 

Where C = M is a migration matrix, then of course p(M) I and u = 
(I, I, ... , I). If C = II Cu ll is a doubly stochastic matrix , i.e. , Cu ~ 0, 
Lj- I cif = L7- 1 cij = I, i,j = I, ... , n, then v = u = (I , I, ... t I). 

b. The following characterizations of the spectral radius for nonne~ 
gative matrices will serve in a multitude of ways. 

Let C be a nonnegative matrix. Then 

p(C) = sup ~ .E. 
where 6. = {~I ~ real and Ax ~ ~x for some x ~ 0, x oF- O} (8.3) 

(The notation z ~ w signifies that z - w is a nonnegative vector.) 

If there exists y » 0 (strictly positive) satisfying Cy s -yy, (8.4) 

"y > 0. thenp(C) s "y 

An elementary deduction from (8.3) establishes that for two nonnegative 
matrices, B dominating componentwise A, 

A s B (B5.) 

then 

p(A) s p(B) (B.Sb) 

Another useful consequence of the characterization (B.3) is the fact 

(B.6) 
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where C is irreducible nonnegative and Cct) is the contraction of the 
matrix C to a kth-order principal submatrix. 

Another useful criterion ensuring P(C) ~ I is the inequality 

(B.7) 

Indeed , the characteristic polynomial J( A) = det[Alk - COr)] is plainly 
positive for A -+ QO and the hypothesis (8.7) implies that I(A) vanishes 
for some X 2: I. By the Frobenius theorem, P(C(k» is the largest positive 
root of 1(>.) and therefore p(C) > p(Cv:» 2: I. 

c. A matrix C is called (strictly) totally positive if every minor of C 
is (positive) nonnegative . The matrix C is said to be oscillatory totally 
positive if A is totall y positive and some power A-" is strictly totally 
positive . A matrix C is said to be (strictly) totally positive of order r 
(abbreviated TP,) if every minor of order ::5 r is (positive) nonnegative. 

d. A real matrix C is called positive definite if C is symmetric and 

(Cz, z) = L CUl.il.j > 0 
fJ - l 

with equality only if z = O. 
e. A symmetric (positive definite) matrix admits only real (positive) 

eigenvalues. The sets of eigenvalues of two successive principal sub
matrices interface. 

APPENDIX C. SOME COMPARISONS OF PRINCIPAL 
EIGENVALUES FOR VARIOUS CLASSES OF MATRICES 

The main task of this and the following appendices is to elaborate 
the mathematical apparatus needed to validate most of the results reported 
in Sections 5- 16. It will ease the exposition to divide the analysis into 
four subsections. 

I. We concentrate on a nonnegative irreducible matrix of the form 

II Pu II7J - l = P = E + R withE = diag(el . ... , en). el>O (C.I) 

(it suffices to have el of! r ll > 0), and 

UjlJj 2: 0 for all i and j Ii 

CI .. ,lfle,tlona 01 Seleellon.Mlgretlon St,uetu •• , 

The above class of matrices underlie the homing migration patterns of 
Section 2, part III, and the multiciuSler models of Section 3, part VII. 

It is convenient to introduce the compact notation u = (UI, U2, 

.•• , Un) and v = ( VI . Vz • ... , vn ). The symbol (z, w) = L f_ l l.iW/ 

stands for the inner product of the indicated vectors. 
Our analysis seeks to ascertai n exact conditions assuring p(P) > I 

(that is, that the spectral radius of P exceeds I). To this end, a formula 
for C - I where 

C = K + R (provided K - I exists) and R is of rank 1 (C.2a) 

is needed and familiar. In fact , C - 1 exists if and only if 

..., = 1 + (vK - 1, u) :I: 0 (C.2b) 

and then 

I 
C - I = K - I - -S, where S is of rank I of the form II sir; 111 (C.2c) 

> 

havingr = vK - 1 ands = K - 1u. 
With the informat ion (C.2) at hand , it is suggestive to write P - >.. 1 

~ (E - A/) + R ~ K(A) + R. 
We examine two cases: We assume to ease the argument that U /Vj 

> 0 and avoid technical details of no real import. 
Case (i). Suppose e'Q 2: I (or suppose e,o + Uiovlo> 1) for some io· 

Let ZI4>l = (0, . .. , 0, I , 0, ... , 0) where the 1 appears only at the ioth 
component . Because P is a nonnegative irreducible matrix, the condition 
e,o 2: I manifestly entails Pz(io) 2: z(lo) precluding equality. An account of 
this inequality and a classical characterization of the spectral radius for 
nonnegative matrices ensure P(P) > I (Appendix B, point b). 

Case (ii). Suppose e, < I for all i. In order to determine p(P) 
we consider P->.. I. In this circumstance with each >.. 2: I manifestl y (E 

>"1)-1 exists . By the prescription of (C.2) , (P - >"1) - 1 exists if 

),(>") = I + (v. (E - >"I) - IU) :I: 0 (C.3.) 

That is, provided 

(C.3b) 
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Obviously ')'(00) = 1 and as e j < I :s A for all i we find that "Y(A) is 
monotone increasing and vanishes somewhere on the range J < A < W 

if and only if ..,(1) < 0 and then pep) > I as the spectral radius is the 
largest positive eigenvalue of P (Appendix B), To sum up, if ej < I for 
all i, then p{P) > I if and o nl y if 

(CA) 

II. We extend the above analysis to the estimation of P(P) where P 
now has the form 

P = E + A + R 

where 

E = diag(e" ... , e .. ), 

A = II a;bj 117. R = II II / Vj 117 

and satisfying 

a /hj ~ 0 and II/Vj ~ 0 for all i and j 

We distinguish two cases: 

(C.5) 

(C.6) 

If ej ~ 1 for some j or ej < 1 for all i and :L7_1 [a/bi (l ~ ei)] > I, 
then 

p(P) '" ptE + A) > 1 (C.7) 

the first inequality due to the ordering P 2:: E + A and the lasl inequality 
ensues from the result of subsection l. 

Case (iii). ej < 1 for all i and L 7- 1 [a j b;l(1 - ei)] < I. The latter 
condition assures that C(A) "" E + A - AI is invertible for all A > I. To 
check whether peA) = P - AI is nonsingular, we apply the criterion of 
(C.2). As the spectral radius of the positive matrix £ + A is at most I, 
it follows for A > 1 that [AI - (E + A)] - 1 is also a positive matrix, that 
is, - C(A) - 1 is a posit ive matrix. Actually, 

= diag [_1_ .. ... _1_] 
el - A e,, - A 

_ ! II (_a, ) (--'2......) II where, = 
"I e/ - A ej - A 
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by (C.2). From the anal ysis of (C.2) we find, when A > I , that 

peA) is invertible if and only if 8(A) = I + (Y, C(A) - IU) #: 0 (C.S) 

Observe that [ - C(A) - I] is strictl y decreasing (i.e., componentwise) 
as A traverses I to 00. Therefore MA) vanishes for some A on the range 
1 < A < 00 if and only if (Y, (I - £ - A) - IU ) > I. 

To sum up: let P have the form (C.5) subject to (C.6) . Then pep) 
> I if and only if either (i) ei 2: I for some i; or (ii) el < I for all i and 
L7- I [aib/(I - ein > 1; or (iii) ei < 1 for all i , L7_1 [aib/ (1 - ei)] S 

I ; and 

(Y, (1 - £ - A) - lu) > 1 (C .9) 

In line with (C.2) we have (I - £ - A) - I = (I - £ ) - 1 - 'Y - IA where 
A = 11 tiibj 11 having i = (ill, ... , a,,) , b = (b l , ... , b,,), tii :: (I -
el) - la/, bl = (I - e/)-lb i , 'Y :: 1 + L7_1 (I - ei)- Iaib i • 

In terms of the components, the condition (C.9) can be expressed 
explicitly as 

L~ - - L~ L~ > 1 " 1 ( " ) (" b ) 
i _ I 1 - e/ "I i _II - ej _ 1 1 - ej 

III. The result of subsection II can be generalized to the following 
general setup. Let 

P = £ + Cm + Cm + ... + C(,) (C.lO) 

where £ = diag(el> e2 • . . . , e,,) , ei > 0, and 

(C. II ) 

Adapting straightforwardly the analysis of subsection II we find: 

R ESULT C.l. Let P have the form (C .IO) satisfying (C.II). Then 
pCP) > I if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 

(i) either ei 2: 1 for some i 

(ii) ei < 1 for all i, and for some /, 1 S / S r - I, 
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while 

(C. 12) 

IV. We next extend the methods of subsections I-III to handle mat
rices that consist of blocks on the diagonal each of the structure (C. 10) 
and involving ofT the diagonal general rank-one matrices. To this end, 
consider a matrix composed of p2 blocks 

A, 0 0 0 0 0 R" 
0 A, 0 R" 0 0 0 

X = + 0 R" (C.13) 

0 0 Ap 0 0 Rp ,p _ l 0 

where all the R's are rank-one matrices, viz .• 

R k + l .k = II U\k +llvJkl 1I?!.i J'!.· ., k = 1,2, .. . ,p (interpret p + I = !) 

and where each A/c is a nonsingular matrix of order n". We presently 
ascertain exact conditions assuring that X be invertible. 

A li ttle manipulation and ingenuity suggests to try an inverse for X 
of the form 

A -, 0 0 

y = 0 Az i 0 

0 0 A - , 
p 

all S I I a 125 12 Ul p S l p 

+ a21521 
(C.14) 

UP,Sp l Q ppS pp 

where each 51. ..... is an appropriate rank-one matrix and a/j are constants 
to be determined. We display 

A, ,... = I, ... , p (C. 15) 

Performing the multiplication XYand equating the outcome to the identity 

CI ... lflutlon, 01 S,Iec1lon-Mlg" tlon Structu, .. 

matrix leads to the equations 

(C. 16) 
I "" 1, 2, ... , k - I, k + I, ... , p, k "" I , ... ,p 

k = 1.2 ..... p (C.17) 

In order to be able to combine the matrices of each equation, we 
prescribe the vectors W Ck ) and Zll) by the formulas 

k= I, 2, . .. ,p (C,18) 

and 

= I, 2, ... , p (C.19) 

With the determinat ions of (C. 18) and (C.19), the equations of (C.16) and 
(C.17) will hold provided the constants Q).I'- obey the relations 

(C.20) 
I "" I, 2, ... , k - I, k + I, ... ,p, k = I,2 .... ,p 

and 

k = 1,2, ... ,p (C.2!) 

Solving successively from the appropriate equations of (C.20), namely, 

ak.k = - ak ~ 1.k(v(k ~ l). A k...! l UCk ~ lI) 

ak ~ 1.k "" - ak ~2.k(vCk ~ 2). A k...! 2U(k ~21 ) 

a l.k"" - a p.k(v (P ). A ; IUCP1 ) 

ap.k "" - ap~1.k( \,(p~ I ) , A ;...! IU(p- ' ) 

(C.22) 
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produces 

Substituting (C.23) into (C.21) gives 

0:: I + ot + I.I<[1 + ( - 1),, - 1 n (yl Jl, A)- l utft)] 
J - 1 

Observe that if 

• 
1 + ( - Iy - I n (vt.Il, A)- 'u(j)) *" 0 

J- 1 

8.mll" K.r1ln 

(C.23) 

(C.24) 

(C .25) 

then we can solve for ak + I. k from (C.24) and subsequentl y ascertain 
successively all the a",k (). t- k + I) by virtue of (C.22), The converse 
is also correct, affirming that an inverse X - I exists if and only if (C.2S) 
holds and then X - I = Y as displayed in (C. 14) coupled to the determi
nations (C. IS) and (c. 19) and the calculation of the constants {a).. , .... }. 

Next speciali ze (C. 13) as follows. Let 

k ~ 1.2 • . . .• P (C.26) 

and assume u\.I:+ Ilvl'" ~ 0 and e\*' > 0 throughout. The preceding cal
cu lation s, adapt ing the analysis of subsection I, lead to 

and 

RESULT C.2. 

P(X) > I if and only if (i) either elk) ~ J for 
some j and k or (li) efk) < 1 for all i and k 

p .. ~ ~k'U~k) 

(- I)", n L ~k ) > 1 prevails 
k _ 1 1_ I e - 1 

(C.27) 

The finding of (C .27) with obvious identifications of the component s is 
precisely the assertion of (12 .5) . 

CI,HIft<:.tkHl. 01 SeIotctIon-Mlgr.tlOft Structllr .. 

A further extension allows 

(C.28) 

having £k the same as in (C .26) and Qk is a rank-one matrix 

(C.29a) 

having 

.f!k)gjk) ~ 0 for all i and j (C .29b) 

while the R k + 1.1< are as previously. The version of (C .27) in this situation 
becomes 

RESULT C.3. Let X be nonnegative irreducible of the form (C./J) 
with Ak as in (C.28) and Qkfulfilling (C .29). Suppose e~k) > O/orall i and 
k. Then p(X) > I if and only if one 0/ the following conditions holds: 

(i) e~k ' ~ I for some k and i; 
(ii) e~k ' < I for all i and k and 

n. flk'g~k ' 
~ 1 _ Ik' > 1 for some k ;; t , 2, ... ,p 
/ .. 1 e 

(C.30) 

(iii) elk ) < 1 for all i and k. the inequalities of(C.30) are reversed for 
all k, and 

• (-IY' n (V(k), (A. - I) - IUlk)) > I (C .31) 
'_1 

It is possible to generalize further permitting A. to have the structure 
(C . 10). We will write out elsewhere the corresponding constructions and 
formulas. 

APPENDIX D. EXPLICIT DETERMINATIONS OF PRINCIPAL 
EIGENVECTORS 

In comparing and interpreting the sufficient conditions (1. 18) and 
(1.19) for protection, an explicit evaluation of the left eigenvector ~ of 
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(he backward migration matrix is required. This calculation is accessible 
in analytic terms for a wide variety of migration matrices. The following 
elementary lemma serves well in this regard. 

LEMMA 0.1. 
representation 

Consider an n x n migration matrix admitting the 

(D. I) 

where S = II Sjj II is a symmetric irreducible nonnegative matrix, C = 

diag(c, . C2 • ••. , e,,) , and r = diag('YI, "i2, ... , -VII) with 'VI = 
L j - I SUej . i = 1,2, ... ,n. (The factorr - ' ensures that Mis a stochastic 
matrix.) 

The unique (normalized satisfying L t; = I) left eigenvector ~ of 
M (€M :: ~) with eigenvalue I has components ~ = (c1'Y. fK, Cl'Y2IK, 
... , cny"IK) where K = Lr- l C('/I is a normalizing constant. 

PROOF. Direct verification. We have (~M)j = (11K) Lf_ l 
C(Ylmu = (1 1K) Lf- , CtslJc, = 'YJCi K "" ~. 

Recall that if M is the backward migration matrix for the soft selection 
model, then the corresponding hard selection migration matrix has the 
form 

(D.2) 

where b "" diag(l/d" 11d2, ••• , lid,,) {d; the usual selection values and 
t: d;ag([M(I1d)]" [M(l /d)]" ... , [M(l /d)].), [M(l /d)];: LJ. , mij(l l 
~. 0 

Under the conditions of Lemma 0.1, we also have: 

LEMMA 0.2. Let M fulfill the hypotheses of (D./) and prescribe 
the associated hard selection migration matrix to be (D.2). Then the 
normalized left eigenvector ~. for M* of eigenvalue l' is ~* "" (I I 
K·)(c ,"YTld" c2"y!ld2 , ••• , c,,"y!ld,, ) where 'Yf "" ~;_ , [sJci dj )}, i = 1, 
2, ... , n, and K· = ~Z_ , c~'Yt ld~. 

We record next the left eigenvector of eigenvalue I for a migration 
matrix involving a uniform homing propensity. Accordingly, consider 

(I - a)/+aM (D.3) 

CI ••• Iflc.llon. of S.I.ctlon-Mlgr.tlon Siruclu,.. "' 
with M of the form (0. 1). Obviously, the left eigenvector ~ is independent 
of a. On the other hand, for the hard selection version of (0.3), the 
migration matrix becomes 

M·(a) = r(a) - I[(I - all + aMJD (D.4) 

with f(a) a diagonal matrix having nonzero elements (1 a)(I ld;) + 
a[M(l fd)]/ down the diagonal and D the same as in (0.2). A slight ma
nipulation converts (0.4) into 

exhibiting a symmetric matrix in brackets while the other factors are all 
diagonal matrices. The method of Lemma 0 .1 verifies that the left ei
genvector of eigenvalue t is 

I;·(a) = {V(a)17_ 1 (D.6) 

with the components displayed as the weighted combinations 

~I(.) : [(I ~; ] Co ' h ~ - a) "d. + a&; "d Wit 'Yi = .£... SiiC/' 
I I J - I (D.7) 

8; == ± Sii ~ , i = 1, 2, ... , n 
/ _ 1 dj 

Many concrete classical and relevant migration forms admit the rep
resentation (0.1). We display a number of these cases. (We revert back 
to N components consistent with the notation of Section 2.) 

Levene model. The backward migration matrix possesses the rep
resentation 

M : ue (D.S) 

where V = II eiill1", eii - I, and C = diag(c" C2 • .•.• cN)ofthe structure 
(0.1) where {e;} correspond to the array of the deme population sizes. 
In accordance with Lemmas 0.1 and 0.2 , the appropriate soft selection 
left eigenvector of (0.8) is ~ = c and for the corresponding hard selection 
model~· = (l IK·)(c, ld" C21d2 • ... ,cNldN) where K· is the normalizing 
constant ~~ I e;/d;. 

Deakin model. The backward migration matrix possesses the rep
resentation M = [(I - a)C - I + a VIC with V and C defined as above 
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and (I - a)e - I + a. U "" S manifestly symmetric. The left eigenvector 
is again t = c. 

For the hard selection version [see (1.15)) 

D = diag (i ' ... , :N) , 
r "" diag('Y1, 'Yi •... ,'Y~) with 

I N CIr 
- cr.) - +a L -, 

dl 1r_ 1 die 

(0.9) 

'Vi = (I j"" 1, 2, . . .• N 

It follows that the left principal eigenvector of M" for eigenvalue 

K' (0.10) 

A nonhomogeneous homing pattern . Consider the migration mode 
of part IJI , (2.4), (2.5), having forward migration matrix r - 1(1 - A + 
AVe) with A = diag(a, . (ll •... , ClN ), 0 S Q /:S I, and C = diag(c , . cz. 
. .. , eN) and U :: II t!u II as before . This encompasses a natural extension 
of the Deakin model allowing homing rates to vary with deme sites. 

The backward migration matrix calculated in accordance with (1.7) 
becomes 

M = t - '«I - A )CA -I + CUe]A where t ". diag(il, ... • 'YN), 

(D. II ) 

Application of Lemma 0 .2 yields the left principal eigenvector ~ for M 
of components 

CICll'l1 
N 

~ C.Cl • ...,. .. , j = t, 2 •...• N (0.12) 

For the associated hard selection backward migratio n M" matrix , we 
obtain ~r = c/Cl/..., f/d /K " . "If = [(I - Cl,)(1 /d l ) + ~~_ I c.Cl lr.ldd . j = t, 
2 •...• N. and X· is a normalizing constant. 

'" 
General stepping-stone model. Consider the backward migration 

matrix M of the form (2. 17). It is useful to di splay the factorization 

M = n- 's (D . Il) 

where S is a symmetric tridiagonal matrix and n diag(tt " tt2, ... . 
ttN ) a positive diagonal matrix. Specifically. 1f, = 1. 1fi = P,P2'''PI- ,I 
Q2···ql. i = 2.3 ....• N. and observe that 

1f' r, 1fIP' 0 0 

S: (0.14) Tl'2Q2 1f2 r 2 1f2P2 0 
o 1f) QJ 1f) r ) 1f) P l 

is symmetric owing to the identities 1f;P I ttl+ ,Q/+ , . i = 1. 2 •... • 
N-1. 

Invoking Lemma 0 .1 we ascertain the required left eigenvector ~ of 
M (eigenvalue I) to be 

N 

X = ~ 'lfl (0 .15) ,., 

With the corresponding hard selection migration matrix , M" -
r" - 'MD - 1 _ r" - 'n - I SD - I and T1'i-Y? - ~t. 1 sl/(l ldj ) = T1';[qAlId,_ .) 
+ rllfdl ) + pAl ld l + I ) ] . i = 2 •... • N - t. T1',...,T :: T1',[(rr!dd + (p, ld2)] . 

T1'N"" ~::: T1' Nl(QNldN- .) + (rNldN)] . i = 2 • ... • N - t, the pertinent 
left eigenvector ~ .. has components 

i ::: t. 2 •... • N (0 .16) 

We record some specializations of interest. Consider the standard 
homogeneous- stepping-stone migration mode having forward migration 
matrix F of (2.14). When the relative deme sizes premigration is given 
by (c l. C2 • ...• C/If ). the backward migration matrix is 

r = diag(-y, • ...,20 ... . "'I /If) (0 .17) 

invol ving the elements ""1 defined in (2 .16). 
The left eigenvector ~ for (0 .17) is composed of the components (I 

= ci -y;l~ C,,""Ir.. 
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For a circular homogeneous stepping-stone flow pattern, the forward 
migration matrix has the expression 

and then the backward migration matrix is Nt '" r - 'FC, with the lefl 
eigenvector again 

j"" 1,2, . .. ,N 

where "Y .. = 'Vi. k = 2. 3 •. ... N - I, as before but 

il ::: (1 - 2m)c. + me2 + meN and 

iN = mCI + mCN _ 1 + (I - 2m)cN 

A nonhomogeneous circular (with "friction ") migration model. We 
consider the unidirectional circular stepping-stone model with backward 
migration matrix of the form 

a, b, 0 0 0 
0 a, b, 0 0 {11+bi ", I , O< b;< I, 

M~ 
i "" 1.2, ... . N 

{1N _ 1 b
N

_
1 

bN 0 0 0 aN 

(0. 18) 

Thus, migration is "continuous discrete flow " proceeding in a clockwise 
direction through the deme locations. Another connotation for (D.18) is 
in terms of seasonal temporal variation in select ion intensities (cL Section 
2. part V). 

Obviously. where bN > 0 and N > 2, it is not possible to represent 
M in the form E1 SE1 with S symmetric and E1 and E2 positive diagonal 
matrices . It is elementary to verify the left eigenvector of M as 

i: 1,2, ... , N (0. 19) 

I 
I 
I 

j 

". 
Unidirectional migration countered by geneflow from a distinguished 

deme. The backward migration matrix: has the form (2,22). The compo
nents of the left eigenvector ~ for the eigenvalue I satisfy the recursion 
relations 9. - ~_ 1(P" _ 1 /(1 - rd], k "" 2.3, .. , , N, 

Setting P 1 "" I, PI< "" IU-2 [PI- 1/(I - r,)) , k "" 2, 3, . , . , N, we 
obtain 

k = 1, 2, ... , N (0.20) 

The reverse dispersal pattern (see (2,23)} is reflected by the backward 
migration matrix: 

a, a, a, a" 
b, c, 0 0 

M 0 b, C, 0 (0.21) 

0 0 0 bN CN 

with a, > 0 for all i and bi > 0, i "" 2, . , . , N, ~l"!.1 af = I. bl + CI 

"" I , i "" 2. ' .. , N, possesses the normalized left eigenvector for ei
genvalue I , 

k = 2,3, ... , N (0.22) 

where K is a normalizing constant ensuring that ~l"!.1 t- "" I. 
The star migration form and extensions. The backward migration 

matrix: M under consideration is displayed in (3.25). Our objective is to 
calculate the normalized left eigenvector ~ corresponding to eigenvalue 
I, A little reflection suggests we try for ~ the form 

~ = «(0, x" .... x" x" ... , x" ... , x., ... , x.) 

n n n (0.23) 

«(0, • @ e) 

so that apart from the first the remaining components are determined as 
a Kronecker product of x (with m components) and e "" (I, ' . , , I) (of 
n components). Expressing the conditions € "" ~M for the prescription 
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(0.23) leads to the relations 

x - xL = w (0.24) 

where L is explicitly given in (0. 26) and the specific vector w = (WI, W2. 

...• w,..) has coordinates 

i = 1. 2.. .. m (0.25) 

Because at least one of the ad; > 0) in (3.25) is positive, we know 
that L is definitely substochastic and irreducible implying p(L) < 1. 
Therefore, (I - L)- ' = ~;_ o L* transforms nonnegative nonzero vec
tors into positive vectors yielding, in particular. 

(0.26) 

With this x· determined. we obtain ~ of (0.23) by setting to "" 1 and 
normaliz ing the sum of components to 1 yielding 

I 
~ = K (~, x· @ e), K ~ I + n L x/ 

'_1 
(0.27) 

The fact that t of (D.27) is the appropriate left eigenvector of M corre
sponding to eigenvalue 1 is corroborated as follows. The eigenvalue equa
tions 

9 ~ (~M)" i=I,2, ... ,nm 

hold by the nature of the computation (D.26) (subject to ~ "" I) . The 
remaining identity (for i "" 0) automatically ensues, that is, the equation 
1 = ~ "" (€M)o. as we know that I is an eigenvalue of M since I - M 
carries rank nm - I. 

Example. Consider the case where L is a tridiagonal matrix engen
dered by a stepping-stone migration pattern along each ray as 

" " 0 0 0 
~, " " 0 0 

L~ 0 ~, " 0 0 (0 .28) 

Am _ l 
0 0 0 ~- '-

'" 
where 

.... j + r j + AI "" I for; - 2. 3, .. . . m - I. AI . .... 1 > 0 

but" + Al < I, ~ ... + 'm "" I 

Assume also ao > 0, a I > 0 but a, • 0 for i ~ 2 signifying that population 
exchange per generation occurs only between neighboring demes. It fol
lows that the relevant vector w of (D.25) in the case at hand is of the 
form w ;; (WI. O. O .... ,O). 

Let 'l'rl = I . 'l'rJ ;; AIA2·"AJ_ l t~2 tJ. )·" j.Lj>j "" 2,3, ... , and 11" ;; 

(11"1> 'l'r2, •.• , 'l'rm ). It is easy to verify that (8'1'r)(I - L) ;; w where the 
constant 8 is a constant determined to guarantee the equation 

_ Example. For a " homogeneous" Deakin mixing model we find that 
L :: ~* + R* where .1.* ,. diag(8 1 •••• , 8",), R* = II u;vjIIT. Then 
(I - L) - I;; (1 - .1.*) - 1 - (II'V)S* where S* is of rank one. viz .• 
II ,ts! U with r * ::: (vl /(I - 8 1) , lIJ:/(1 - 82 ), ••• ,v",/(l - 8",)}, s* = 
{ul t(l - 8". u2/(1 - 82 ) • • ••• u", /(I - 8m )} and 'Y :: I + L ;:" I [ VIU;! 
(I - 8,») )se< (C.2b») . 

More particularly. with n demes distributed at each distance from 
the hub and m demes along each ray (excluding the central deme) entailing 
a uniform migration flow with a constant homing rate, I - a , we obtain 
the forward migration matrix 

nm + nm + I 

a 
m + I + (I - all (0.29) 

m+ 

Let (co, C I ••.• , cm ) be the vector of relative deme sizes at the various 
distances from the center. The associated backward migration matrix 
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assumes the form 

m+ 
(nm+ 1)2 nm + Inm + 

M = ar - I 

om + 

1 
--1 U ® I " m+ 

+ (1 _ a)diag (m + 
om + 

1 
1 . 1. I.) t 

o o o 

t = diag(co, Ct ••.•• Ct, C2 • ••• • C 2 , •.• • em • . . . , em) 

and r is a normalizing diagonal matrix , r = diag(-yo, "YI- ...• 'Yl ' 
••• , "Vm • ••• , 'Ym), whose explicit components are 

[
m + 1 m+l] ~ 0 

o = Co a + (I - a) --- + a .<. 
.., (nm + 1)2 nm + I k_ I nm + 

[ 

Co 

'VI = 0: nm + I 
1 • ] + --1 L Cic + (1 - a)cl. 

m + A _ I 
i > O 

Following the delineations of Lemma 0.1 we ascertain the left eigenvector 
~ of the corresponding backward migration matrix to be 

o o o 

,.----A---,. ~, \ 
K~ = (co'Yo, CI'YI, ••• ,CI'Yl, C2"y2. , .•. , C2 "Y2.· .. ,Cm'Ym • • . • Cm'YmJ 

and K is a normalizing constant. 
Mixing multiuniform cluster structure. (i) It is instructive to deal first 

with the simpler cluster model corresponding to the backward migration 
matrix (3.5)-(3.7), Scrutiny of (3.10) reveals the form 

1 
M == H ® F + nR ® - U" 

o 
(D.30) 

'" 
with F == I and (l ln)U" both doubly stochastic, the latter composed of 
all equal elements. It is easy to ascertain that a left eigenvector ~ of (0.30) 
for eigenvalue I admits the Kronecker product form ~ == (x ® e), e = 

(I, I, ... , I) with n components where i == (X I. X2, ... ,x"' ) satisfies 
x(H + nR) = i. But 

H + nR = la + (n - I)~I - nI32)CC + nI32CV",C 

== e[(a + (n - 1)131 - n132)1 + nI32U",,)C = esc 

exhibiting the representation of type (0.1). By Lemma 0.1 we deduce 
that 

where 

i = I, 2, . .. , m 

"VI = aCI + ~Ic ,{n - I) + n132 L Cj 

i - ' 
iO' 

as in (3 .6) 

(D.31) 

(ii) We generalize next to the more varied cluster migration structure 
of (3 . 18) by putting superscripts on a and 131 and attain a backward mi· 
gration matrix of the form M == C(diag(a l 

- I3DJC ® I " + C[diag(l3\ -
132)]C ® U" + t~2 V""C ® V". If ~ is the left eigenvector for CI(l /n) 
diag(al - [3\) + diag(W; - (32) + [3 2U", IC. we deduce readily that 
~ ® e" is the left eigenvalue of M. 

The left eigenvector of M where the component matrices are defined 
in (3 . 18) , CLC ® I + t(K + R)C ® V , generalizing (0.30) becomes ~ 
== x· ® e and now 

xl 
c;,yt 

i == I.2 , ... , m (D.32) 

with 
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The cluster circulant model. The backward migration matrix has the 
form (4.5) where each M W is an N x N stochastic matrix. It is convenient 
to segment the left eigenvector € to the form 

where the component vectors satisfy 

k = 1,2, ... ,p - I (D.34) 

which in totality are equivalent to €M = €. Combining the equations of 
(0.34) we gel 

(D.35) 

so that €( I ) is a left eigenvector of the stochastic matrix T = 
M(P)M(P - o···MtlJ . Once €(l) is ascertained obeying (D.35), the compo
nents €12l, ... ,€(p) are computed recursively from the relations (D.34). 

The global vector €, for our purposes, is normalized such that the 
sum of its coordinates equals J. 

The evaluation of €(1) from (D.35) is readily tractable when 

(D.36) 

where because R" is a stochastic matrix of rank one we have U~k J _ I, 
L ;':. 1 vyl = I. The product T expanded becomes 

T = fI M(p - k+IJ = L [fI a1'0 - ak) I - ... ] R;t ... R~1R1' (0.37) 
k _ 1 • k - I 

where tIE = (t:l, t:z, ... ,t:p) traverse the 2P collection of all p -tuples with 
t:k = 0 or I independently specified ; the interpretation of the powers 
conforms to 

Ek = I 
t:k = 0 

Note that for each tIE with I tIE I = L Ek > 0, the rank-one matrix 
R;r"'Rl'R~ 1 = Rio where io = min{i: E/ > O} and therefore (0.37) reduces 

CI ... lflclJtlon, of S, lectlon-Mlg,.tlon Structu,., 

to 

(D.38) 

We readily check that the matri x 

P [ H ] R = L CLk n 0 - aj) Rk is of rank one , viz., 
k _ l j_l 

(D.39) 

P [ . - , ] 
R = II u/vJ II~ with U/ iii I and v = L Clk n (I - ClJ) v (k ) 

k - 1 J- r 

Thus, the left eigenvector (of eigenValue I) for T is v as displayed above 
so that ~m = Kv (K is a normalizing constant). By symmetry consider
ations we infer that the vector ~(O possesses the expression 

(D.4O) 

interpreting the indices by the convention that I + k is diminished modulo 
p (thus, p + I means I , p + 2 means 2, etc.). 

Protectionjor a seasonal and spatial selection regime. In line with 
Section 4, the backward migration matrix has the block form 

0 M, 0 0 
0 0 M, 0 

M= (D.4I) 
0 0 0 Mp 

M, 0 0 0 

where each Mi is a usual N x N migration matrix. The criterion for 
protection in the general context of (0041) is given in (Section 12). The 
condition can be made explicit where each M; has the special structure 

such that E/ is nonnegative and invertible and 

R/ = II rAPI/. II is of rank one 



'" 
(see Result C.3 in Appendix C). The large matrix if = MD (D = diag(d , . 
d2 • ••• , dN p ) maintains the form (D.41) having also AI/ = £/ + R,. E/ 
nonnegative invertible. and Ri of rank one. The spectral radius of M 
coincides with that of 

(0.42) 

D . = diag (d .. ... , dN ), D2 = diag(dN + 1 , ••• , d2N), DJ z: diag(d2 N + .. 

. . . , d lN ), etc. The matrix T can be expanded to 

where S .. are no nnegative matrices each of rank one. The explicit con· 
ditions equivalent to pen > 1 (assuring allele A-protection) are accessible 
by application of Result C.3 of Appendix C. 

Consider an extended backward migration matrix of the fo rm apart 
from zero blocks consisting of matrix entries AI and Bj 

M= 

B, 
o 
o (0.43) 

When A" BJ are nonnegative irreducible N x N matrices. then the mat
rices (I - A,I:) - ' are all positive and 

is a stochastic matrix. Let ~, be a left principal eigenvector for Q and 
then calculate 

~ = ~1e + IBJJ.1 - AIe) - I. 

k = p. p - I. .... I 

recursively. 
It is easy to verify that 

J 
t' = -It "~ t ,,···, t,) 

p 

(0.45) 

(0.46) 

'" 
is the principal left frequency eigenvector for M of (0.43). Under further 
specializations, where Ble are of rank one (Levene migration form) , Ble 
- b II Ul (Ie) n '" J d _ (.lot) ( ot) ( ot ) ",-, N _1k) - ot ... 1 e/ vJ , e, - • an 'lot - Vi • v 2 ••.• , vN • LJj - 1 Vj 
= I with A ot ::: (I - ale - hle)l. 0 < ale. blc ; alc + blc < I. Then (0.46) 
becomes 

(0.47) 

which is normalized by K = ~f_ 1 IIb/. 
A slightl y more general case of interest has Vot as the left principal 

eigenvector of Ale and Ble ,.. II u~k lt1 lel ll, u~Ie), Vj*1 > O. where Vie := 

(v~Ie) • •••• v~). The left principal eigenvector then becomes 

(0.48) 

where a; are determined by the recursive relation ak[l - P(AkH := 

ak+ I ~r"'- I V~It IU ~IeI. a, - J. and P(AIe) is the spectral radius of Ak which 
is less than J as A. is substochast ic . 

Migration pattern corresponding to a multideme spatial plant pop· 
uiation involving seed pools. The backward migration matrix has the form 
(4.28). Determine, recursively (assuming for simplicity A, = 0) 

~B, = ~, 

~3B2 + ~,A2 "" ~ or ~3B2(l - B ,A 2)- ' = ~ 

(.B3 + ~,A3 "" €J or t.B3l/ - 8 2(1 - B,Alr 'B,A)] - ' '" 9 

etc., where L is the principal eigenvector of the equation ~,Ap = L after 
substituting for ~" 

Circulant block migration structure. Consider a backward migration 
matrix M of the form (4.27) constructed as a circulant migration flow 
superimposed on a multideme structure. We verify the following fact. 

PROPOSITION 0.1 . 

order matrix 
Let w he a pth root of unity. Form the nth· 

, 
M ... ::: L W· - I'Y.M. .-, (0.49) 
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LeI xM ... "" AX with f'igenvalue A. Then the np component vector 

z "" (x, WI, wlx, ...• wi' - 'x) (0.50) 

is a left eigenvector of M for the eigenvalue A. 

PROOF. Operating with M on (0 .50) yields for the first row block 

, 
x L W· - ' 'YkMIl. = xM", = >..X .. , (0.5 1) 

the last equation resulting from the determination of x; the outcome of 
the second row block is 

:: wx{wP-'",/pMp + 'VIM, + ... + wP - 2"'p_1 Mp_d 

:::: wxM ... = AWX 

(0.52) 

The other row blocks applied to z produce. by analogous manipu
lations, the required outcomes thereby validating the assertion of Prop
osition 0 . 1. 0 

By letting w traverse the collection of all pth roots of unity, we 
accumulate al1 eigenvalues (and eigenvectors) of M. Most important for 
us is the following corollary of Proposition 0 .1. 

PROPOSITION 0.2. LeI the stipulations of Proposition D.l bl! in 
force. Then the left principal eigenvector for M is t "" (l Ip) (8. 8. 
.... 8) wherl! 8 is the stationary vector of the n x n stochastic matrix 

(0.53) 

APPENDIX E. ANALYSIS OF THEOREM 5.2 

We restate it for convenience. 

THEOREM 5.2. Let M be a general nonnegative irrt'ducible back-
ward migration matrix. Consider the family of migration matrices 

M ", = (I - a}1 + aM (E. I ) 

'"~ 

Tht'fl for any st't of positive Jitness valut's D "" diag(d •• d2 • .••• d .. ) 

p(a) = p(M.D) (E.2) 

is dt'creasing as a increases (strictly provided D *" d/ ). 

We use the notation (z. w) "" L ZiWj to denote the inner product of 
the indicated vectors. Log d stands for the vector of components log d/. 

PROOF. For the demonstration of (E.2) we e)lploit the 
Donsker-Varadhan variational formula (1975) (see also Friedland and 
Karlin , 1975) exhibited in (E.4) below. Let 

" [ x, ] 
(jl(p , a) = "'(PI •...• P .. , a ) = sup L Pi log (M x) . 

..,>0 I_I " , 
(E.3) 

displaying the dependence on the homing parameter a. Knowing that 
",(p , a) is strictly convex (and of continuity class e2) over P (PI, P2. 
...• P .. ) > O. we have that the supremum of 

log p(a) = log p(M.D) = sup [( p, log d) - .( p, a)] (E.4) 
,>' 

is uniquely achieved at the vector p(a) = [p,(~): .... p,,(a)) that is 
continuously differentiable as a traverses the umt mterval. Therefore 

dp _ (dp(a) , log d) _ ± ... dpAa) - ~ '()Ioa) 
da da 1_' OPi da aa. 

a 
= - - .[ p(a), aJ aa 

(E.5) 

as p(a) is the unique critical point of the ri~ht-hand quantity. i~ (E.4). Let 
x(a) be the unique positive vector (normahzed by th~ condition [x~a), e] 
= l) yielding (jl( p , a ) in (E.3). A calculation parallehng (E .5) applied to 
(E.3) with p fixed produces 

a "p, L" ) dx,(a) ~ p, dx,(a) 
• (p a) - - " mu(a - + .<- - d aa. ' - I~I [M" x(a)) /J_ I da I_ I x,{a) a 

+ ± _P,- (xAa) - [Mx(a)],} 
. I_ I (M .. x)1 

= (-p_, (I - M)x(a» 
M .. x(a) 

(E.6) 
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Noting that (I - M .. )x(a) = 0.(1 - M)x(a), the final expression in (E.6) 
reduces to 

• ~ P. { _ (~ P,x~.) 
'" [M ()J x~.) - [M. x(.)],) -. '" [M ()J 
I_I "xo. I I_ I ... xo. I 

I) (E.7) 

The concavity of the log funct ion entails 

log £.J PI 2: 4J PI log ( ~ X~.») ~ (x~.») 
1_ 1 [M"x(an I _ I [M",x(a)l, 

(E.B) 

On account of \p( p ) 2: 0 and the definition of "(a), we deduce that 

" ( x~.» ) ~(p ) = ,~P. log [M.x(.)J. ,,0 

Th ' ~ x~.) I d h·'· . . . h erelore ~ Pi [M ()J 2: an t IS ,act In conjunction Wit (E.6) 
I_I "'x a I 

and (E.1) verifies d\p[p(a) , aJ/do: 2: O. The forego ing conclusion combined 
with the relation (E.5) implies the assertion that p(a) is non in· 
creasing. o 

Slightly more care with the details of the analysis establishes strict 
inequality a<p[p(a), avaa > O. 0 < a < 1, unless p(a) , the left eigenvector 
of M .. D. is independent of n, a property precluded when 0 ~ cl. 

REMARK. It is tempting to conjecture an extension of Theorem 
5.2 such that the (more mixing) ordering relationship 

(E.9) 

in the sense that 

for all j :F j (E.IO) 

implies the inequaJity 

(E. II) 

Such a conclusion is generally not valid. Indeed , if (E. II ) prevails for all 

'" 
fitness regimes D, then necessarily 

~(')(p) "" sup ± PI log [~] ~ 'P(2)( p) 
. > D 1_ I (M X)I (E.l2) 

'= sup j: PI log [(M~;) ) ] 
.r> D 1_ , XI 

applies for all p. However, the relation (E.12) for all p entails that the 
stochastic matrices M( l) and M(2) share an identical stationary frequency 
state (the same left eigenvector for eigenvalue I). This requirement is 
usually not consistent with the stipulation (E.9). 

In particular, the version of(E.2) with variable homing rates (Section 
2, part Ill) generally does not hold. Specificall y, increasing a local homing 
rate does not ipso facto increase the likelihood of a protected polymorph
ism. In contrast, Theorem 5.2 asserts that a uniform increase in homing 
rates (effective throughout the popu lation range) does facilitate the 
expression of a protected polymorphism. 

APPENDIX F. PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1 

We start with a matrix of the form 

(F. I) 

where E. and £: are positive diagonal matrices and S is real symmetric. 
Let D be a positive diagonal matrix. 

The following known fact plays an essential role in our analysis. 

LEMMA F. l. Let M have the form (F./), then there exists an inner 
product with respect to which M is symmetric (M is symmetrizable in an 
inner product determined by a diagonal matrix). 

PROOF. We may express M as KE with K == E2S~ symmetric 
and E "" E 2- ' E , a positive diagonal matrix. Now define the new inner 
product 

«(x, y» "" L EIXIYi (F.2) .-. 
where £1 are the diagonal elements of E. The next Siring of equations are 
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easily justified: [« , » is the usual inner product] 

«Mx, y» ~ «Mx, Ey)) ~ «E,5E,x, Ey)) ~ ((E,x, 5E,Ey)) 

:; «E. x, SEt y» = «£2- 1£.X, My» = «Ex, My» 

~ «My, Ex)) ~ (( My, x)} ~ « x, My )} 

showing that M is symmetric in the inner product « , », 0 
Also. D II2MDl f2 (D diagonal) is symmetric with respect to the inner 

product «( , » as any two diagonal matrices, in particular D and E, 
commute. 

We will avail ourselves of the classical variational characterization 
of the spectral radius for symmetric matrices p(MD) yielding 

p(MD) = p(DlI2MDlf2) ::: sup « DII2MD'I2X, x» 
.,. « x, x)} (F.3) 

~ sup « My, y)} 
p o ({D Iy, y» 

using the substit ution y = D In" in the last equation. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 5. 1. As M, and M2 are symmetrizable and 
commute, there exists an appropriate inner product « , » determined 
by a positive diagonal matrix as described in Lemma P. I, leading to the 
representation 

p(M I M 2D) := p(M~f2M I f2DMIf2M~f2) 

« M1f2MI f2DMI f2M1f2 x, x» 
:= sup 

•• 0 ({x, x» 

« MIf2DMlf2 y, y» 
= sup 

y . O «M2 Iy, y» 

But M2 is stochastic positive definite in « , » and therefore 

« M,- 'y, y)} " « y, y)} for all y 

(F.4) 

(F,5) 

As MI is also positive defini te. (F.5) implies that the quantity in (F.4) is 
estimated above by SUPy.o«Mlf2DMlf2y, y»/«y, y». But this equals 
p(MID). The proof of Theorem 5. 1 is complete. 0 

As a consequence of Theorem 5.1 with M I = M, M2 = Mk (the k th 
power of M). we obtain: 

CI ••• IfIc.llon. 01 Seleetlon·Mlg •• tIon Siruetur .. ,,, 

COROLLARy .F.!. If M is a stochastic matrix symmetrizable to a 
positive definite matrix of the form (F. 1), then 

k ~ 1, 2, ' . , (F.6) 

COROLL A.RY F.2. 

matrix, then 
If Mis symmetrizable to a positive semidefinite 

p(MD) " L ~,d, (F.7) 
i _ I 

where ~M ~ and ~ obeys the normalization (~ , u) 
u ~ ( I , 1,.,., I). 

PROOF • Let k _ 00 in (F .6) producing 

(F.8) 

But the classical matrix ergodic theorem affirms that M" limit-oo M k 
coincides with the rank·one matrix II u;~ II, U; ... I , and manifestly 
P(M-D) ~ L7- , ~d,. 0 

REMARK. Let A I and A2 be symmetric positive definite stochastic 
matrices. We can paraphrase the argument of Theorem 5. 1 to show that 
p(A ,A2) :S p(A.), and more generally, p(At+ 'A2):S p(AtA2). Letting k 
_ 00 produces the lower bound 

p(A IA2) 2 (A 2 U .~) = :L (A2u),;; ,-, 
where ~ sat isfies ~AI = ~ (~ normalized to satisfy (u , ~) 1 J. 

Using the representation (F.3) we can also prove: 

THEOREM F.l. Assume that M is a symmetric (symmetrizab/e as 
in (F. I) suffices) positive definite stochastic matrix. Let M C",) = (l - a)1 
+ aM. Then 

\Il(a) = p(M(Q~D);s convex decreasing as a increases 

This result extends Theorem 5.2 in that \Il(a) is convex as well as 
decreasing. 
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It is generally assumed that the earliest living microorganisms were 
relatively simple in their metabolic capabilities and were provided by 
their environment with a great abundance of organic molecules for in· 
corporation into their structure of utilization for energy. As such sub
strates began to become depleted, these primitive microorganisms were 
forced to acquire new enzymatic abilities to permit them to utilize a wider 
range of compounds as metabolites. It is normally assumed that the ge
netic material of bacteria has increased in its amount during the course 
of evolution. 

]n 1945, Horowitz proposed that metabolic pathways might have 
arisen by a process of "retrograde evolution." He suggested that when 
an essential metabolite of primitive microorganisms became limiting , the 
cells were forced to evolve the enzymatic ability to convert a previously 
unused compound into the needed metabolite. As the new substrate would 
not differ greatly in structure from the old metabolite . the newly evolved 
enzyme could originate from the enzyme that formerly used the older 


